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Frank Ochop,

Try to Locate Relative*

FundFigures

tempts are being made to locate
relativesof Frank Ochop, 61, who

FENNVILLE

(Special)

—

Hollahd Since 1872

TEN PAGES —
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61, Dio*;

Emergency PoHo

The Newt Hat Boon A
ConstructiveBooster fen

Funds Increased

Chainnan lists

Child Loses

For County Roads;

$37,924 n

In Freak

At-

Gifts;

died Wednesday at

Allegan
Health Center following an opera-

Far Exceed

Quota

Holland, Township*
In Vicinity

Go

Way

Over Assigned Goal*

Salaries

tion.

Before being admitted to the
hospital,Ochop was a resident of
the Allegan County Farm. There
are no known survivors. It is
known that he was a native of

Total It Boost

Poland.

Officers Get Raises

Last

Over

Year; Elected

Funeral arrangements are inGRAND HAVEN (Special)
complete. The body is at the
Chappell
Funeral
Home.
Ottawa
County Board of SuperWeerd, co-chairmetf' for the emervisors
approved
a 1955 budget
gency drive for the March of

Ottawa Agent

ing meeting of the OctoJ>er session

during August.
The county total amounted to
*14,098.73 or *5,879.83above the
EAST LENSING, Michigan
*9,218.90 quota, which was assessed
Orville F. Walker, Kalkaska,has
on the basis of 12tt cents per been re-electedas president of the
, , j
Michigan AgriculturalAgents’ As
Holland area which included sociation,it was announced today
Holland city and Holland and Park following an extension conference
townships more than doubled its at Michigan State 'College.
quota of *3,295.50,collecting*6,- Burrell E. Henry, Marshall, was
611.34. Grand Haven area, with a named vice president of the

Receives Honor

—

capita.

quota of *2,132.13, collected*2,597.- association.

Leonard Hill, St. Joseph, was the last year.
Other, townships follow, quota named president,Jack Fever, KaTotal salaries for the county are
listed first and amount collected lamazoo, vice president and Gould listed at $145,379, compared with
second : Allendale,*207.88 and Pinney, Bay City, secretary-treas-$133,473 last year. The new budget
*126.55; Blendon, *231.12 and urer, of 4-H club agents.
also allows an assistant for the
*435.24;Chester, *167.88and *162.Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk, Grand uvenile court agent for $4,200, a
57; Crockery,*220.38 and *516.50; Haven, was named president of rearrangementof the sheriff’s deGeorgetown,*636.38 and *1,093.33; the home demonstrationagents partment allowinga clerk-stenoJamestown. *256.13 and *579.84; and Mrs. Ann Brown, Ann Arbor, grapher for $2,750 and a $5,000
Olive, *182.50 and *354.98; Polkton, was named first vice president.
item for two cars and operation of
*391.24 and *460.54;Port Sheldon,
gas tank and pump. The Michigan
*59.15 and *64.02; Robinson, *160.13
Child’s Guidance clinic appropriand *176; Tallmadge. *280 and
ation was increased $1,000, listing
*613.65; Wright. *267.38and *306.the new appropriation at $2,500.
27; Zeeland, *731.12 and none.
The budget allows $1,000, for
The co-chairmen pointed out
county parks compared with 57,that expenses of the drive
500 last year and $125,000 for
amounted to *106.28, leaving a Arrives for
county roads, compared with $75,-

Years Old, Responding

Thank

Well to Treatment

All

Volunteen

Edwin Raphael expressed heartfelt
gratitude to the hundredsof volunteers who assisted in making the
drive and to the thousands of
persons who contributed gifts.
Chest leaders emphasized that
reports are still incomplete and

There also was a general 10 per
cent increasein salary for the
elected officers of the county,
and some increarses for other employes based on surveys conducted by the Michigan Municipal
League which reclassified positions at the court house during

expect that the final figure will be
considerably higher. They are urging all workers to turn in their
supplies to the Community Chest
office above Fris Book Store.
Persons who have not been contacted and who wish to contribute
to the Community Chest are -asked
to call the Community Chest office
at 3549 and Mrs. J. Vander Werf
who has been in charge of clerical
work for several years for Hol-

90.

Bouwman, Three

Will Be Collected;

Three-year-old Grace Bouwman
in good condition Monday in
Holland Hospital following an unusual accident Sunday morning in
which her right arm was torn off
as she fell out of a car on US-31
about seven miles south of Holland.
Just how the accident occurred
was not definitelydetermined by
Fillmore Deputy Henry Bouwman.
said the three-seated ranch
wagon, driven by Jacob Rozema,
an uncle, was headed for Central

was

11

Donnelly and his co-chairman

roads.

Accident

Grace

Community

Monday. The budget shows an increase of $101,717.05 over last
year’s total, accountedfor mainly
in a $50,000 increase for county

Ann

•ContributionsStill

Holland’s
Chest
drive edgedover the top Wednesday
with reported gifts of *37,924.74,
or exactly *24.74 over the assigned
quota of *37,900.
Campaign Chairman Bernard P.

calling for $646,948.55 at its clos-

CENTS

Near Holland

$24.74 Over Top

Upped

Paul Oilman and Irvin De

Dimes, today announced final collection figures for the drive which
was carried on in Ottawa county

PRICE SIX

DAVID

E.

ICOBIE

ffl

Efforts to Revive

Youngster Fad;
Fourth Fatality
Mother Administers

He

Christian Reformed
Church about 9 a.m. In the car
were the grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Rozema, the driver
and his wife, two aunts of the
child, and five children.The children included Grade and her four
Avenue

brothers.

The parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Bouwman, route 1, East
Saugatuck,were in Lansing.111.,
On Way to Hospital
for the weekend and the children
were
being cared for by the grandDavid
Elder
Scobie
III,
22land’s Community Chest camMRS. BESSIE C. HURD (left), presidentof the Michigan paigns, will arrange to have the month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. parents. The parents returned
David E. Scobie,Jr* wa* drowned home on hearing of the accident.
contributionscalled for.
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, is shown here with Mrs.
Sunday afternoon in a septic The child was taken to Holland
Division
reports
to
date
follow
Edith Walvoord of Holland, general chairman of the local conHospitalby Hollis Teusink,who
with quota listed first and amount tank in the rear yard of the
vention committee. The 80th annual state conventionopened
collectednext: Industry (SSP). Scobia home at ^251 Lakewood was travelingsouth and who stopped at the scene. The uncle accomhere Wednesdayand will conclude Friday afternoon. Mrs. Hurd
*22.020 and *22.020;Industry (non Blvd.
panied him to the hospital. The
The
body
was
recovered
by
the
delivered the keynote address Wednesday night.
SSP), *531 and *1,253.25; business
grandmotherwas treated for shock
(Sentinel photo)
and professional.*0,443 and *5,790; father shortly after the youngster
non local business,*379 and was missing, and the mother ap- at the hospital and later released
to her home.
*571.50; schools and colleges. plied artificialrespiration while
The accident occurredon US-31
the
father
drove
to
the
Holland
SI, 516 and 51,447.97; Individual
on a curve near the Belvedere
gifts (Hollandcity), *2,653 and police station. At police headquarters,the resuscitator was Farm. Investigating officersbetotal less expenses of *13,992.45.
*2,645.06;individual gifts (subur000 lasf year.
The
heavyweight
champion
of
These expenses consisted of newsBudget classificationsfollow:
ban, north side), $1,705 and used, also on the way to Hol- lieve the child caught her arm In
land Hospital in an ambulance, the door as she fell from the car.
paper, *4.50; postal cards, *71.78, the world, Rocky Marciano, (new figures first and last year's
$1,528.30;individual gifts (suburNo other car was Involved.
accompanied
by
his
manager,
A1
second) : Appropriations,$6,000
and polio fighter, *30.
ban. south side), *1,705 and but the child was dead on arThe child was on the “fair" list
rival at 1:50 p.m.
Polio leaders extended gratitude Weill, arrived in Holland Wed- and $5,000; addressograph, $1,525
51.709.46; fraternal organizations,
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water Sunday. Monday she was put on
to the “wonderful cooperation in nesday for a few days vacation. and $1,325; Board of Supervisors, “Is it any wonder that juvenile
*379 and *245.
and sheriff’s officerswho are in- the “good” list and was responding
Weill said they will remain here $12,125 and $12,525; Circuit Court,
helping to make this drive the
All persons who have contributed
delinquency
is increasing when an
vestigating the case said It has to treatment. The arm was tom
magnificent success that it was.” until Sunday relaxing and ‘‘visit- $6,050 and $5,750; Circuit Court
to Community Chest are invitedto
not been determined how the off between the elbow and shoulding old friends.”The two along Commissioners, $50 and $50; estimated 27,000,000 childrenin
the anual meeting Nov. 9 at 4:30
Blind
with John Russo were picked up in coroner fees, $1,500 and $1,500.
the United States have no rep.m. in room 205 of the Warm heavy metal cover of the septic | erChicago late Tuesday and arrived
tank had been removed.
County agricultural agent and ligious affiliation or training?”
Friend Tavern to elect three new
It was the fourth fatalityfor a
here at 4:30 a.m. aboard the Hol- home demonstration,$6,485 and
directors. One new directorwill be
This questionwas asked by
land Furnace Co. land cruiser as $6,810; county clerk, 3,846 • and
child under five years old at Holin Trailer
appointed. Directors whose threeMrs. Bessie C. Hurd, state WCTU
land hospital in less than a week.
guests of P. T. Cheff.
3,716; county treasurer,$4,136 and
year terms expire this year are
Weill said he has a TV appearpresident,in her keynote address
Other cases included a drowning,
$4,337.20;court hpuse and grounds,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) - A John F. Donnelly, Don Crawford,
ance on Arch Ward’s program $14,415 and $14,115; drain com- Wednesday night at the 80th ana bum case, and one in which a
Monday in Chicago while Marci- missioner,$3,150 and $3,100; elect- nual Michigan WCTU convention 75-year-oldblind man, John Dock- Clarence J a 1 v i n g and William child was hit by a hydraulic Jack.
Oonk.
One youth waived examination ano will fly to Washington,D. C.,
in. was found dead in his trailer
other children survived
ions, $4,885 and $7,650; justice in Third Reformed Church. Her
Other board member* are Rus- tragic accidents— one a drownTuesday when arraigned on negli- wh£re he will referee a fight early
subject
-was
"What
of
the
at
52nd
St.
and
Leonard
Rd.
in
court, $10,700 and $7,250; hossell Klaasen, Mr*. Joseph Borggent homicide charge and a second next week.
Future?” with emphasis that Spring Like townshipabout 10:30 man, Jr.. Rev. John Haips, ing and 'the other an auto acci- Holland area residents will have
pitalization, $625 and $625.
an opportunity to meet members
pleaded guilty to a reckless drivOn the same fight card will be
County agent, juvenile court, youth training is an important a.m. Tuesday by Arthur Martin Riemer Van Til, Victor Van Oos- dent in which a child’s arm was of the noted Amsterdam Concerting count before Municipal Court Willie Troy, also managed by
torn
off.
$5,835 and $935; friend of the part of WCTU work.
who lived in a neighboring trailer. terhout, Edwin Raphael, Willis
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen.
Weill. While here, Weill expects
The Scobie child is survived by gebouw Orchestra Friday at 12:30
"Just as it is of utmost imcourt and probation officer, $2,771
Welling and Mrs. John Tiesenga. his parents. Mr. and Mrs. David p.m. at Hope Memorial Chapel,
John Mulder, 17, of 71 West to receive confirmation of a swing
It
is
believed
the
man
may
have
portance
that
we
take
the
Holy
ahd $3,691; miscellaneous. $22,100
Jalving is president, Klaasen is
20th St., was bound ovef to Circuit through Australia in late Novemaccordingto Willard C. Wichers,
and $19,400; probate court, $10,561 Bible as the gtride of our daily died from monoxide gas from a treasurer a^4..Mrs. Tiesenga is E. Scobie, Jr.; a sister, Stephanie
Court for appearance on Nov. 4 ber and early December.
direqtqr ot tbo Jfctetterlands InforJaye:
the
grandfathers,
David
E.
lives,
so
it
is
vitally
important
small
wood
stove
since
the
man’s
and $10,661; prosecuting attorney,
board secretary.
at 10 a.m. after waiving examinaWeil said the trip "down under1
mation Service office here.
Scobie
of
West
New
York,
N.J.,
that
by
example
we
show
our
dog also was found dead.
$1,581 and $1,581; photostat. $4,tion on the homicide count.
will include 19 shows over a 21
and a maternal grandmother, The 101 orchestra members,
youth the right way as against Martin said he had not seen the
900
and
$4,500;
register
of
deeds.
Howard Goodyke, 17, route 1. day period. Weill said he hoped
Mrs. Nell Petersen of Holland. conductors and party, currently on
the wrong.” Mrs. Hurd said.
blind man since Sunday evening.
Zeeland,paid fine and costs of to get Hollywood stars Gloria De $4,964 and $4,090; road commisThe
father is principal of Pine a concert swing through Michigan,
’Crime
and
lawlessness
among
When he entered the trailer today,
$54.70 on the reckless driving Haven and George Raft for the sioners, $2,400 and $2,400.
expresseda wish to make a trip
Creek School.
Sheriff’s department. $38,200 teenagers has increased alarming- he found Dockin sittingat the
charge. He was also placed on shows.
to Holland, Mich., as a good-will
ly.
The
cancerous
growth
of
inteltable. Coroner Joseph E. KamThe program will include a nar- and $27,100;County Board of Eduprobation for six months.
gesture.
lectual dishonestyin public life meraad set the time of death as
cation.
$41,275
and
$30,882;
health
The warrant charged Mulder ration of fight films by Marciano
They will arrive at Hope Chapel
has had the spotlight turned on Saturday night. Dockin had been Gets
wiih negligence in the death of and skits using the Hollywood unit, $87,613 and $87,148; salaries,
at 12 :30 where they will be greeted
it. If we were without our De- living in the trailer for the last
$145,379
and
$133,473;
county
Warren Nykanip, 17. of 38 West stars.
by Mayor Harry Harrington and
clarationof Independence, our 2l-2 years.
drain. $3,129.45 and $2,657.80:SoIANSING-L. W Lamb of Hol21st St. Nykamp was a passenger
Hope College officials. It is exConstitution
and
the
Bill
of
Surviving are a sister. Mrs. Lily land was awarded three state
cial Welfare, $61, 6-17.50 and $57.in Mulder’s car which collided
pected that a large delegation of
Rights,
we
would
have
nothing.
Barrigar
of
Grand
Haven
and
highway
department
contracts
000.50; tax allocation.$800 and
with another vehicle at the interlocal townspeople will be there to
As
Americans
we
have
inherited
three nephews. The body was totaling $165,491 at opening of
$640; countv roads and parks.
section of the Beeline Rd. and US- Butler
chat with the individualmembers.
a particular way of life. We have taken to Kammeraad Funeral bids here Tuesday.
$135,000
and
$82,500;
Camp
Pot31 Oct. 8.
SAUGATUCK
(Special)
A Everyone is invited, especially
inherited not only constitutional
They include a $199,878 grade
Home.
tawatomie, $1,500 and $1.500;
Deputy Len Ver Schure said
costume parade will highlight Sat- persons who have come to this
Workman’s Compensation Fund. liberitiesunique in history, but
separation to carry US-16, M-21
the count against Goodyke was
Festival
urday night’s Halloween festivities area from the Netherlandsin rethe
other
great
values
of
a
and
M-50
by-pass
or
South
Belt$500
and
$500;
totals,
$646,948.55
t * placed after a thorough investigair Saugatuck.
cent years.
spiritualheritage. In the past the Henry Nylands Feted
line over the Grand Rapids Extion. Ver Schure said Goodyke
and $545,231.50.
Sponsoredby the civic organiza- Local residents are Invited to
W. A. Butler was reappointed Board Chairman John Van Dyke American people have exhibited By Group of Neighbors
pressway. Completion date is
was leading Mulder’s car by about
tions and both the Saugatuck and “maybe take the musicians singly
irresistiblestrength in time of
July 30. 1955.
a i mile as the two vehicles head- as a director of Tulip Time Fes appointed SupervisorsMartin
tival, Inc., by the Holland Cham Boon of Grand Haven, chairman. emergency.Much of that strength
A group of neighborsheld a Another is a bridge to carry Douglas village councils, the pa or in groups on short walks
ed toward Borculo.
Ver Schure said Mulder and ber of Commerce, at a regular William L. Kennedy of Allendale has been due to a unity of pur- party Thursday evening at the the relocation of M-21-eastboundrade will start down the main through the downtown area,”
Goodyke had both been at the meeting Monday. He was named and Henry Ver Meer of James- pose in opposing a common en- home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ny- land -over the Black River, 2.7 street at 7 p.m. and continue to Wichers said.
The group will reassembleat
three-year temy Other town as a new sheriff’s committee. emy. That common enemy is the land, route 6. in celebrationof miles southwest of Zeeland in the high school gym.
same party earlier in the evening. to
There, costumes will be judged. Hope Chapel at 2:30 for a bus tour
Chamber
directors
on
the
Tulip
liquor
beverage
industry!”
their
golden
wedding
anniversary.
This
committee
will
report
baric
at
Ottawa County. Completion date
Part of the crowd left in Mulder's
The three-day convention open- The Nylands will mark the anni- for the *127,857 project is Sept. 30, Jack-o-lantcrnsdisplayed by local of the lake area. They will leave
Time board whose terms did not the January session on, three recar and part in Goodyke’*car.
business concerns during the week, after the tour for Grand Rapids
expire are Gertrude Steketee and quests made by the sheriffwhich ed Wednesday afternoon with versary Oct. 27.
1955.
a prayer and praise service led
C. Neal Steketee.
A brief program was given and
The
other is for a grade also will be judged. Movies will be where they will perform at a
are not included
Servicemens Mothers
by Mrs. Mildred Montgomery, the honored guests were present- separation to carry Broadway shown after the judging.
concert in the Civic Auditorium
Plans were approved for stag budget.
High school age groups will also Friday evening.
ing a district turkey show under
On
request
of
state
auditors,
a state director of spirituallife. ed a gift from the group.
Ave.,
over
the
Norton-Glade
ExClab Plans Hymn Sing
the direction of the Community resolution pertaining to fees col- The Rev. Raymond Denekas of
The Nyland’s only daughter pressway at the west limits of hold a Halloween costume party Accompanying the orchestra on
Servicemen'sMother’s Service committee at Civic Cen lected for civil process papers was Holland spoke of the influence of and her husband. Mr. and Mrs. Muskegon Heights. Cost is $137, at the Legion Hall Saturdaynight. the tour are Mr. Kubelik and Mr.
club of Central Park Church will ter Nov. 11. Chamber members referred to the sheriff’s commit- the churches are exerting on George Markvluwer, were present 756 and completiondate July 15. Teenagers from the area are in- Van Biemum. conductors, along
vited. The affair will include with Mrs. Van Bienum and J. H.
sponsor a hymn sing at the church also were invited to participate tee. The resolution states that county proposal No. 2. commonly for the event. Others participat- 1955.
called
the
local
option
proposal.
dancing.
Refreshments will be R. Texieria de Nattos, first secrein
open
house
in
connection
with
salaried
personnel
shall
not
retain
ing
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fern
next Sunday at 8:45 following
served at both parties.
tary of the Netherlandsembassy
the evening services.The collec- the Civic Center dedication Nov the fees, but special deputies us- He said ‘The liquor traffic would Barnes. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
ing their own cars for this service destroy the church if it could, and Koops. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bou- Election Boards Named
Jack Janis has been organizing in Washington.
tion will be used for Christmas 16 and 17.
the church could destroy the man. Mr. and Mrs. Arend HovenThe education committee
Mr. and Mrs. Wichers have been
Saugatuck Halloween parties for
mav
ay retain tne
the lees.
fees.
boxes for the 26 boys of the
For Holland Township
James E. Townsend of Holland liquor traffic if it would.”
cooperatingin sponsoring three
the last nine years.
with the orchestra during the
ga. Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Yonker
church now in service.
Michigantour. The orchestra is on
Padma Satya of India will wear topflight guest speakers for stu- reported that the rules and legis- Mayor Harry Harrington wel- Mr. and Mrs. Don Baker. Mr. and
Election boards have been apcomed the delegates. He spoke Mrs. Milo York, Mr. and Mrs.
a tour of the United States and will
one of her native dresses and will dents of- Hope College and West- lation committee could make no
pointed in the live precincts of Steven Buter, 89, Dies
present 42 concerts in as many
sing a song of India. Other num- ern TheologicalSeminary. The recommendation at the present of the Influence of the WCTU on Henry Lubbers, Mr. and Mrs. Holland township, according to
cities.
bers on the program will include first speaker will be a former time that County Juvenile Agent youth and said the picture of to- Nelson Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Township Clerk Walter Vander At Convalescent Home
the Tulip City Four, consistingof Holland man, Nelson A. Miles, Avery Baker qualify for social morrow is largely what we are Overbook. Mr. and Mrs. Gradus Haar. Personnel follows:
ZEELAND (Special) —Steven
John Swieringa, Jack Essenburg, vice presidentand secretaryof security. Townsend said any action today. High School Principal J.J. Koops, Mr. and Mrs. John Pieper,
Precinct No. 1— A. R. Van RaalHenry Driesenga and A. Greven- Holly CarburetorCo of Detroit, taken by the committee should be Riemersma said the No. 1 social Mr. and Mrs. James Koops. Mr. te Robert Evans, Albert Borgman Buter, 89, died Wednesday eve- Baby Sleeps Through
who will speak in Holland Nov. a blanket action which would pro- problem today is youth and and Mrs. Anton Babich. Mr. and and Arthur Tors.
ning at Parkview Convalescent Accident in Automobile
goed, and the Modernaires.
vide a policy for other cases of alcoholic beverages. Dr. J. R. Mrs. Willard Brink and Mr. and
4.
Hymns requested by mothers
Precinct No. 2 — Paul Dogger, Home following a lingeringillness.
For the past several years Mr. Luck rode with one-month-old
President Henry Ter Haar pre- this type since some other county Mulder of Western Theological Mrs. Ben Sternberg.
of the boys will be sung by the
Peter Dalman, Albert Raak.
and
Mrs. Buter have lived at the Mark McVea today when the car
audience with Swieringa as song sented facts on Park Township employed also do not qualify under Seminary spoke of the cooperaPrecinct No. 3— John H. Maat.
tion of all Christian movements
airport and arranged to appoint the present retirement system.
leader.
Simon Dykstra, Peter Tuls and convalescent because of ill health. he was in rolled down into the
Townsend also moved that and the continuouscrusade all HHS Seniors Visit
They formerly lived on West Cen- front door of the Old News
The Mothers Club will have a special Chamber committee.
Walter Vander Haar.
State Rep. George Van Peursem are engaged in.
His
new
appointments
follow:
their next meeting Monday, Nov.
Precinict No. 4 — Peter Pyle, tral Ave. and also in Holland.
Printery from where it was parked
Michigan
State
Campus
and State Sen. Clyde Geerlings Pageantry marked the opening
Mr. Buter was born in Germany.
8, to plan items to be sent to the Buliding, Dr. I. J. Lubbers; city
Chris Van Liere and John Veldin front of the police station on
introduce
appropriate
legislation
of the evening meeting as 30
He was employed at the Zeeland West Eighth St.
Sixteen Holland High School heer.
boys by Nov. 15 for Christmas and state affairs, Clarence
Grevengoed; community service, providing for a second state ap- members of the state board all seniorsvisited MichiganState Coldelivery.
Precinct No. 5— Harold Kragt, Brick Co. and also owned a
Mrs. William McVea of 101 West
Henry Weyenberg; education, W. pointed county agent in the coun- wearing white formals and carry- lege campus Thursday to confer ClarenceRaak and Abel Kuyers. grocery store in Zeeland. He re- 15th St., said she had parked the
W. Scott; executive, Henry Ter ty. Ottawa county is believed to ing district banners marched down with instructors about courses
Vander Haar said the deadline tired several years ago.
car and went into the station to
Mr*. Ruth Wijrger, 25,
Surviving besides the wife,
Haar; harbor and lakes, R. C. have passed the 75,000 figure in the aisle. Each of the 18 district and other college plans.
for obtaining absent voter ballots
renew her, driver'slicense. Apparpopulation
which
would
provide
a
presidents were given two minuBosch; industrial,George HeerThe group was taken on tours of is Saturday at 2 p.m. All such Annie and a brother, G. J. Buter ently her older son, Billy, knocked
Dies in Grand Rapids
tes to tell highlightsof work ac- the campus and met in general ballots must be returned before of Zeeland and several nephews
inga; legislativeand national af- second agent.
the gear shift when he got out of
The board adjourned, subect to complishedby their districts dur- sessions to hear about MSC work
and nieces.
Mrs. Ruth Wiggers, 25, of Grand fairs, James Townsend; memberthe polls close on Nov. 2.
Funeral services will be held the car and the car rolled across
ing the past year.
and basic collegeclasses.
Rapids died this morning at But- ship, C. Neal Steketee;planning call by the chair.
Saturday
at 2 p.m. at Yntema the street and into’ the Printer.
Tonight’s
meeting
at
7:45
p.m.
and
economic,
M.
C.
Lindeman;
Included
in
the
group
were
terworth Hospital. She was the
Funeral
Home
with the Rev. J. Mark was in his basket in the
public relations, Oscar Vanden 91-Year-01d Zeeland
will feature an address by Mrs. Sonja Bouwman, Myrna Cook. Assault Fine Paid
wife of Henry Wigger.
den Ouden officiating. Burial will back seat and slept through the
Glen G. Hays, national WCTU Sandra Dressei, Marcia Glanton, GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaU
Besides her husband, she is sur- Dooren; retail merchants, Jack
incident.
president, who will speak on “A Margaret Hagans, Mari Lou Hin- Hunter S. Robbins of Spring Lake be in Zeeland Cemetery.The body
vived by a daughter, Lois Jean, Plewes; rural relations.Bernard Woman Succumbi
Damage to the car was estiis
at
the
funeral
home.
Heritage to Claim.” All meetings der! Leona Jones, Junis Kunkel, paid *10 fine and *4.55 costs in
and a son James Henry, both at Arendshorst; safety, Andrew Sail;
mated at *75 by Sgt. Ralph WoldZEELAND
(Special)
Mrs. are open to the public and men Janet Larion, Shirley Meiste,
tourist
and
resort,
Russell
home; her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Justice Frederick J. Workman’s
ring who investigated.
H. Mast, 91, died at Zeeland as well as women are invited. The Shirley Miller. Audrey Nykerk, court Tuesday afternoon on an asErnest Lankheet, formerly of Zee- Klaasen; transportation, Charles
Pah Fined
The right headlight and front
Hospital
early
Friday.
She
convention will close Friday Beverly Nyland. Wells Penna. Bar- sault charge. The alleged offense
land; two brothers Richard Lank- Cooper; nationalcouncillor, Mayor
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
fender were damaged.
lived
with
her
son,
Joe,
at
638
Harry
Harrington.
afternoon.
bara
Roser
and
Mary
Lou
Van
heet, a member of the armed
occurred last July 23 while Robert Daniel Gould, 19, Grand Haven,
East Central Ave. She was taken
Putten.
forces stationed in Hutchinson,
Seaberg of Grand Haven was hunt- and William Schuitema, 18,
to
the
hospital
about
eight
weeks
Accompanying the group were ing night crawlers on the road
Kan., and Ronald Lankheet, at
Grand Haven township, both Fined for Larceny
Mrs. Anna Roznach Dies
Attempts
to
Pay
Fine
ago. Formerly living at Drenthe,
Mrs. *A. Bouwman, Mrs. E. Penna near the Robbins home in Spring
home; and one sister, Gloria
pleaded guilty before Associate GRAND HAVEN (Special)
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
her husband died 51 years ago.
and Mrs. J. Van Putten.
Lankheet,at home.
Lake. Robbins who thought the man Municipal Judge Jacob Pontein Erwin Goodin, 19. 11% North
Surviving are four daughters, Chester Wojtowicz, 33, route 1,
Funeral services will be held Mrs. Anna Roznack, 77, of 1836
was trespassing on his property Tuesday afternoon to a charge of Seventh St.. Grand Haven paid *50
Saturday At 2 p.m. from the De Waverly Ave., died this noon in Mrs. Alfred. Fanning and Mrs. Grand Haven, was attempting to
approached him with a dog and malicious destruction of property. fine and *5.50 costs in Municipal
raise
money
to
pay
a
*35
fine and Divorce Granted
Municipal
Hospital.
The
rosary
Egbert
Boes,
both
of
Grand
RapVries funeral home in Grartd Raan altercation ensued after Seaberg Each was ordered to pay $10 fine, court this morning on a simple
GRAND HAVEN Special)
pids with the Rev. Cornelius Han- will be recited Friday at 8 p.m. at ids; Mrs. John Vander Kolk of *5.50 costs imposed in Municipal
A
divorce decree was granted in was about to fight off the dog $5.50 costs and make restitutionlarceny charge. He was arrested
Court
Monday,
rather
.than
serve
Forest
Grove
and
Mrs.
John
the
Van
Zantwick
Funeral
Home.
ko of the ProtestantReformed
with a tire Iron from his car in the amount of $4. The pair by city police on Oct. 22 when he
Church officiating. Burial will be Funeral services will be Saturday Broekhuis of Oakland; three 12 days in the county jail. Ottawa Circuit Court Wednes- Seaberg left his car parked nearwas arrested by city police who allegedly took a number of housein Woodlawn Cemetery. Friends at 9:30 aim. at St. Patrick’s sons, Gerrit, John and Joe, all He was charged with being dnink day to Jean V. Himes from Alby
and
called the village officer allege that on Monday both de- hold articlesfrom the home of
bert
F.
Himes,
both
of
Holland.
and
disorderly
at
a
restaurant
on
of
Zeeland;
one
sister-in-law,
Mrs.
may meet the family at the fun- Catholic Church with the Rev. E.
Custody of the two minor children from a public telephone booth in I stroyed new cement in front of Martha Arrence, 111 South Second
eral home’ Thursday and Friday J. O’HarA officiating. Burial will Evert Vis of Zeeland;23 grand- US-31 in Spring Lake township
/< evenings
Second Reformed Church.
St., where he had been rooming
the village.
was awarded to the mother.
Sunday.
children;
24
great
grandchildren.
be
in
Lake
Forest
Cemetery.
from 7 u> 9 p.m.
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TODAY'S
GARDEN-GRAPH
Community Ambassador
"TU*. U
Oflk« "

Two Interceptions
Lead Bears to

S. PBtttt

"

Describes Life in Spain

20-6

HoUand’s Community Ambas-

Victory Over

sador to Spain, Don Jacobusse,
was speaker at a United Nations
meeting of HoUand Branch,
American Association of University Women, Thursday evening
in Durfee Hall.
Jacobusse, who lived with a

Dutch

Two Interceptedpasses by Jack
Sinn, St. Joseph halfback,beat
Holland High footballers Friday
night. They were the game’s big
“breaks" but were deserved by
the Bears who completely out-

Spanish family last summer

played. Holland.
Sinn’i runs were for 85 and 7o
yards and came in the second
and foruth periods.St. Joe added
a third touchdown with 35 sec-

onds remaining,to score
first

their

win of the year after

five

straight losses,20-6.
Holland didn’t deserve to win.

played our worst game,
Coach Dale Shearer said, "We
didn't block, charg or tackle
and pheasant hunting didn’t help."
The Dutch players, after a lopsided win over Dowagiac. conquerors of St. Joe, underrated
the Bears.
Sinn’s two catches were made
with no Dutch receivers in sight
and on both dashes he streaked
down the sidelinesleaving Hol-

MRS. A. C. YOST OF HOLLAND

(left) con-

ducts a school of instructionfor 13 enumerators

who

farm census in the southern
half of Ottawa County the next three or four
weeks. Seated in front, left to right, are Mrs.
G. S. Everhart,Glenn R. Geerlings and Carl S.
will conduct a

Schermer. Seated in second row are Mrs. Nick

Vukin, M. D. Wyngarden,Robert E. Vande
Buqte and Cornelius Patmos. Standing are
Kenbeth Van Wieren, Mrs. Ruth Behrens, Mrs.
F. Ter Hoar, Mrs. J. Dykema, Mrs. I*. Emmert
and William V. Taylor. (Prince photo, Zeeland)

John Schrotenboers

out on his flfst
run by two key blocks thrown by

Observe Anniversary

sophomores Jason Harness, end,
and Jerry Neidlinger, tackle.
The final touchdown pass plav
covered eight yards and was Jim
Marquardt to Jason Harness. Jim
Gersonde made two of the extra

Relatives and friendsof Mr. and
Mrs. John Sehrotenboergathered
at their home Tuesday night to
celebrate their 25th wedding anniA farm census which Is conversary. Movies were shown and
remarks and prayer given by the ducted every five years by the
Rev. William Brink. A two-course Bureau of Census which comes
lunch was served.
under the U.S. Department of
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. Agriculture got under wayEd Sehrotenboer,Mr. and Mrs. in Ottawa County Monday and
Rob Sehrotenboer. Mr. and Mrs. continue for the next three or
Albert Sehrotenboer and Marilyn,
four weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schrotenbo''r,
Mrs. A. C. Yost of Holland is
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Meiste, Mr. and
in charge of the census in southMrs. George Tubergan, Mr. and
ern Ottawa, assisted by 13 enumMrs Russell Huyser. Mr. and Mrs. erators.James Scott is in charge
Albert Prins, Agnes, Marie and
for northernOttawa. Schools for
Peter Dogger, Mr. and Mrs. Denenumerators of this area were
nis Top and Gloria, Mr. and Mrs.
held Tuesday, Wednesday and toEd Nienhuis, Mr. end Mrs. Dirk
day in Zeeland. Thursday was deBredeveld.
to "field trials” in which
The Rev. and Mrs. William voted
enumerators interviewedseveral
Brink, Mr. and Mrs. John Wolfanners.Today’s school session
fert, Mrs. P. Tuinsma, Mr. and
was designed to clear up probMrs. Merle Top and Karen, Jon,
lems that came up after initial
David, Eugene, Mary, Judith, Jane
Ann and Ellyn Sehrotenboer, Ber- contacts Thursday.
Enumerators are Kenneth Van
nice Sternbergand the guests of
Wieren,
Olive Township; Mrs.
honor.
Unable to be present were a Ruth Behrens, east half of Blendon; Mrs. F. Ter Haar, south
son, Sgt. Paul Sehrotenboer, servhalf of Georgetown; Mrs. J. Dyking in the armed forces in Hawaii,
and out-of-town friends and rela- ema, north half of Georgetown;
Mrs. L. Emmert, west half of
tives.
Blendon; William V. Taylor,

points.

Holland scored with 1:35 left
in the third quarter. The drive
started on a recovered fumble
on the Bear 44. A pushing penalty completeda pass from Henry
Visscher,quarterback, to Bob
Van Wieren, end. on the St. Joe

Two end sweeps by Tom
Klomparens, fullback, and an
23.

offside penalty moved Holland
to the Bear six, where Klomparens ran the end on a pitchout
from Visscher.A high pass from
center preventedRon Van Dyke
from kicking the extra point
Penalties hurt Holland.Three
long first half gains were nulifed because of offside or backfield in motion penalties.Klomparens went 15 and 27 yards, only
to called back and Van Dyke
moved from the Holland 40 to
the St. Joe 30 to no avail.
St. Joe, not penalizeda yard
,in the first half, got anxious in
the last two periods, and was
charged with 41 yards. Holland
was setback 50 yards on penal-

_

roots

"We

land flatfooted.
He was helped

under the Experiment in International Living, presenteda discerning review of the government, church and attitudesof the
Spanish people.
. In Spain, he said, there is no
separationof church and state,
and the Spanish people have but
two real loyalties—God and
Franco. Although we consider the
government a dictatorship, . the
aaatted
before repotting \
Spanish do not, he said. Franco
IS is admired as an astute politician,
who managed to keep his country out of World War n' and has
kept
communism out, for which
Plants
his people are extremelygrateful.
By DEAN HAILIDAY
However, some do protest supDistributed by Central Press Association
pression,the extreme poverty
SOME plants can grow happily shown In the Garden-Graph.Use which Franco has not tried to
In the some pots for years, others
a small, pointed stick for this alleviateand the low educational
with more adventurous roots re- purpose, or a long-tined kitchen standards.

Farm Cencus Launched
This

Week

in

County
Resthaven Guild
Holds Election
Electionof two new officers
featureda business meeting of
Resthaven Guild Friday evening
at BeechwoodReformed Church.
Mrs. J. De Witt of Vriesland Reformed Church was named second
vice president and Mrs. H. Cook
of Bethany Christian Reformed
of Holland, assistant secretary.
They will serve two-yearterms.
Other officers are Mrs. William
C. De Roo, president; Mrs. A.
Dogger, first vice president; Mrs.
G. Streur, secretary; Mrs. B.

Repotting House

quire frequent repotting.
The heat way to tell if a plant
needs repottingIs to examine its
root ball from time to time.
To remove a plant from its pot
without breaking the soil ball,
water the soli and let it soak in
thoroughly, then turn the pot upside down, holding the plant as
shown in the accompanyingGarden-Graph. Tap the pot gently
on the edge of a table or some
solid object This will loosen the
soil ball and It will slide out of
the poL
A pot-bound plant with roots so

numerous they form a network
on the outsideof the soil ball, as
Illustrated,indicates that the

plant needs more room and
should be repotted In a larger
container.
Roots that have become matted,
should be gently disentangled,as

Lem

Ottawa
/ Farm

News

Richard Machlele
County Agricultural Afent
Three Short Course Scholarships are being awarded to farm
boys by the Ottawa County
Bankers Association. Lester Ossewarde, Coopersville; Curtis
Eubank, Marn6 and. Henry De
Weerd, Hudspnville are the re*
lepients of $100 Michigan State
College Short Course Scholarships. Robert Den Herder, secretary and C. Dalman, president k
of the Ottawa County Bankers
,

Association making the selection
for the awards said the winners
will enroll for the eight weeks

General AgricultureCourse on
Oct. 25th.
The instructionalprogram will

Include

a complete course In

agriculture with studies in livestock dairying, crops, farm management, poultry, soils, horticulture, farm mechanics, plant
fork.
There is compulsorytraining diseases, bacteriology, farm inDo not make the mistake of re- for both young men and women, sects and parasites and a long
potting a plant in a pot that Is he said. The young men must list of electives..
In addition there will also be
entirely too large for it, even If serve for a year— and then, only
the plant is extremely root-bound. in the mornings. Young women recreational opportunities. There
A pot one size larger than the one are sent for six months among will be Short Course parties,
which formerly held the plant U the peasants as nurses or teach- lecture courses and muscial programs which the students
a sate rule.
ers.
New porus pots should be During an informal question attend. In addition, the boys and
soaked In water for a day before period, the . young ambassador girls are issued tickets so that
being used. If this la not done, presented much information on they can attend all athletic
the new pot will rob the plant of his "family" in Spain, political events.
needed moisture.
Others who have received these
questions, attitude of the people
Cover the hole In the bottom ol toward Americans,church in- awards in the past include: Junthe pot with a piece or two of fluence, and other matters.
ior Heyboer and Dale Van Haitbroken flower-pot,concave sides
A
'Tributeto U.N.”, prepared sma of Zeeland; Patricia Hubbel,
down. Over this, place a layer of by Mrs. Robert Horner, was pre- Coopersville;Wilma Zeinstra,
small stones. Place a little comsented by Mrs. Henry Steffens, Zeeland; Gary Ash , Holland;
post soil on top of this drainage
Roger Zuidema, Holland; Earl
Mrs. Ed Damson, Mrs. Henry Pas,
material and make firm before
Veldman and Phillip Elderkin, of
Mrs. Donald Brown, Mrs. William
the plant is placed In position.
Hudsonville.
Borst, Mrs. George Walbridgeand
Have the old root ball about a
Mrs. J. Dyke Van Putten. The
half Inch below the soil surface
With all the recent rains I
presentation explained functions
when the potting Is completed.
have
noticed that the main drains
of the various U.N. organizations.
in a good many cases were comMiss Kathy Voelker, Hope Colpletely full and that water was
lege student, made an announcemoving
slowly in most of these
ment concerningthe Nov. 2 appearance of Trygve Lie in Hol- drains. It seems to me that noth-

may

(

Branch mem- ing slows up water more than
brush growing in ditches. Brush '
slows down the water and the
silt and sand drops out of it filling up the ditches and cutting
down capacity. It seems that removal of such brush with brush
lative committee summarized killer 2-4-5-T would be a paying
proposition.This material can be
state and county proposals which
used at any time during the
will appear on the Nov. 2 ballot.

men, treasurer and Mrs. R. Vender Meulen, assistant treasurer.
Chairman of the nominating committee wqs Mrs. S. Karsten.
Mrs. J. Riemersma introduced
the program. Mrs. James Towne
read scripture and gave illustrations of The Power of Prayer."
Mrs. Louise Boeve accompanied by
Mrs. Margaret Plaggemars sang
"Have I Done My Best for Jesus”
and "A Prayer.” Mrs. Elton Van
Pcmis reviewed the book "The
Man Called Peter" by Catherine

bers are assistingin ticket sales,
with Mrs. Francis Rowe in charge.
Mrs. William Collins, Fellowship chairman, announced the
coming used book sale, and Mrs.
Carl C. Van Raalte of the legis-

'

The branch made donations to year. Follow manufacturer’s
the Ella Hawkinson Memorial directions.
Halloween Party
Lecture fund and the Jaycees
Do your cows generally scratch
Nativity Scene fund.
A Halloweenparty for 61 memDessert was served after the away your profits during the
period but lost the ball on downs.
bers and guests was held Friday Vukin, Park Township; M.D.
winter months. Kill the lice by
Mrs. E. Van Eck, chairman of
business meeting.
.Holland advanced to the St. Joe
evening in conjunction with the Wyngarden,north half of Zee- the project committee,announced
using 8 pounds wettable Methoxy30, after Van Wieren picked up
regular meeting of Erutha Re- land; Robert E. Vande Bunte, rummage sales to be held in Holchlor to 100 gallons of water.
ball dropped on a pass intercepbekah Lodge. Guests were pre- south half of Jamestown; Corne- land and Grand Rapids. Offering Let's
Kindergarten Mothers
Pick up a warm day this fall and
tion. Allen Ross, St. Joe halfsent from Moline, Allegan, Glenn, lius Patmos, north half of James- for the evening was $47. Mrs.
spray all the animals in the herd.
back, had caught the Van Dyke
Entertained at Tea
Fennville, Wayland and Holland town.
Here is a word of caution. Be
I/'mmen, the treasurer, reported
of
pass on the Bear 35.
Lodges.
Mrs. Yost pointed out that all the total sum to date $10,404.07.
About 23 mothers of Washing- sure you do not use Lindane on
Five plays after the second
Prize for the best costume was informationis confidential and
During the social hour guests
quarter started, Sinn made his
Since no flower can take the
Although mums are rather ton School kindergarten pupils dairy cows. It might affect the
won
by Mary Lou Hedly.
enumeratorsare sworn to secrecy. toured the new addition of Beechfirst dash. The line of scrimmage
place of chrysanthemums in late heavy feeders,you may find your- gathered at the school Monday
After the business meeting The census is taken for the U.S. wood Chuhcb and visited the beauhad been the St Joe 24.
self standing in a garden of tall afternoonfor a tea. Mrs. John
the
Holland Lodge sponsored a Department of Commerce, and in tifully furnished social and class summer and fall, in fact, right non-bushy plants if you overfeed Hagans led devotionsand Mrs.
Field mice can be extremely
Dick Den Uyl, Holland right
cake walk. A potluck lunch was due time is processed statistical- rooms.
harmful pest to the orchards.
into the very teeth of winter, behalf, returned the kickoff to the
them. This conditionwill also exist William Van Howe, room mother,
ly. It is of particular value for
Refreshmentswere served from cause these lavish blooms give so if you crowd your plants. For introducedMiss Mary Hickman, They can do a tremendous lot of
Dutch 35, but a balding penalty served by the local group.
the
Department
of
Agriculture a table decoratedwith arrange- much for so little, they are the
damage during the cold winter
knocked the Dutch back to the
larger blooms, you should disbud school principal,and Mrs. Harold
and for the manufacturingfield ments of yellow mums flanked popular choice of most gardeners.
months when snow is piling high
20. Van Dyke broke off tackle to Connie Sue Lankeet, 2
(removingall side buds and leav- Tregloan, kindergartenteacher.
in recognizing new trends in land with candles.Mrs. Van Pemis
around
the apple trees. Mice will
Stopping
at
the
Montello
GarAfternoon
kindergarten
children
the Dutch 26, and into open
ing the large terminal bud). In
use. For instance,in the last two and Mrs. James Towne poured.
chew the bark at the base of the
dens at 764 West 26th St. off the
field, but was hit by ^he last HospitalizedWith Polio
periods of long drought your chry- entertained by singing new songs
decades, Ottawa County has protree when their food supply gets
The November meeting will be GraafschapRd., we found the last
Bear defender.
santhemums will need deep water- they have learned.Tea was served
of these beauties now in bloom, ing — espcially when your plants after the showing of a film, "Skip- low in the winter. The best way
Frank Thomas recovered a Bear Connie Sue Lankeet. 2,i-year-oldduced large supplies of blueto control these pests is to place
ending a procession which began are in the stage of making buds, py and the Three R’s."
fumble on the Holland 30 and the daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Roger berries and Christmas trees. The Fennville, New Buffalo
in August and which reached its with emphasis on good drainage.
The tea table was attractively poison bait in the run ways under
Dutch marched to the St. Joe 17 Lankeet of 947 Columbia,is in St. material is not used for income
height this month. This excellent
but another penalty cooled the Mary's Hospital, Grand Rapids, tax purposes or for land ap- Battle to 6-6 Deadlock
A regular dusting program decorated in a fall harvest theme. the trees. A piece of cubed apple
with polio.
praisals.
mum garden offers some 200 should be followed, using nicotine Miss Hickman and Mrs. Tregloan sprinkled with Zinc Phosphide
drive.
or a prepared bait of oats treatAbout 7,000 farmers will be inConnie Sue became ill Monday
FENNVILLE (Special) - Fenn- varieties of mums in cushion, or rotenone until budge begin to poured.
The second half was played in
The committee in charge of the ed with strychnine can be uesd.
partial fog. The field was wet and was taken to the hospital terviewed. Generally speaking, a ville and New Buffalo battled to a button,pompon, spoon, full double, open. If you have noticed syrphids
4
and both teams fumbled five Tuesday, when her illnesswas householderliving on an acre or 6-6 tie here Friday night. New and Korean types. Each year A. on your mums (an insect resem- event included Mrs. William Van
In back yard gardens > where
more of ground in which there is Buffalo scored in the first period Klingenbergadds from 30 to 60
Howe, Mrs. Gerrit Swierenga, Mrs.
times during the game. Holland immediately diagnosed as polio.
bling a bee but with wings like a
John Hagans and Mrs. Carl Tidd. only a few trees are involved,
discarding the
was fast on recoveries,one of the The child's back and legs are some type of agricultural en- and the Blackhawks in the fourth new varieties
large fly) do not rid yourself of
protection In the form of harddeavor
is
slated
for
an
interview.
involved.
Her
condition
is
reported
quarter.
older
ones.
bright spots in the Dutch showing,
them
as
they feed on aphids and
ward cloth or screen can be used.
Forms have been mailed to all The New Buffalo touchdownwas Among these new varieties are
pouncing on four Bear fumbles. as good.
Place this wire around the tree
farmers in the county with the made on an 18 yard pass play Melinda,lavendar Dream Girl, a other pests that infect chrysanthe- Two Teachers Hurl
Only once did they capitalize.
mums. Unattractive browning of
allowing enough room for growth.
suggestionthey be filled out in from Lynn Scott, quarterback, to bronze button called Apache, a
About 2,500 fans witnessedthe
In
Auto
Accident
the otherwise neat foliage of mums
Be sure to place Into the ground
game played at Riverview Park. Dyke. Thompson, Klomparens,J. advance of the enumerators’ visits. Jack Gloffinger,left end. The play lovely border mum "Nanook," and may be due to drought followed by
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Boeve.
This
arrangement
is
of
great
conwas
set
up
on
the
21
when
New
Included in the group were 31
a carnation-floweredmum in yel- wet spells or it may be the result Two school teachers were injured to the depth of two or three
venience to the farmer, as well Buffalo recovered
inches so that mice cannot burFennville low. Brand new cushion varieties
dad’s of Holland High players. Statistcs:
of an attack by nematodes.Care- in an accident at 8:45 a.m. ThursH St.J as the enumerator.
fumble. The extra point pass at- include Purple Dusk, Rocket,
The dad's wore placards with
day on US-16 in Wright Township row underneath.
ful
watering
and
a
deterrent
will
9
tempt was no good.
their son’s number and were fet- First Downs
Brownie,Spitfire, and Twinkle.
while on their way to Teachers
87 122 Many of the old relics found at Junior Gunder tallied for Fenn- The Koreans, which grow in a help to correct or at least mini- Institutein Grand Rapids.
ed after the game to refresh- Yards rushing
Blood Bank Nurses
mize
this
condition.
16 6 America's first successfuliron- ville on a 15 yard dash. The score tall and rather loose-formed fashments at the Holland High gym. Passes at.
The injured teachers, Helen
Another
feature of mums which
Coplcted
1
works at Saugus, Mass., have climaxed a five-play drive that ion, include the beautiful KristiFor Dick Higgs, St Joe coach,
Pike of Montague and Matilda Meet at Luncheon
3 been cleaned,treatedwith a special startedon the New Buffalo 35. The ana, which regally bears four-inch should not be forgottenis that they Dahl Strom of Whitehall, were
it was his first return to River- Intercepted by
94 12 preservative and are on display at extra point attempt was no good. rose blooms, and Rhine Gold in may grow unseen all summer be- riding in a car driven by Ruth Local nurses who serve periodview Park after turning in many Yards passing
hind the garage or in the rows of
5 the First Iron Works Museum.
ically at donors clinics for Holfine games as a halfback for Hope Fumbles
Many fumbles were made in soft liquid buff.
vegetablesand moved when in Kowalsky of Montague. The car
Recovered ,
1
In the oil industry’, there are 243 the game. The contest ended with
Since yellow is always a good bloom to any place near the house was struck in the rear by a car land’s Community Blood Bank
Aver, yds punt.
31 5 19
companies engaged in the manu- the Blackhawks on the New Buf- accent color at this time of the
driven by Robert S. Williams, 35, gatheredfor a luncheon Wednesor in the flower garden. This is
Yds. penalized
day In the Tulip Room of the
50 41 facture of lubricantsand greases. falo eight yard line.
year, we suggest three favorites: a decided advantage, especially if Ferrysburg.Both were traveling
east. Neither driver was injured. Warm Friend Tavern.
the Charles Nye and Lee Powell,
garden space is at a premium.
Dr. Otto van der Velde, blood
Miss Pike received back and
both carrying larger-than-average
The sun sinking in the west will
bank
director,discussed the nurs- i
blooms of golden splendor, and the vie in color with a happily located neck injuries and Mrs. Strom,
es’ part in blood bank operations.S '
neck
injuries
and
a
bump
on
the
all-time winner, the pure yellow
border of chrysanthemums, and
Mrs. Angie Van Hoven Is chair'
Algonquin, which has a sweet the spirit that is low will pluck
man who recruits nurses for the
aroma in contrast to the usual fresh courage from the chrysan- About $200 damage resulted to Red Cross. Scheduling is done by
the
Williams
1952
car
and
$350
to
pungency of most mums. Besides themum's challenging attitude toMrs. Earle Vender Kolk and Mrs.
the Kowalsky 1951 model.
it is one of the easiest to grow
Richard
/
ward thp onslaugh of Jack Frost.
State
police
who
investigated
and, as a cut flower, is unsurAttending were Mrs. J. Haan,
charged
Williams
with
excessive
passed in keeping qualities.
speed— failure to stop in the as- Beatrice Koetsier,Mrs. M. De
For a border you will like the Holland High Band
Feyter, Mrs. William Scheele,
sured
clear distance ahead.
crisp clean erect slightly formal
Mrs. R. L. Schlecht, Elsie M,
Plays Sousa Salute
look of “Golden Pomponette." A
Mrs. R. L. Schlecht, Elsie M.
favorite of Mr. Klingenberg is the
Howard, Mrs. Don Lievense,
A "Salute to Sousa" was the
new Dr. Lynn which presents a
Norma Van Dyke, Mrs. Reuben
theme of the halftime shew prepanorama of color as it grows,
Otten, Mrs. Fran Dobbertin, Mrs.
sented
Friday
night
by
the
Holopening a dusky red and progressWilliam S. Hamlin, Mrs. Richard
ing to golden tan— a good autumn land High School band. The band,
Van Hoven, Mrs. Willard Wichers,
blender.
under the direction of Arthur C.
Mrs. Shirley P. Davis, Mrs. WilThose of you who have gardened Hills, made five formations and
liam J. Meengs, Gertrude StekeIn chrysanthemums for years will
tee, Mrs. J. Ter Beek, Mrs. E. E.
played Sousa selections.
want to try your luck with the
Brand, Mrs. Vender Kolk, Mrs.
The musicians began the proTOM KLOMPAHENS
English varieties which need a bit
Oudersluys, Dr. van der Velde and ( I
. . . makM Dutch icor* . . .
more codling when frost begins gram with the Cost Guard march
Mrs. Katherine Van Duren.
College. Higgs formerly coached
“Semper
Fidelis"
followed
by
the
to tinge the air. At Montello Garat Allegan.
dens we found a six-inch rose formation of a bell, and the "LibLineups:
Fined for Transportinf
bloom called Doreen Montee; also erty Bell March." A lyre was
St Joe
noteworthy are the white Spindrift, made and the band played exerpts
Loaded 16-Gauge Gnn
Ends — Harness, Migala and
the yellow Parade, and the orange from "Rosamunde," "Turkey in
Gusse.
the
Straw,”
and
"Nearer
My
God
Admiration.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Tackles— Homus, Siewart, AlGood chrysanthemums can be to Thee,” numbers presented by
Milton Bowman, 27, of 304 Lindy
tlzer, Deal, Miller and Alden.
Sousa
directed bands in concerts.
grown almost anywhere but the
St., Zeeland, paid $20 fine and
Guards— Neidlingerand Wald'The Washington Post March’*
soil that tends toward sandiness
$7.40 costs in Justice Frederick J,
enmaier.
followedwith a formation of a
and that is enriched with manure
Workman’s court Saturday noon
Centers— Williams and Kasiscrown. The show was climaxed by
produces the very finest flowers.
on a charge of transporting a loadchke.
"The Starts and Stripes Forever,”
Mums
should be reset every
ed 16-gauge double-barrelshotgun.
Backs— Murphy, Ross, Dutenplayed with the band in a U.S.A.
spring. Discard the woody center
The arrest was by conservation
haver, Watt, Sinn, J. Wright
formationin darkened Riverview
and all tiny short shoots. AccordOffider Brian Ainslee early
Marquardt,Carlson and Gersonde.
Park. Band members wore small
ing to Mr. Klingenbergonly the
Thursday evening in Holland
INTERIOR
SECRETARY
HERE
Douglas
Holland
lights on their caps.
president, (seated left) and G. H. Ramsey,
township.
longer shoots growing on the outEnds— Van Wieren, North uis,
McKay, Secretary of the Interior, visited
The tribute marked the 100 anInter-Club Council president. Standing left to
side rim of the clump which have
Bowman’s brother Dave, paid
Miss Battle Jayne Van Dyken
Bronson, Polich, KadweU.
niversary of Sousa’s birth.
Holland Thursday and made two speeches.
right are State Sen. Clyde Geerlings, State
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Van Dyk- similar fine and costs Friday in
the most roots should be used if
Tackles— Shidler' Bos, ZimmerFollowing a talk to a Hope College student
en of Grand Rapids, formerlyof the same court on a charge of posthe garden is to boast of sturdy
Rep. George Van Peursem, David Kendall,
man, Fran comb, Thomas.
Holland, announce the engagement sessing the above gun.
assembly, McKay addresseda joint meeting of
stock. Thin puny, dwarfed plants Maniage Licenses
Republican
national
committeeman,
and
Carl
Guards
Ver Seek, Buis,
of their daughter, Bettie Jayne, to
seldom produce good sturdy
Ottawa County
Holland service clubs at Durfee Hall. Before
Kemme.
Andreasen,Ottawa county Republican chairSome 200,000 acres of the Gret \
growth and, since mums multiply
James F. Prelesnik, 23, Grand Pvt. Alvin J. Boeve, son of Mr.
Centers— Goulooze, Fogert).
the luncheon speech, McKay, (seated center),
man.
so rafrdlv, one can well afford to Haven, and Ula Jean Haringsmn jar4 Mrs, John Boeve, route 3, Smoky vmountalns of North CaroBacks-Den Uyl, Visscher, Van
visited with Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope College
(Penna-Sasphoto)
Hohand.
discard them.
lina still remain virgin timber. '
23, Holland.'
ties.

Neither team scored in the
first quarter. The Bears got to
the Holland 25 midway in the

Port Sheldon; Mrs. G.S. Ever-

61 Attend Rebekah

)

land’s Civic Center.

hart, south half of Holland township; Glenn R. Geerlings, north
half of Holland; Carl S. Schermer
south half of Zeeland; Mrs. Nick Marshall.
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Miss Bazuin, Roger

Packed House Sees
T rotters

J.

Kole

28, 1954

Wed

Francis

Basketball Arena
Attracts 2,700;

Fans Have Laughs
Basketball in Holland's new
Civic Center was ushered in with
a laugh Tuesday night as 2,700
fans, an over-fow crowd, witness-

ed the

antics of the famed
Globetrotters,western
team, and cheered as the local
all-star teams made points
against the Trotters and the
Boston Whirlwinds, with Bevo

Harlem

Francis.

The new basketball ar£na was
jammed. People were sitting in
every available seat, on the floor

and on the balcony steps.
The Globetrotters, western
team, playing the windup game,
followed the same script used by
the “big” team, featuring Reece
"Goose" Tatum. Bob Hall, not as
tall and rangy as "the Goose"
handled theTunny stuff.” He
proved to be equally comical and
executed the tricks made famous
by Tatum.
Hall is kept wth the Western
team to give them drawing
power throughout the Midwest
and West. Along with Hall, the
western team has 6'8", J.T. Gibson. former West Coast player.
Both do most of the clowning.
Ernest White, dribbler,put on a

TNTR1GUEDBY MACHINE - A group
from don

cessories.They had corsages of
pink dawn roses.
(Prince photo)
Music for the rites was provided
mate of the bride from l)',,\er
by
Miss Fannie Brinkman, organColo, who sensed as maid of
honor; sisters of the groom. Mrs. ist. and Roger l^mmen. soloist.
At the leception for 100 guests
Carla Veneklaascnand Miss Joan
Kole. as bridesmaids,and nieces of in the church parlors, entertainthe bride, Carol Van Lento and ment included group singing led

and Mrs. Roger J. Kcle

White mums and
FRANCIS IN DIFFERENTPOSE —

exhibition.
is being
groomed to replace Leon Hilliard
on the "big” team.
The Trotters, as is the custom,
built up a big lead over the local

by

all-stars.captained
Dell
Koop, clowning with ball handling and dribbling in making early
baskets. As the game moved
along they increased tricks and
clowning. The last quarter was
taken
almost entirely by
clowning.The Trotters played
their famous "basketball switch."
with a hall with a string, a
"medicine”ball and a hollow ball

up

substitute.

setting in Sixteenth Street Chris-

Hope ace to catch the ball and try a shot. Behind Nelson Is Fred Vender
Loan of Ferrii Institute, jun Bremer. x-Hope player, is in front of Francis
while Ron Bos, (15). another former Hope player, wait! oil at right lor a
possible rebound.Action look place in the Boston Whlrlwind-Michjgan
College All-Star game Tuesday night at the Clric Center. The Whirlwinds
won the game 91-58 before an orerllow crowd. The contest was part of pro
exhibition that includedthe Harlem Globetrotters, western team, and
served to inaugurate the new basketball
(Sentinelphoto)

tian Reformed Church last Thurs-

day evening for the marriage nf
Miss Barbara Bazuin and Roger Gayle Frons. ns junior bridesJ. Kole. They were married in maids.
The maid of honor wore a floordouble ring rites read at 8 p m. by
length gown of red velveteen and
the Rev. John Mulder.
nylon tulle. A velveteen bolerc
The bride is the daughter of jacket covered the strapless tulle
Mrs. B. J Bazuin of 169 West 17th bodice which was softly draped

arena.

Whirlwindscame here from Jackson and are scheduled to play in
Port Huron tonight They are

and the late Mr. Bazuin. The
groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius J. Kole, 627 Michigan
Ave.
Escorted to the altar by her
brother. Bill Bazuin, the bride was
attired in a gown of satin and
lace. The Chantilly lace bodice,
lined in satin, featuied a net yoke
inset edged with lace flowers outlined in seed pearls, long fitted
sleeves pointed over the wrists
and tiny lace buttons down the
back. The satin skirt was styled
with full sweeping train. She wore
a fingertip veil of imported illusion, secured by a lace Juliet cap
with lace flowers and seed pearls.
She carried a white Bible with a
white orchid and white roses, with
velvet streamers and pink garnet

Football

St.

Features

presently traveling in automobiles,
the two teams, variety acts, announcer. official and promoter,
but expect a bus next week. The
bus will be used for the remainder
of the schedule which will take

Concluding the clowning, the them through the Midwest and
Trotters did their famous base- up the Pacific Coast.
ball and football acts. The local
stars, joined in the clowning cooperating to work out the gags.
For the record, the Globe-

Hospital Notes

trotterswon 53-27. Koop was
Admitted to Holland Hospital
high man for Holland with six
points while Gibson had 13 for the Monday were Florencio Silva. 155
Trotters.
Burke Ave.; Mrs. William Du
The pros brought along Gene
Mond, 602 Lawn Ave.; Mrs. CharMorris as official. After calling
the first game straight he work- les Timmer. route 2; PatriciaVan
ed into the Trotters antics in the Bragt, 722 Wisteria; Brenda Stoel,
officiating the second contest.
106 Gordon St.; Mrs. H. J. Knoll,
The Michigan College All-Stars
817 1.16th Ave.; Betty Busscher,
captainedby Ron Bos. played the
first game against the Boston route 6; Henry Wolff, 693 136th

roses.

In the bridal party were Miss
Esther Schooland,college elass-

Cub

Seoul!

.

.

.

Rio Grande College crew. Newt

by Dr. John Sferenberg and

Patricia Van Bragt, 722 Wisteria.
Admitted Tuesday were Mrs.
Merald Disbrow. route 1; Mrs.
Kenneth Wiley. 72 West Seventh
St.; Beverly Todd, 119 Cambridge;
WarneV Veldhuis, 97' 2 East 18th
St.; Ray Clause, Fennville.
DischargedTuesday were Leonard Kootstra, 126 West Ninth St.;
Mrs. Andrew .lonker and baby.
202 West 15th St.; Jerry Gutierrez.
13655 New Holland St.; David
Underwood, route 4; Mrs. Allen
Barkel and baby, route 2. Hamilton; Mrs. Walter Parker and
baby. Lansing; Mrs. Walter Slomka and baby, 657 Goldcnrod; Mrs.
Max Bakker and baby, 129th Ave.;

a

Baumann. Ricky Vendor
Kolk. Michael Eady. Tdmmy Essenburg.Craig Coif*
and Terry Hardenburg.Den members not present
were Lonny Ten Broeke and Carter B*uk*ma. Dea
mothers with the group were Mrs. Ada Essenburgand
Mrs. Mae Baumann.

clude. lelt (0 right, lerty

(S*ntln*lphoto)

Den Berg, scribe. After the election the girls made nut cups. The
next meeting will be a Halloween
party.

The

"Ket-chu-wa-pa-kiya" Camp

Fire group met at the home of
their leader, Mrs. Walter Kimball. They made plans for a Halloween party which they are in-

vited to. They also discussed the
chalk talk by Mrs. Esther Dalman,
accompaniedby her husband, with
The Happy Blue Birds of Van cookie sale projects.
The ’Tckawitha" Camp Fire
Miss Myra Wiersma as soloist. Mr.
Raalle School held their first Girls met at the St. Francis
and Mrs. M. Dykstra served punch
and Mr. and Mrs. John Bazuin meeting at the home of their School with their leader, Mrs.
arranged the gifts. Seizing were leader, Mrs. Teall. They elected Fabiano. An election of officers
with velveteen trim carried into a Misses Carol Gort, Lorena De officers;Nancy Kroll, president; was held: Mary Ann Fabiano,
striking hack effect with hustle Bruyn, Gay Mederhoed, Ruth De Marilyn Teall. secretary; Nancy president; Bonnie Nash, secrebow and long streamers. The full Japer and Doris Vander Ploeg. Lou Buhrer and Samira Sue tary; Fatricia Picottc, telephone
For their southern weding trip, Broker, scribe.The groups sang chairman, and Mary Ann Seif,
skill was combined of nylon tulle
and net over taffeta. Bridesmaids the bride changed to a French songs and Mrs. Teall read them scribe.They discussed the cooky
wore identicalgowns in coral- blue suit with black accessories a story. They also talked about sale projects and the "Jcan-teen”
party.
borry. Junior bridesmaidswore and a white orchid corsage. The their Halloween party.
The "O-kl-hl” Cap Fire group
The Tweet-TweetBlue Birds
dresses of soft blush pink with full newlyweds will he at home after
of HarringtonSchool met for held an election of officerslast
nylon tulle skirts and taffeta Nov. 1 at 8 West 17th St.
Mrs. Kole. a graduate of Hol- their first meeting for 1954-55. Monday. The followingwere electbodices with bead trim. All attendants carried colonialbouquets land Christian High School, at- Electionof officers took place ed: Gretchen De Weerd, presiand wor> matching flower head- tended Calvin College and taught and resulted as follows: Ellen dent; Theresa Ver Berg, vice
for three years at Moline Chrii- Osterhavcn. president; Mary Beth president; Ann Sheridan, scribe,
bands.
Robert J. Veneklaascnattended tian School and Is now teaching j Rletdyk, vice-president; Connie and Nancy Rypma, secretary. Ann
the groom as best man. Ushers at South Side Christian School. Kuipers, secretary; Judy Den Appledorn and Carol Dobbertin
were Robert Bazuin. brother of Mr. Kole, a graduate of Holland Uyl, treasurer, and Bette Pitcher are their leaders.
the bride, and Carl Edcwaard, Christian High, attended Hope and Mary Kay Miller, scribes, The Annual Blue Bird Hobo
cousin of the groom. Dr. and Mrs. College and now works for Gener- lx) is Dirkse and Ruth Weiss were
Hike was divided this year. First
Charles Bazuin were master and al Motors.
elected as embership committee.
the third grade Blue Birds startmistress of ceremonies.
Miss FlorenceTen Have Is their
ed their hike in very high
leader with Mrs. H. Dirks, Mrs.
For her daughter's wedding.
spiritsbut as they reached the
D. Rietdyk and Mrs. Fred Weiss
Mrs. Bazuin chose a grape dress
Tower Block the skies opened and
Fire
with black accessories.Mrs. Kole
as assistant leaders.
they crowded close to the buildwore a blue dress with black acThe Jolly Blue Birds of St.
ings until all of them were packFrancis De Sales met Friday aftered into cars to ride the rest of
noon in their school for their
Is
the way to Becchwood School. On
business meeting, conducted by
the second Hobo Hike the fourth
president. Virginia Gross. After
Funeral services were to be
grade Blue Birds, 150 little girls
the meeting they walked to Kolheld at 3 p.m. Monday from len Park with their leader, Mrs. in jeans and lunches tied in red
Seventh Day Adventist Church William Fisher, for a marsh- bandanas made the trek across
Holland, arriving at Beechwood
in Holland lor 4l-year-old Michael mallow roast and games. The
school about 5 p.m. At both hikes
group
then
sang
songs
and
were
David Forrester of Douglas who
there was a session of songs and
dismissed.
a game of follow the leader, then
died Saturday morning in HolThe Happy Blue Birds of Lakeland Hospital of burns received at view School held their first meet- the girls sat in circles for their
supper. Roll of groups was taken,
his home Friday afternoon
ing at the home of Mrs. John R
each group answeringwith a skit,
The child was critically burn- Du Mez. There are seven members
song or game. Both damp and dry
ed when a lighted match came in the group. They made Hal- Blue Birds performedwel on their
in contact with a puddle of gaso- lowen masks and appointed Sue
first event of the season.
line that had been spilledby an Wojohn as treasurer and Priscilolder brother who was repairing la Kempker as scribe. Mrs Du
a car behind the Forrester home. Mcz is their leader and Mrs
The child’smother. Mrs. Car- Charles Wojahn, sponsor.
The Indian Blue Birds 0/
men Forrester, tried to beat out
the flames and suffered burns on Washington School reported they
both hands. She was taken to had fun at their Hobo Hike, hut
they got so wet that they fell
Douglas Hospital.
Surviving are the parents. Mr. like (lucks In a pond. The group
and Mrs. Wallace Forrester;three acted out their name of Indian
brothers.Wallace. Jr„ of Douglas, Blue Birds. The last meeting was

Young

Buried

DePree-Hulst Nuptials Performed

Whirlwinds.It was straight Ave.
basketball. Boston winning 91-58.
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
Eyes were on "Bevo” Francis Douglas Elenbaas and baby, 135
from the start and the big 6'9” Spruce Ave.; Mrs. Raymond Van
Hope College Center
former Rio Grande College cen- Netten and baby, 925 Paw Paw
Blaine
Timmer, Holland freshter put on a show. Francis did
Dr.; Mrs. Keith Chambers, 839
show fans haw he scored 1.255 Burch Dr.; Mrs. Aurelia Gonzales. man. stands 5T1” and weighs 178
. . playing reserve center at Hope
points in 27 games for a 46.5 195 East 17th St.; Leonard Mulder.
. . saw action against Beloit . .
average.
Jr.. 358 Arthur Ave.; Pamela
Playing the pivot. Francis got White. Castle Park; Jack Rotman, former co-captainat Holland High.
several lay-ups in the first half
54 Scotts Dr.; Mrs. Elwood Brush.
and countered on hooks from the
172'2 East Fourth St.; Mrs. Gerrit
foul circle and the corners in the
Van Gelderen. 173 East 14th St.;
second half.
Brenda Stoel. 106 Gordon St.;
Francis made 16 field goals. 11
in the last half and five out of
eight foul shots for 37 points.He
shot from the floor 26 times, most
of the time after taking "feeds"
from his teammates.
Al Schrieber, stocky guard, and
another former Rio Grand player,
was second high scorer with 18
points. The third member of the

pompons,

candelabra and palms provided a

Utually photographedmaking a basket
Hero Francis fib oarticlly crouches waiting lor Al Nelson.(14). former

He

short

0/

pock 3001. Van Raalle school, watch with
interest as Richard Wolltri, oporaftion* of Th*
StnlintF*linotype machfn*i.The Cubs visited The
Sentinel recently and were shown rh* rariou*steps
In the making 0/ a newspaper. Standing directly behind Walters is Billy Essenburg.junior cub. Cubs in3,

Victim

Monday

held at the home of Mrs. Derk
Van Raalte. their leader. They
grandmother,Mrs. Lena Reid of made Blue Bird pins. Mrs. James
Brooks is their assistant leader.
Douglas.
The Perky Singing Blue Birds
of Lakeview School held their
meeting at the home of their
College,where he was named
leader, Mrs. Kenneth Haynes. Mrs
the MIAA's most valu^hl^aWNw
Paul Wabeke is their sponsor
two years ago. IlT^sank seveir Mrs. Gerald Vande Vusse. 383
Holland High Tackle
The girls held a business and
West 17th St.; Beverly Todd. 119
baskets and six free shots for 20
Francis Francomb, senior ...
planning meeting. They played
Cambridge; Mrs. Eva Meyers,
points. He was the College stars'
stands 5’7" and weighs 185 .
a game outside and ended with
route 4.
high man. Gerry Jacobson, exsecond year on varsity . . used
singing the favorite song of each
Hospital births include a daughOLIVE CENTER iSpecial)
Hope player had eight points and
as reserve . . has picked up speed
member.
' Duane Rosendahl,formerly of ter, Kathy Anne, born Tuesday to since season opened.
large supply of straw was
On October 13, the Camp Fire
Mr.
and
Mrs. Paul Rooks, 47 West
Calvin and Jun Bremer, exgirls of St. Francis Do Sales!
destroyed
by
fire
Monday
at
the
34th St.; a daughter born Tuesday
Hopeite. each had seven ponts.
met in the basement of the school
Harold Vander Zvvaag farm in
The College Stars’ roster in- to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Dornbush. H. Essenburgs Feted
They elected their officers. Mary
route
3.
Hudsonville ; a son.
Olive Center. The blaze started C. Lepo. president; Mary Eller.
cluded in additionto Bos, Bremer,
On 43rd Anniversary
plus
Rosendahl and Jacobson, Bob Steven, born today to Mr. and
from combustion in the stack Clark, secretary, and Catherine
Mrs. Percy Nienhuis, 1019 GraafVisser, Al Nelson and John BranMr. and Mrs. Henry Essenburg
Weidenhamer.
scribe.
They
pracw hich had been soaked by recent
schap Rd.
nock of Hope. Fred Vandcr I.aan
were honored by their children
Heed square dancing. Mrs. Wilrains.
30 years low — 19 years
of Ferris and Hess Weaver of
last Saturday evening when the
liam Miller is their leader.
The
Borculo fire department
Alma.
group gathered at Bosch's RestauHolland Man Given
The “Lshpeming" Camp Eire
in Congress
arrived before 3 p.m. and reMr. ond Mrs. Kenneth De Prce
The Holland Stars had Gene
rant in Zeeland in celebration of
Girls met with their leader. Mrs
kDe
Vries
photo)
niained
on
the
scene
more
than
Schrotenboer, Ken Schippers, Suspended Sentence
their 43rd wedding anniversary.
plus
William Pluim, and discussed a
both Rob Van Dykes. Frank and
The Essenburgslive at 10 East The chapel at GraafschapChris- necklace was a gift of the groom. six hours before the fire was under Halloween party which they will
GRAND HAVEN (Special* Fianis! was Mrs. Julius Slager control.Farmers in the area also have at Ruth Zuverink'shome
The KNOW-HOW
Lou Van Dyke, Ken Zuverink, Ron
tian Reformed Church, decorated
Angel Roberto Pagin Rios. 28. of 15th St.
Nykamp. George Botsis, Ron 311 River Ave., Holland, Tuesday In the group were Mr. and Mrs. with palms, candelabraand bas- and soloist, Mrs. Steve I-^ngejans, rallied and brought their tractors They are earning money for the
and hooks to pull the straw stack
plus
the bride'ssister.
Israels and Koop.
"NativityScene" project.
was given a suspended sentence Jack Essenburg. Mr. and Mrs.
As a halftime feature of the of 18 months to 15 years at Robert Douma, Mr. and Mrs. Jim kets of yellow and w-hite pompons -•The Misses I.eona Busscher, apart. As a final resort, a bull- The "Tawasi" Camp Fire Girls
The CONFIDENCE
Trotter game, fans watched Jac Southern Michigan Prison at Vanden Berg, Mr. and Mrs. Don and chrysanthemums, was the l^*ona Scholten. Ruth Schlerbeek, dozer went headlong into the blaze of St. Francis School held their
ques Gordon, unicyclist and jug- Jackson, and was ordered to leave Van Ess and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn scene of the wedding of Miss Doro- Esther Broekhuis.Edna Oetman. to scatter the burning straw over regular meeting Oct. 18. They
of his colleagues
thy Hulst and Kenneth De Free on Joyce Bell, Carla Elders and Mary damp pasture lands. At times the chose their name "Tawasi" meangler, Tony Lavelli, former Yale
the State of Michigan within 48 Essenburg. Also present were
Menken served the 120 guests at entire pasture was lighted by ing friend or helper. Because
plus
i All-American basketball player, hours and go to the state of their married grandchildren, Mr. Thursday. Oct. 14.
and now accordionist,and the Texas, ^vhere his two children are and Mrs. Roger Essenburg and The bride, daughter of Mrs. the reception in the church base- clumps of straw which burst into tehy were the former Friendly
flames.
FAITHFUL,
Jake Hulst. route 6. was given in ment.
Romanos Brothers. The acts^were residing.
Blue Birds they thought this
Mr. and Mrs. David Rhoda.
The water tanker of the fire name was appropriate Margaret
marriage by her brother, Julius In the gift room were Mrs.
well received especially the If he has not left the State
EFFICIENT SERVICE
Hulst. The groom is the son of Norris Rotman and Mrs. Irving department and another private and Marcella Aman served the
comedy act presented by the within 48 hours, officers have
Call
for the Re-election
Fritz
Simpson
Dies
tank
truck
were
filled
about
three
Mr. and Mrs. John De Free, route Brummel, sisters of the bride, and
three smartly dressed brothers. been notified to pick him up and
treat. Mrs. Bouillon and Mrs.
1. The double ring rites were read serving at the punch bowl were times each to battle the blaze. The Vukin are their leaders.
of
your
Congressman
bring him in for the above sen- After Two-Week Illness
by the Rev. L. Oostendorp.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan De Free. Mr. fire fighters were successful in
The "O-ki-ci-ya-pi"Camp Fire
GAME SIDELIGHTS - George tence.
Attending the couple were the and Mrs. Bern Hulst were master keeping the blaze away from the Girls of Lakeview School attendZuverink, Detroit pitcher,officiat
Fritiz Simpson, 56, died here
Clare E. Hoffman
Rios pleaded guilty Oct. 18, to
bam which was threatenedsev- ed a birthday party honoring
ed the Boston Whirlwinds— a charge of rape, which allegedly Monday at his heme in Olive bride's sister,Miss Hazel Hulst, and mistress of ceremonies.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs. eral times. The large stack which Mary Jonker on Oct. 18. Barb- He is one of the few legislatorswho
Michigan College All-Stars game occurred on or about Aug. 24, Township (route 2, Holland). He who wore a gown of orchid satin
has been endorsed by two Presidents.
with nylon net overskirt and car- Hulst wore a gray blue dress with contained the entire straw crop of ara Karsten and Sharon Van
while Ned Stuits worked -the 1954, in Park township involving had been ill for two weeks.
In August of 1938 ond again In
this
year
and
a
considerable
part
Noord
planned
the
games
earnblack
accessories.
Mrs.
De
Free
ried
a
bouquet
of
pink
carnations,
Globetrottergame. Both assist- a 15-year-old girl.
Mr. Simpson was born T)ec. 23,
March of 1951 by President Hoover;
ed Gene Morris, Trotters profes1897, in Glen Mary. Tenn. He had and Jack O'Connor, brother-in-lawwore a light blue dress with rose of last year's straw was leaning ling their homecraft honor. Judy
and on October 4, 954, by President
sional official.'..
Globetrotter
of the groom. Ushers were Jerold accessories. Both had red rose against the bam when fire broke Grotenhuis and Sara Bonnette
lived here since 1946.
Eisenhower.
Pair
Pleads
Guilty
out.
All
tools
were
removed
from,
helped
serve
the
refreshments
spokesman reported after the
, Surviving are two sisters, tyrs. Hulst, brother of the bride and corsages.
game that the show “went fine." GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Mary Davis of route 2, Mrs. Vem De Free, cousin of the For a wedding trip to Niagara the bam early in the fight. [earning their homecraft• honor. He hat served you individually «t
The only loss was the straw'. Barbara Karsten won the special well 01 collectively.
Falls. Wisconsin, Minnesota and
He appreciated the way the local Elwood Haynes. 43, of 154 College ChristineMarshall of Chicago, groom.
team cooperated and the gags Ave., and Mrs. Amanda Lauritzen, and four brothers, Leo Chambers The bride’s gown of chantilly northern Michigan, the bride wore Farmers maintained an all-night prize. Mrs. L. Van Noord and He hoi never foiled you — ho never
and tricks were executedwith no 42, of 158 College, both of Holland, of Chattanooga, Tepn.. William lace with nylon net over traditional a navy two-piece dress with red watch so that the still smoldering Mrs. Julius Lambers attended.
The ‘’Ha-lu-ha-wee’*Camp Fire will.
trouble— Bevo Francis first .name pleaded guilty in Circuit Court Simpson of Cincinnati, Carl satin, featured a lace yoke, long accessories and a corsage of white fire would not get 014 of control.
group met last Monday after
is Clarence—Al Nelson, former Monday afternoon to a charge Simpson of Holland and Tommi lace sleeves pointed at the wrists, roses. They now live at their newFourth District Congressional
Construction of
610-mile, school at the home of Mrs. DalCommittee
Hope basketball player, got a of cohabitation.They were released Simpson of route 2.
a full circular skirt with a panel home on route 1.
H. M. Boyer, Secy.-Treos.
laugh when he tumbled complete- on their own recognizance and will
The body was taken to Dyk- of nylon lace, and a short train of The groom's parents entertained eight-inch Wel pipeline from man. The following officerswere
ly over Francis back, and head return on Nov. 3 at 2 p.m. for stra Funeral Home. Funeral ar- nylon lace. She wore a fingertipat a rehearsal luncheon. The bride Haines to Fairbanks, Alaska, now elected: Jane Dalman, president;
—PoliticalAdvertisement
trying to get the ball. Nelson disposition. The alleged offenseoc- rangements have not been com- veil trimmed with lace and carried was feted at four pre-nuptial is under way, with completion Eva Young, vice president; Betty
Southern, secretary,and Lctys Van
scheduled for September, 1955.
drew a foul— The Trptter* and curred in the City of Holland.
a Bible with white roses. Her pearl showers.
«
Oliver, coaches

the

Whirlwinds.
Francis and Oliver were signed
by Abe Saperstein. Globetrotter
promoter, for $30,000 annually.
Bos’ play reminded fans of the
scoring ability he showed at Hope

Rudgard and Harry at home;
sister.Beverly at home, and
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divided as so many compartments,
of which is for religion,an-

Josephine Bolks, the president,in
charge. The Federationhymn of
the month, “Faith of Our Fathers"
and the chorus work were directed
by Mrs. Floyd Kaper, with Mrs.
Kenneth Heuvelman at the piano.
A discussion on the program subject "Music Therapy" was presented by Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
and the program closed with an
Informal discussion on questions
that were to be used in a panel
discussion at the district meeting
of the State Federation of Music
Clubs the following day in Muskegon, in which one of the local

other for work, another for pleasure, and so on. It is true that
differnt

The Home of the
Holland City New*

phases of activity in a rotating
fashion, but religion is the one
PublishedEvery ThurtJay by the Sentinel among them all that is never
Printing Co. Office 54-98 wholly excluded. It is to send its
West Eighth Street, Hol- light and its hope through all
, .. land. Michigan.
Entered a* »econd claaa matter at our days, whether these days be
the po»t office aj H°11,uhL Mich. spent in work, in rest, or in play.
under the Act of Congreat, larch 3,
We are all workmen of one kind
1879.
or another. We work physicallyor
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and PublUher mentally or both. The one form of
work is needed as the other. The
Telephone— Newi Itemi 3193
Advertisingand Subscription!
3191 capitalist is included the same as
the so called laborer; the minThe publishershall not be liable
for anv error or errors In printing ister in the pulpit and the teacher
any advertising unless a proof of in the classroom. In the Mosiac
such advertisementshall have been legislation oppression was prohibitobtained by advertiserand returned
by him in time for corrections with ed. In the revelation God made
such errors or corrections noted it was clearly taught that indivi
plainly thereon;and In such case If duals are something.Those who
anv error so noted Is not corrected,
were more fortunatelysituated, so
publishers liabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space far as the world's goods were conoccupied by the error bears to the cerned, were to be considerate of
whole space occupied by such adverthe poor and the needy. If they
tisement.
took advantage of them they would
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
drive them to greater poverty and
One year. 13.00; six months, 32.00;
three months. $1.00; single copy, 10c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
win be promptly discontinuedIf not
renewed.
Subscriber*will confer a favor by
reportingpromptly any Irregularity
in delivery.Write or Phone 3191.

East Saugatuck.

Jay, at Holland Hospital.
The Hamilton Music Hour Club
met in regular sessioi last week
Tuesday evening at the home of
Mrs. George Lampen with Miss

Many of us will confess that we
have been thinking of life as

on the

in

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Johnson
announce the birth of a son, Scott

Lemn

concentrate

Wed

Mi. and Mrs. Ivan

The Dignity of Work
By Henry Geerlings

we

Couple

Hamilton

Sunday School

need.

From the very

beginning there
have been employersand the employed. At least there have been
those who have worked for others
even though the relationshipwas
a very simple one. Industry has
been an evolving somethingin the
HOLLAND: A POTENTIAL
human world. It has come up
WORLD PORT
"Every port city in Michigan is from great simplicity to great
complexities.Today in our modern
a potential world port."
world the relationships between
With that almost self-evident those who employ and those who
statement, John C. Beukema of are employed are many and off
Muskegon, a member of the Presi- times difficult to maintain. In this
fact there lies one of the greatest
dent's St. Lawrence Seaway Comproblems of human society.
mission has been attractingattenThere are many misunderstandtion throughout the state. The fact ings and many maladjustments

club members, Mrs.

Marvin

Kaper participated.Mrs. Marvin
Van Doornik, who was in charge
of music appreciation at the local
meeting, presented two recordings
by Marian Anderson. Attending
the federation meeting at Muskegon besides Mrs. Kaper were Miss

IB

Josephine Bolks, Mrs. H. W.
Tenpas and Mrs. George Lampen.
The "Car Wash ' sponsoredby

HUNDREDS CROWD RALLY

—

An

overflow

crowd estimated at more than 400 persons were
on hand Monday night for a Democratic rally
to hear Gov. G. Mennen Williams sp^ak. Democratic candidates for Congress, the state
legislature, and county officers were
introduced. Excusing his raspy sounding voice

J !

Christian Endeavor members of
the Reformed church last Saturday
was
big success, keeping the
group busy all day.

because of many speeches he has delivered in
the last few days Gov. Williams spoke briefly
before leaving for another appearance in Grand

a

The Saturdaj morning

met at the home of
Mrs. Jerry Lehman with several

Rapids. Before departing the governor (center)

»

Mr. end Mrs. Adrian Van Gaalen

music

(Prince photo)

theory class

The

marriage of Miss Della nylon tulle with matching bolero.
was surrounded by people waiting to shake
Tucker, daughter of Herman She carried a mauve colonial
youthful
musicians
in
attendance.
hands with him.
Corp. and Mrs. Ronald Kaper of Tucker of East Saugatuck,and bouquet and wore matching flow(Sentinel photo)
Kentucky nave been on furlough Adrian Van Gaalen, son of Mrs. ers in her hair.
for 15 days, visitingthe former's N. A. Van Gaalen of Lethbridge. Matthew Van Gaalen attended
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Kaper Alberta, Canada, -was solemnized his brother as best man. Ushers
and other relativeshert and also Thursday,Oct. 14, in East Sauga- were Julius Tucker and Howard
Stricken
visiting with Mrs. Kaper’s rela- tuck Christian Reformed Church. Tucker.
The Rev. Simon Vroon per- Nieces of the bride, Delores
tives in Jenison. The former is in
formed the double ring rites before Lampen and Dorothy Tucker, lit
military training in Kentucky.
The Men’s Brotherhood of the a setting of ferns, candelabra, bou- the candles. They wore ballerina
While at
Reformed Church heard Dr. Ger- quets of white mums and snap- gowns of light orchid and yellow
ald Nykerk of Arabia at their dragons.White bows and mums wrist corsages.
GRAND HAVEN ( Special)
A crowd of more than 400 per- Funeral services for Simon Thys- October meeting,who told them marked the pews. Mrs. Harland At a reception in the church
much about his work in that Navis of Grand Rapids was organ- basement for 70 guests. Misses
sons jammed the second floor of
Ruth Brink and Hazel Zoerhof
the VFW clubhousefor a Demo- man, 54. of 1302 Woodlawn Ave.. country, illustratedby slides. ist and Miss Marilyn Witteveen
that the statementis self-evident and many unjust practicesand
were in charge of the gift room.
sang
"Savior,
Like
a
Shepherd
Floyd
Kempkers
presided
and
who
died
unexpectedly
after
a
cratic rally Monday night highServing were Mrs. Dorothy Brumdoes not detract 'from its impor- many almost hopeless situations,
lighted by a speech by Gov. G. heart attack while at work at was assisted in devotions by Ber Lead Them." "The Pledge" and
so that there is much friction
mel and Misses Gladys SehrotenBastian Blessing Co. shortly be- nard Voorhorst. A business ses- "A Wedding Prayer."
tance. Unless the people of MichiMennen
Williams.
somewhere.To reduce this friction
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
boer, Marion Meiste, Julie Over- y
sion
and
refreshments
closed
the
The
bride
chose
a
gown
of
imfore
noon
Tuesday,
will
be
held
Gov. Williams interrupted his
gan’s port cities translatethe idea is the hope and aim of all those
ported chantilly lace over nylon beek, Gladys Kotman and Kathy
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Crow and brief talk several times to com- from Van Zantwick Funeral meeting.
into action, the self-evidence
of the who love their fellows and who
The Raymond Kapers were in tulle, with mandarin collar, long Brink.
Mrs. Marie Powers left Tuesday ment on the crowd which over- chapel Friday at 2 p.m., preceded
•statement will not do them much have a passion for making this a
For their wedding trip to northby a private prayer service at the Chicago for a weekend, visiting pointed sleeves and bouffant skirt.
flowed
into
the
corridor.
Gov.
for Fort Lauderdale, Fla., where
better world to live in.
good.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs. Glenn Petrocl- She wore a fingertipveil and ern Michigan, the bride wore a
family
home
at
1:30
p.m.
The
Rev.
Williams said, "I’m not sure if I
Holland is as good an example With many, especiallyin pagan they will spend the winter.
carried a white Bible with an light blue knit suit, brown accesBenjamin Yyma of First Christian je.
Mr. and Mrs. John VanAndel, came to the right county. This Reformed Church of which the deas any. The specialknowledgethat lands, physical labor is considered
The Walter Carrow family of orchid and lilies of the valley. sories and orchid corsage. The
crowd
is one for the books ... it’s
a member of the President’s St. beneath the dignity of those who Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
ceased was a member will offi- Saugatuck, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Her double strand of pearls was couple will be at home after Nov.
Lawrence Seaway Commission pose as the upper classes. Jesus VanAndel spent Sunday after- too good to be true."
1 in Burdett. Alberta, Canada.
ciate. Burial will be in Lake For- Strabbing and sons of Holland, a gift from the groom.
Showing
the
strain
of
a
lengthy
may be presumed to possess Is not was not ashamed of working with noon visitingMr. and Mrs. Bill
The bride is a graduateof the
est Cemetery.
James
and
Miss
Gertrude
KronHer
only
attendant
was
her
sistrip through Western Michigan
needed to prove to the people of His hands. In His early years He Seymour and sons in Muskegon.
He was born in Grand Rapids enmeyer of Kalamazoo were Sun- ter. Miss Hazel Tucker, who wore Reformed Bible Institute. Tne
Gov.
Williams
called
upon
the
Mr. and Mrs. James Kaminthis community that Holland is a was known as the carpenter of
June 28. 1900, and lived in Grand day dinner guests in the home a gown of pale blue satin and groom is engaged in farming.
crowd to vote Nov. 2 and vote
"potential world port.” Anyone Nazereth. The apostle Paul when ski of Chicago called on Mr. and
Haven most of his life. He mar- of Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing.
Democratic.Gov. Williams said,
who can unfold a map of the world need required, was not averse to Mrs. M.C. Smock.
ried ElizabethMeyer Oct. 13, The latter couple is planning to
"It
is
no
good
to
win
elections
in
making tents. Wtih the Lord all
Miss Marie Bolton of Chicago
1927. He had been employed at the leave this week for a few months
can see it for himself.
October if you don't win them in Bastian Blessing Co. for more than
Th-? city docks at the head of honest work, however lowly, is spent the weekend at the Bolton
trip- to the West Coast where
November."
a year and previously at the Sam they will visit the families of
Macatawa Bay will be directly honorable. At the judgment throne summer home.
Gov. Williams pointed to the Garbin Co. and Peerless Novelty
Miss Marion Graves spent the
connected by water with the vast the honest toiler and the just ruler
two daughters. Mr. and Mrs.
Mackinaw Straits bridge as
Co.
docks of London and Hamburg and will stand side by side. Abel was weekend at her cottage on Spear
Grad Schrotenboer and daughsymbol of the forward progress
Besides the wife, he is survived ters Jean and Kaf of I-ong Beach
Cherbourgand Le Havre and Sing- only a humble sheperd, but he St.
An old-fashioned Country Fair
Mrs. Mayme Matthews of his office has made in the last SG by a three-year-old son, Terry Calif., and Dr. and Mrs. T. L.
apore and all the other ports of was righteous. Felix was a bribe
being planned by members of
the world's Seven Seas. That is, taking procurator, as was Pilate. Chicago visited Mr. and Mrs. years and promised more of the Alan; his mother, Mrs. Grace Bartelnez/and • children,John,
Thysman of Muskegon; two broth- Stephen and Margaret of San Junior Welfare League. The gala
when the St. Lawrence Seaway has TTie names of both are anathema Melvin C. Smeck for a few days. same in the next two years.
today.
Mrs. Allan Valleau and daugh- Before the governor's talk Dem- ers. Don of Kalamazoo and Jack Francisco.They also expect to event, to be staged in the Armory
been completed.
ocratic candidates for county offi- of Grand Haven; two sisters, Mrs
More
and
more
those
who
labor
ter and Mrs. John VanAndel Were
But Holland will be only
stop at several places en route. Nov. 19 as a pre-Thanksgiving
cers were introduced by chairman Tracy Westerhouse of Ferrysburg
"potentialworld port" even when with their hands are coming into luncheon guests of Mrs. CorneThe’ October meeting of the
Roy Hierholzer.Also introduced and Mrs. John Grebcl of Norton King's Daughters Missionary celebration, will feature all the
that multi-milliondollar project their own. Time was, a century lius VanAndel Monday.
In
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Bennett of were Robert McAllister,candidate township.
has been finished and when the or more ago. that in the most engroup of the Reformed Church aspects of a real fair, with square
for
Congress;
Marguerite
M.
Clevdancing,
contests,
cake
walks
and
was held at the home of Darlene
ships of the world push their prows lightened nations such were little Kalamazoo wore guests of Mr.
Many persons were arraigned
enger. candidatefor state reprevariety of booths.
into Lake Michigan. As it is equip- better than serfs, and their scale and Mrs. A1 Berg one day this
Smidt. Plans were discussed for
in Justice C. C. Wood' s court the
sentative
and
William
Hodges,
General
chairmen.
Mrs.
James
sponsoring a family night dinner.
ped now, Holland will be a world of living was deplorably low. The week.
past week or two on various
candidate for state senator.
port somewhat in the same sense last fifty year* have witnessed an Mrs. Florence Dunlap of GainesTwo local funerals were held Brooks and Mrs. Don Winter, charges, most of them involving
Following
the
rally
Gov.
named
committee
chairmen
at
a
in which a level cow pasture is an uplift in the conditionof the labor- ville, Fla., came by plane Monduring the past week, on Friday,
Williams took time out to shake
On Thursday afternoon, a regu- 31 year old Linda Lou Eding, regular meeting of Junior Wel- traffic cases.
airport. Big planes can come down er that is nothing less than revolu- day to visit her parents, Capt.
Lester Borgeson, of 24 Scotts
hands with most of the crowd be- lar meeting of the Second Re- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Julius fare League Tuesday night at the
on a cow pasture without too much tionary. And this applies to all and Mrs. L.S. Brittain.
Dr., was sentenced to serve seven
Woman's
Literary
club
house.
fore
leaving
for
Grand
Rapids.
formed Church Ladies Aid Socie- Eding. at the parents home and
Leonard (Bill) Martin of Mt.
danger, but their pilots would be kinds and types of work, whether
Chairmen include Mrs. Bill days on an assault charge plus
Meanwhile. GOP gubernatorial ty will be held in the Fellowship in the Reformed Church and on
fools to do so unless they are com- in the field of education,statesman- Prospect, 111. visited his mother,
fine and costs of S14.90. The alArendshorst,
tickets; Mrs. G. S.
candidate
Donald
S.
Leonard
apHall.
Mrs.
A.
Engelsma
will
conMonday Mrs. Jessie Fisher,
pelled to make a crash landing. ship, or other professions.In all of Mrs. ElizabethMartin over the
leged offense upon Viola Borgeson
peared at Cass City Monday and duct devotion on "Forgive Us— As widow of the late Dr. P.H. Fish- MacKenzio and Mrs. Egbert Boer,
In the same way the world's them the laborer is worthy of his weekend.
occurredOct. 14.
aprons:
Mrs.
Bill
Hakken
and
said
Williams
was
slipping.
Forgive"
and
Mrs.
Jason
hire.
Jesus
placed
the
seal
of
digMr. and Mrs. Gene Phillips
er, for many years a Hamilton
ships, laden with the merchandise
Donald Baker, of 1819 South (
He said the Democrats were Schrotenboer will be in charge of physician. The latter funeral was Mrs. Bill Beebe, fortune telling; Shore
of all the world's lands, could nose nity and worth upon real service have closed their home on Maple
Dr., paid fine and costs of
their way into Holland harbor, by stating that He Himself came St. and have gone to Detroit for trying to make an issue of unem- the Nursery. Mrs. D. Vereeke and held at the home of a daughter Mrs. Lawrence Green and Mrs. 527 on a reckless driving charge.
Bob
Kuipcr,
peanut
brittle,
preMrs.
J.
C.
Bouwens
will
be
hostess
ployment
when
employment
is
and husband. Mr. and Mrs. Jess
after a fashion at least, but their to earth to sene. And the name the winter.
He was arrested by sheriff's offics. The program will feature
Plummer has gone to picking up rapidly.
Kool. Interment for both was serves and candy; Mrs. John cers Sept. 13 on South Shore Dr.
skippers would be moronic if they in which the chief apostles gloried
discussion
on
"Interesting
Foods"
Vander
Brock,
Mrs.
Juke
Karsten
Leonard
also
adopted
a
Williams
was
that
of
servant
Stuart, Fla., for the winter.
made in RiversideCemetery.
attempted it. Many millions will
in Park township.
On the job, oh the playing field, Evelyn Figeley celebrated her technique as he wandered from by Mrs. D. Vanden Heuvel.
Bruce Brink has been in Hol- and Mrs. Robert Longs! reel, aucbe required to turn Holland from
Kenneth Van Dreumel, Grand
a "potential world" port to an in the home or school, no matter ninth birthday Sunday and re- house to house in Cass City, and The Priscilla and Aquila So- land Hospital followingInjuries tion; Mrs. Clarence Van Liero Rapids, paid fine and costs of $27
ciety
of
Second
Reformed
Church
and
Mrs.
George
Smith,
cake
earlier
in
Midland,
shaking
hands
where there is work to be done, ceived several gifts and cards.
received while playing football
actual world harbor.
on a reckless driving charge. He
is sponsoring a Singspirationalin with the Holland High team. He walk; Mrs. Don Lievense, weight
But it will take ytars before the how wonderful it would he if each Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wil- and getting acquainted.
was arrested by sheriff's officers
the church auditorium on Sunday started school attendance again guessing; Mrs. Jim Den Herder
St. Lawrence seaway is completed, of us would only do his share! liam Gotham and daughters,
Oct. 8 on M-21 in Zeeland townevening
Oct.
31
at
9
p.m.
Proceeds
and
Mrs.
John
Percival,
penny
this week.
we are told. Of course, but how The proverbial illustration of the Sandra and Sherry.
ship.
Rollie
C.
Greenhalgh,
71,
will bo for the Children's Retreat.
Lt. Dorothy Vorhorst has re- toss; Mrs. Ben Bowmaster, duck
Mrs. Myrtle Sewers and her
long does it take to turn a rela- ants is God's way of calling us
Others paying fines were Gerald
Next
Sunday
the
Rev.
Henry
ring;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Borgman,
turned to her duties to Oakland,
tively shallow bay into a world to cooperate. Each ant does its father are visiting relatives in Of Saugatuck Succumbs
Zuverink, of 48 East Sixth St., no
Voogd
of
the
Hope
College
Bible
share. Thus are these little crea- Ohio this week.
Calif.,after spending a furlough basketball toss; Mrs. Paul Win- license plate, Butternut Dr. in
port?
department, assisted by Prof. with relatives in this vicinity. chester, square dancing; Mrs.
Mrs. C. Strohn is at her home
SAUGATUCK (Special)
As of today, our trouble is not tures enabled to draw huge burHolland township, 59.90, and no
The Senior Christian Endeavor Beebe and Mrs. Dcrk Van Raalte operator'slicense. F!ast Eighth St.
on Holland St., for the autumn Rollie Charles Greenhalgh.71. a Henry Ten Hoor of the English
with the potentialities of our har- dens.
department and Prof. John Ver Society leaders for last Sunday publicity.
In the church also cooperation color season.
retired sailor, died late Tuesday
bor. What troubles us is imaginain Holland township. $9.90; Jerry
Associatemembers will be in
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Schapan- afternoon at Allegan Health Cen- Beek, Education department will service were Darlene Smidt and
tion. An effective world harbor has is very necessary. Many are lost to
Dunning, route 3. Zeeland, failuri
ha\e
charge
of
the
Second
ReRonlad Van Dyke, studying the charge of food booths.
to be imagined before it can be the church and separated from the ski and son Stevie of La Porte, ter where he had been a pal lent
to yield right of way to emer*
Square dancing throughoutthe
Lord because they are not put to were Sunday quests of the Don- for three weeks. He was born formed Church morning service. topic. "A Channel of Thy Peace'
created.
gency vehicle, East Eighth St,
The
evening
service
will
be
conevening
will
be
conducted
by
Mr.
Devotional leaders were Donna
Aug. 23, 1883 in Saugatuck, the
And that's what Mr. Beukema's work. That church is truly a hap- ald Switzer family.
Gus
Linck, Grand Rapids, improMrs. Grace Deering. Mrs. Jean son of the late Mr. and Mrs. ducted by the Rev. Lambert Pon- Koops and Judith Lugten and dis and Mrs. Claude Ketchum.
self-evidentstatementis designed py and growing church where
per passing,M-21 in Holland townstein
of
Hope
College
assisted
Mrs.
Bill
Venhuizen,
president,
cussion leader was John Drcnten
to do— stir the public imagination every member is busy at work- Palmer and Miss Mary Betties Charles Greenhalgh.
ship, $12.
by a group of young people who Pianist was Cheryl Veen.
conducted the regular business
have returned from a trip to
Surviving arc a daughter. Mrs.
into realizingthe truth of his fur- each pulling his own weight.
John R. Ver Hulst. 876 WashMr. and Mrs. David Troost meeting, which was followed by a ington Ave., speeding 35 in 25-tnil4
One of the greatest compliments New York and Connecticut.
Albert Oonk; one son, Charles will present inspirationaladdressther statement: "None of us have
work
session
in
preparation
for
es
and
provide
music.
former residentsof Hamilton, an
Saugatuck P.T.A. will meet Oct. Greenhalgh and three grandchilthe slightestconception of what ever paid to Christians is that
zone, Howard Ave. in Holland
The weekly congregational pray- nounce the birth of a daughter the fair. Committee reports were
water-bornecommerce can mean given by the apostle Paul when he 25 at the school cafeteria at 8 dren, Barbara and Michael Oonk
township. $7; Donald Kane, 161
er service has been cancelled this Debra Lynn.
presented.
to Michigan." And it might be says we are workers together p.m. A social hour will follow the and Gary Greenhalgh,all of
West 20th St., improper passing
week
so
that
all
may
attend
the
Next Tuesday, the group will on M-21 in Holland towns^n *1?:
Mrs. H. D. Strabbing was
added, what it can mean^ to Hol- with God. workers with Him to meeting and mothers of the Saugatuck.
Funeral services will be held annual Reformed Day service to visitor in the home of Mrs. S. C. welcome new members at the Hendrick V. Voctberg, 45 West
land. It can mean many things. go out and preach the gospel to all seventh and eighth grade students
Friday at 10:30 a., at Dykstra be held at Hope Memorial chatwl Nettinga of Holland last Satur- annual New Girls Dinner at 6:30 Eighth St., stop sign. Gordon St
This is. however, ail in the future. the nations and make the kingdom will be hostesses.
of
this
world
His
own.
Mrs. Otto Polka and Mr. and Funeral Chapel at Saugatuck on Thursday,at 8 p.m. when Dr. day afternoon.Other guests there p.m. in the Literary club house. in Holland township. 55.
Then there will be another need
Humanly speaking, this is a Mrs. Dale Interbitzin spent the with the Rev. W.C. Warner of Hoi Elton Eenigenburgof Western were Mrs. J. H. Schipper,Miss
for money. This can mean more
Mrs. Tracey Aardema, route 4,
Jennie Karsten and Mrs. Alvin Two Circuit Court Suits
clearly impossible task, but the weekend in Chicago where they land officiating. Burial will be in Seminary will be the speaker.
of our tax dollars.
speeding 45 in 35-mile zone. OtThe second Reformed Church Strabbing. all of Holland and
Lord is working with us always. visited relatives.
Riverside Cemetery. Friends may
tawa Beach Rd. in Park township,
Our labor is not in vain therefore Mrs. Raymond Gardner has call at the Funeral chapel at nursery is in charge of Misses Mrs. Walter Carrow of Sauga- Settled by Stipulation
57; Bert Brewer, route 4, no opertuck.
we can always be abounding in been numbered among the sick Saugatuck Thursday from 7 to Florence and Myrtle Ten Have.
license, Butternut Dr., In
Corp, and Mrs. Paul V’ander
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - ator’s
this work.
for the past week.
9 p.m.
Holland township, $8.90: Joe
Ploeg of Columbus. Georgia, were
Two
civil cases brought against
Sgt. and Mrs. Allan Valleau
Dahm, 893 Central Ave., no operrecent visitorsat the home of
Kenneth Van Rhee of Zeeland as ator’s license,US-16 in Polkton
and daughter Celeste are here
Boy Scoot Troop 30
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
the result of a fatal accident in township, costs of 53.90; OrveJ
n
from Patrick Airbase, Fla., to Bamp on
Vander Ploeg and Mr. and Mrs.
Holland Sept. 6, 1953, in which Knight, Benton Harbor, assured
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special).
visit their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Wiersema Has Halloween Party
George Overway was fatally in- clear distance, M-21 in Holland
A
Grand
Rapids
child was treated John Hoeve of Zeeland.
Russell
Valleau.
quietly celebrated their 61st wedPaul Alderink,senior student
jured, were settled by stipulation tov/nship,$12.
in
Municipal
Hospital
for
a
bump
Boy
Scouts
of
Troop
30,
HarMr. and Mrs. L A. Mulligan and
ding anniversary Monday at their
at Western Seminary. Holland, A sacred organ concert will be in Circuit Court Tuesday afternoon.
rington School, held a Halloween son Skipper of Chicago and Mr. on the head received Sunday afterhome, 148 Central Ave.
was in charge of services at the given in Forest Grove Reformed
One case was brought^ by Huparty
Monday
evening
in their club and Mrs. Lovell Eddy of Holland noon when he was struck by a car
Mr. and Mrs. Wiersema have
Second Reformed Church. Special Church Friday evening by Herman bert Boudreau of Holland, a pedes- Mqle Makes Trip
on
the
oval.
He
was
James
Dale
lived in Holland for the last 30 room. Prizes for the best costumes visited their cousins. Mrs. Nellie
music was furnished by the Junior
trian who received allegedpermanVoss of Chicago. The program
were awarded to Robert Kingshott, Howlett and Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy of 811 Garfield. His parTo Grand Rapids
years, coming here from Fulton,
Choir at the morning service.
ent injuries, who sought $10,000 and
ents absolved the driver of all
scheduled at 8 p.m.
Jon
Harthorne,
Bob
Nicol
and
Erickson
Saturday.
They
also
ZEELAND (Special)
B. L.
111. They have 10 children and 44
They sang: "He First Loved Me"
Voss is known for his unusual the other by Mrs. Overway, wife
Kenneth Cook.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas blame before officers had an opgrandchildren.
Lorens and "For the Beauty of and original way of presenting be- of the deceased, who sought $50,- Pocst. of route 1, Zeeland, trapped
portunityto question him.
Followinga feature
length Bryan in Douglas.
an albino ground mole in his yard1
There are six sons, Jake. Dick,
the Earth." The Intermediate loved hymns of the church. He has 000.
Miss Francis Wilson has moved
Steven, Joe D., Walter and Natie, sound movie shown by Justin
last week.
Choir sang at the evening service,
made
several
appearances
in
tnis
Boudreau’s
case
was
heard
in
A fellow worker took thp white
and four daughters, Mrs. B. Knoll, Smeege, games were played and Into the home on Mason St.
"I Walk With Him". Both choirs
area and is well-known for his re- Circuit Court Tuesday and settlemole to the Grand Rapids Museum,
Mrs, John Ten Brooke, Mrs. A1 hot dogs and pumpkin pie were which she recently purchased, of Cleveland, Ohio, spent the are directed bv the Mrs^ Edward
cordings.
ment
was
decided
after
plaintiff’s
Bronkhurst,all of Holland, and served. About 35 Scouts attended. the home of the late Miss Lenore weekend in Saugatuck.
De Pree.
The organist made his first pub- proofs had been submitted. Mrs. where head taxidermist Herman
Miss Agnes Bale, who has spent
Taps were sounded by Robert Spencer.
The Zeeland Woman's All- lic appearance as a pianist with Overway's
Mrs. C. J. Parker of Clinton, Iowa.
Hinrichs said he was "very glad to
case was scheduled'/or
the
summer
with
her
cousin,
Chambers.
Mrs. William Gorgas has closChurch Chorus, composed of 32 the Jubilant Trio. He is a gradhave the rare animal."
the next term of Circuit Court,
Of special interest was the an- ed her home on Riverside Dr., and Miss Anna Hodge, returned to voices of the Zeeland churches and
The only trouble Is, Hinrichs
Man Violates Parole
her home in Sparta, Wis., last surroundingarea, sang over uate of Moody Bible Instituteand but her claim also was settled
nouncementthat Tom and Ed returned to Chicago Monday.
said, that ground moles decay
has
served
as
staff
organist
of
the
Tuesday
by
stipulation.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Marsilje, Marty Van Dyke, Arthur Mrs. William Peters of Munster, week.
WHTC Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
rapidly, and this one had already
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Fort who John Boeve is - director of the iintitute'sradio station. In 1952
Everett D. Bruner, 25. Grand Dirkse, and Bruce Gibbons were Ind.. spent a few days with her
been dead two days. He did
he
toured
England
and
this
counvisited
three
weeks
in
the
Harry
Haven, who pleaded guilty in awarded a free trip to see the mother, Mrs. Grace Munson who
chorus and Mrs. John Wittevecn is
InvestigateBreahin
pickle the mole, however, and will
try
with
Evangelist
T.
W.
Wilson
Municipal Court Monday to a Michigan State footballgame on has been ill at the home of Mrs. Newnham hdme left Saturday for accompanist.
stuff it if possible.
City police continued their
and at present is music editor of
drunk driving charge, will be tum- Nov. 6 as a reward for their out- Lottie Brown. Mr. Peters and son Milan, for a few days visit with
There are no other albino ground
vestigation today of a breakin at
the
Singtime
Publishing
Co.
# ed over to his parole officer as a standing spirit the past year.
Don came /or her Sunday. Miss their niece and family, the
moles
on display at the museum.
Vandenberg
Buick
Inc.,
36
West
Chicago.
' parole violator. Fine and costs of
•At the close of the party the Hortense Munson also visitedher Justin Dunmires, before return- Marriage Licenses
16th St., sometime Tuesday. OfLoyal
B.
Plough,
27,
Muskegon,
ing
to
their
home
in
Miami
Fla.
$105.50 were not paid. Bruner, who Scouts gave a promise to refrain mother Sunday.
Chihuahuas,tiniest dogs in the
Founder of the first Iron works ficials were checking supplies to
and Delores Wildrom, 22, Grand
was arrested by city police early from playing Halloween pranks Mrs. Mayme Fcfrce was called
world, were believed by ancient
Sunday morning on Franklin St., and also do what they can to in- to Union, lit la*t Wednesday by "It requires about eight tons of Haven; Jack Payne, 18, route 1, in America, is 1646. was John determine what is missing. Entrance was gained through a side Aztecs to guide human souls
the death of her nephew, Michael. coal to produce a ton of magne- Hamilton, and Betty Bosch, 20, Winthrop. son of Massachusetts
is a parolee of Southern Michigan fluence others to refrainfrom des
through t^e underworld.
door.
Bay icolony'sfirst governor.
Zeeland.
Prison at Jackson.
Mr. and Mr*, Keenan Bennett sium.
truest pranks.

* * *
Crowd Turns Out
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS,

Enthusiastic Audience

1954

Hospital Notes

Wigger-Raak

Rites Performed

Binlifing Permits

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Jame* Crittenden,

Lauds Hope College Play
A full house of first nighters applauded the cast of "Mrs. McThing." a homecomir.gplay presented by Palette and Masque of
Hope College in the Little Theatre
on the fourth floor of the Science
building,Friday night.
The plot revolves around snobbish Mrs. Howard V. Larue HI
who in spite of every precaution
finds strange things happeningin

THUMDAY, OCTOBER 28,

Sought by Nine

175 East 18th St.; Mrs. Robert
Bond, 6505 142nd Ave.; Jerry
Gutierrez, 13655

turn and text from the actual
publications,and has also listed
the names of the publishers.His
remarks, therefore,cannot be dismissed lightly with the suggestion that they are an exaggeration.

New

Holland St.;

During Past

Mrs. Albert Klinge, 2154 West
30th St.; Mrs. Emanuel Kline, 61
West 15th St.; David Underwood,
route

Week

Nine applications for building
permits totaling$3,345 were filed
last week with Acting Building
Inspector Henry Looman and City
Clerk Clarence Grevcngoed. Applications follow:

4.

Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Dari Howard, 3364 ButternutDr.;
Mrs. John Masuga and baby, 276
West 25th St.; Mrs. Charles

Josette Frank, however, with
her excellent book "Your Child's
E. Van Slot, 81 East 25th St,
Brumitt and baby, 449 Gordon;
Reading Today” while deploring
kitchen and install cupboards,
Mrs.
Julius
Nykamp
and
baby,
with Dr. Wertham the extreme
$250; Ralph Boer, contractor.
her walled estate of Larue Towers.
route 1, West Olive; Paul Jousma,
in horror comics, suggeststhat,
Her son's toys gradually disappear
Harry De Vecht, 133 West 19th
47
West
35th
St.;
Mrs
Charles
as usual prevention is better than
windows, $500; Henry Bcelen, conand a strange, untidy little girl
Rich and baby, 287 West 22nd St.
cure, and says that parents should
tractor.
climbs over the wall. It seems
Admitted Saturday were George
adopt a serious attitude towards
Peter Zylstra,24 West 21st St„
she is a daughter of Mrs. McSchurman,
route
5;
Mrs.
Elwood
their children’sreading at an
repair front porch, $125; self, conthing, a witch, and when the little
Brush, 1721 East Fourth St
early age. She goes into the subtractor.
girl is imperiously ordered away,
Kathy Lynn Resseguie, 4791
ject of children'sbooks, and their
John E. Housenga, 539 College
the witch spirits young Howay aWashington;
Mrs.
Jennie
Brandt,
reaction to them and gives
Ave., reroof, $305: George Mooi
way to a broken down shantyland
260
East
14th
St.;
Sandra
Van
reasons why children read what
Roofing Co., contractor.
lunchroom where he works for a
den Heuvel, 15 Gordon St.; Mrs.
they do. She also has given lists
Joe Kooiker, 70 West 12th St.,
gang of would-be thieves. In his
Raymond Brondyke, 484 College
of books for all ages, intended to
reroof, $225; Mooi Roofing, conplace she puts a stick that looks,
Ave.;
Jerry
Koeifian.
route
6.
be a guide, and not an arbitrary
tractor.
but does not act like Howay.
Discharged Saturday were
selection.While not quarreling
Mrs. Leonard Goulooze, 151 East
The part of the rich young widow
James Crittendin, 175 East 18th
with the idea of giving the
14th St., reroof, $215; Mooi Roof-,
was well played by Marcia Pasma
St.;
Mrs.
Peter
Kramer,
457
classics to children, she advises
ing, contractor.
who received strong support from
Gordon St.; Mrs. Emanuel Kline,
that parents spend time and
Nick Dykema 271 West 23rd
young Daryl Dykstra as the son
61 West 15th St; Mrs. Harmon
thought in selecting new "good
St., adition to house, enclose
who was cast in a difficult dual
Marsh,
Hamilton;
Mrs.
George
books” whose viewpoint is forporch. $650, self, contractor.
role as a lively youngster thrown
Boynton, 235 East Ninth St.
ward, instead of backward lookHenry Busscher, 345 West 17th
in with gangsters and a prissy
Mrs. Ben Weller, 254 Pine Ave.;
ing.
St.; adition to bedroom, $75; self,
child who was a prime example of
Mrs.
Jennie
Brandt,
260
East
Thomas Zimmerman, judge of
contractor.
deportment. His clothing — strip14th St.: Mrs. Elmer De Kraker
D. J. and Z Trucking Co., 210
Juvenile
and
Domestic
Relations
ed T-shirt and derby as a hoodand baby, Hudsonville; Mrs.
West Eighth St., enlarge garge,
lum, and suit, flowing tie and Court in New Jersey appears to
Chester Piersma and baby, 123
20 by 10 feet. $1,000; Vernon
beret as a goody-goody— were his think that Dr. Wertham’s vews
East 39th St; Mrs. Bernard
Drost, contractor.
chief props in the characteriza-on comic books are somewhat oneMeiste and baby, 268 East 24th
tion. Little Gretchen Steffens ApSt: Mrs. Edward De Witt and
The Ku Klux Klan was estabsided, and he agrees with Josette
peared as the little girl.
Mrs. Williom Earl Price
baby, route 5; Sandra Vanden
lished in 1865.
Frank
that
the
remedy
by
Dr.
Comic relief was offered main(Adelspergerphoto) Hemel, 13 Gordon St.; Mrs
Mr. ond Mrs. Paul Erwin Wigger
ly by three gangsters, Don Baird, Wertham is for parents to form
Victor Arndt and baby, route 1
(Pcnna-Sasphoto)
Dave Spaan and Peter DeMoya, their children’s judgment in
Hopkins.
Miss Sandra Kay Raak, daughter low rose corsage.
and by Jerry Redeker, a piano- literature at an early age when
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Raak of
There were 160 guests at the
playing chef who demanded names
Leona Norlin, 133 Walnut Ave.; 2029 Fairview Rd., Zeeland, be- reception in the church parlors.
such extreme horrors will be reand addresses before he would dish
Mrs. Bert Kortering. 144 East came the bride of Paul Erwin Assisting were Miss Dorothy
jected by them later. He argues,
up a bowl of chili. Further comedy
24th St.; Lois Haverdink, route 5. Wiggcr, Friday. Oct. 8. in Central Rudolphus, Glenn Arens, Mr. and
too, that if children live secure
was provided by three over-dressed
DischargedSunday were Wini- Avenue Christian Reformed Mrs. Melvin Scharphom of Grand
lives they are not likely to try
friends of the widow, played by
fred
Wyma, 68 West Seventh St.; Church. The groom is the son of Rapids. Miss Phyllis Schemper
to escape through the medium Miss Abby Funk, daughter of
Flame Vruggink, Shirley Bowman
George Banks, route 4; Mrs. Ray- Mr. and Mrs. John Wiggers, 40 r.nd Misses Eunice De Jonge,.
of the horror comics. If providing Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Ritter Funk
and Mary Lee Rozeboom. Darmond Van Netten and baby, 923 West 21st St.
Karon Deur. Mary Lou Faber,
children a o wtihidew.Pd At....
of Niles, and William Earl Price,
lene De Tuncq made two brief
Paw Paw Dr.; Mrs. John Slenk The Rev. William Haverkamp Marilyn Kloet, Janet Molter,
children with a wide variety of
hilarious appearancesas the mothson of Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Price
and baby, 428 Central Ave.; Mrs. officiatedat the double ring rites. Sharon Nyhuis, Gloria Vander
good books of all kinds is the
er of one of the gangsters. Helen
Morris Driesenga and baby, 126 Mrs. Lon Eilunder was organist Wolde, Marilyn Vruggink and
22
Cherry
St.,
Holland,
were
secret of making them immune to
MacDonald made two appearances
Cambridge; Jerry J. Israels,231 and Miss Mary Ann Veldhuis. GeraldineWagner. Paul Klingenthe worst of comics, then our married Saturday afternoon in
Police Officer Don Oosterbaan,
in her dual role as the witch — a
West 30th St.; Rebecca Batema, soloist. Ferns, candelabra and berg and Mary Ann Veldhuis sang
library is certainly on the right First Presbyterian Church of who conducts traffic school under
bad w.tch and a good witch.
route 2, Fennville; Juan Arispe, bouquets of gladioli and snapdrag- solos, Mrs. Jasper Nykamp gave
side. It is quite an education to Niles.
Elva Van Haitsma of the colThe double ring rites were read the Adult Evening Class program 179 East 18th St.
a reading, the Harmaniacs sang
ons decorated the church.
browse through the children’sdelege faculty deserves much of the
Hospital births Include a son,
Given in marriageby her father, and the Rev. J. T. Hoogstragave
partment,
and
sometimes at 2 p.m. by the Rev. Theodore had a • wonderful opportunity
credit for a fine production. The
wonder how many of the adults M. Greenhoe, before an altar Thursday night to demonstrate Joseph III, born Saturday to Mr. the bride chose a gown of chant illy closing remarks.
next P and M play will be "The
and Mrs. Joseph Borgman, Jr.. lace over satin, with fitted bodice For their southern honeymoon,
we see there are choosing a book flanked by large bouquets of real first aid.
Glass Menagerie” by Tennessee
59 East 26th St.; twins, a boy and featuring pleated portraitneckline,
for their child, and how many are white mums and huckleberry
the bride wore a lieige suit, red
He was at that part of the girl, born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
Williamsto be presented Dec. 3,
leaves,with lighted candelabra.
enjoying a stolen pleasure!
long tapered sleeves and a bouf- accessories and red rose corsage.
4, 6 and 7.
The bride’s lovely gown of course dealing with accidents and Donald McCormick. 317 West fant skirt of nylon tulle over satin, The couple are now living at 28
To select the best from such a
FREE ESTIMATES
rich choice is difficult, therefore Chantilly lace and nylon tulle first aid and was making a big 14th St.; a son, Randy Lee, born with front and back panel of lace West 17th St.
Sunday
to
Mr
and
Mrs.
Edward
over
slipper
satin
was
fashioned
those we have chosen are merely
point that injured persons who are
which ended in a cathedral train. The bride, a graduate of Zeeland
representative of many others, with a fitted bodice with V neck- bleeding are not necessarily the Goodhart,route 6; a son, Clark A jeweled crown with lace trim
High, is employed at Michigan Bell
equally good. "Chester” by line of pleated tulle over satin, most seriouslyinjured. Another in- Jan, born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. held her veil. She carried a white TelephoneCo. 'ihc groom, a HolFiction: (Young People's Divi- Eleanor Clymer is a delightful and long tapered sleeves. Her jured person may be in shock and Marvin Van Hekken. route 4; a Bible with streamers and a red
land High graduate, is employed
sion) "Lady Guide” by J. Jud- story which brings in interest- fingertipveil of sheared imported might require more attention than daughter,Mary l^ouise. born to- rose corsage.
by George Datema and Sons Conday to Mr. and Mrs. Mart Mcson, "Lucky” by P. O'Moore.
CO.
ing information about football illusion was held by a headpiece the one bleeding profusely.
Bridal attendants were Miss struction. Grand Rapids.
Carthy,
route
4.
edged
with
seed
pearls
and
cord(Juvenile) "Chester” by Eleanor and photography which Chester
Suddenly one of his pupils turnVerna Van Den Burg, cousin of
29
I
Mi
Phene
3121
The groom's parents entertained
Clymcr, "Family Shoes” by Noel takes up as a hobby when he ed illusion. She carried the tradi- ed white and passed out. Don
the bride, as maid of honor; Miss at a rehearsal luncheon.
Streatfeild.
cannot play football. For teen tional wedding handkerchief given laid him out on the floor while
Donna Vander Laan, Mrs. Clar(Adult) "American Captain" agers, "Lady Guide” by J. Jud- to her by her great aunt, Dr. another class member dashed to
ence Elenbaas and Miss Shirley
Total
by Edison Marshall, "Bride of the son is an unusual story with a Abby Henderson.Her bouquet of the corridor fountainfor water.
Ver Beek. as bridesmaids.They
Conqueror" by Hartzell Spence fine out-door setting. "Lucky” by white carnationswas centered The man came out of his faint
wore identical gowns of mint
Scrappy says:
Non-Fiction (Adult) "Seduc- P. O’Moore is a girl who seemed with a white orchid. Mr. Funk quite quickly.
green, orchid, yellow and pale
tion of the Innocent" by Fredric to achieve everything she want- gave his daughter in marriage.
At
Is
blue, respectively, fashioned of
L P buys and markets used surplus
Bridal attendants were dressed
Wertham M.D., "Your Child’s ed until—
Community Chest is $1.75 richchantillylace with bouffant skirts
Reading Today” by Josette Frank
machinery and surplus inventory items
For children who like to read alike in sleeveless ballerina- er through the efforts of three There are 878 students from 21 of nylon net over taffeta and pearl
"A Child of the Century”,auto- about famous people the small length gowns of emerald green girls in Park Township who can- states and 16 foreign countries and rhinestone trim. They wore
from industry.
biography of Ben Hecht. "The Illustratedbiographies in the Real crystalitesilk. Style features vassed their | neighborhood for
currently enrolled at Hope Col- flowered headpieces.
White and the Gold" by Thomas People series are just right. Some were the permanent pleated de- newspaperstwo evenings this
Attending the groom were Kazlege for the first semester of
B. Costain. "Glory, God and of the people are Thomas Jeffer- tail in skirts and bodices. They week and then donated the pro- 1954-55. RegistrarPaul E. Hin- mer Kalman as best man and
always buying
materials
Gold” by Paul Wellman.
son, Leonardo Da Vinci. Florence wore white gloves and their head- ceeds to the Chest fund.
kamp has announced in his an- Robert Raak. Beryle Wigger and
Juvenile) "Let's Read About— Nightingale, Peter the Great, pieces were gre£n veils tied with
The three girls were Marilyn nual report.
Kenneth Holder, ushers.
travel books, "Living Together Marco Polo, and Lafayette,to velvet string cording. They car- Hop, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
There are 143 seniors, with
Twins Linda and Larry Brandin the Modern World,” "Real mention only a few. Another ried bouquetsof pale yellow fiji Don Hop of 1270 South Shore Dr.; 83 men and 57 women; 165 junsen. children of Mr. and Mrs.
mums
with
croton
leaves.
Mrs.
People”— biographies.
wonderful set of books comes
Linda Davis, daughterof Mr. and iors; including 98 men and 67 wo120 Rivei Ave
Holland, Mich.
Preston Brandsen, were flower girl
(Young People's Division) "Date under the heading “ Living To- William V. Funk of Battle Creek Mrs. Fred Davis of 1307 South
men; 208 sophomores, 134 men and nng bearer. Linda wore a
Bait," a teen-age cook book by gether in the Modern World.” was matron of honor. Brides- Shore Dr., and Sharon Van Noord.
and 74 women, and 281 fresh- white taffeta dress with rose buds
Robert Loeb, "FootballEncyclo- Each book deals with a different maids were Miss Ann Henderson daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrmen. 172 men and 109 women. and a wide sash. Larry was dresspedia” by Roger Treat.
subject — Food, communication,of Battle Creek, Mjs. Robert C. ence Van Noord of 601 Midway.
Special studentstotal 36 with ed in a white suit.
The book which heads our non- government, transportationetc. Burge of Niles and Mrs. Ned G. Sharon and Linda each collected
an evening college grohp of 48
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nykamp
fiction list this week, "Seduc- and compares these things in dif- MacWilliams of South Bend, Ind. 58 cents and Marilyn 59 cents.
Total breakdown is 510 men and were master and mistress of ceretion of the Innocent”by Fredric ferent countries. They are fully
Attending the groom as best They turned over the money to
monies.
Wertham M.D. is calculated to illustratedwith photographs, and man was Paul Talbert of Bloom- Linda’s mother who was one of 368 women.
There's only one local agent's selling cost to a customer
Michigan leads U.S. distribuMrs. Raak wore n mauve lace
make parents’ and teachers’hair are books anyone should be pleas- ington. Ind. Robert Curry of the volunteerCommunity Chest
tion with 526 students, with New dress with navy accessories and a
when
you insure your car with ...
stand on end. It is another shot ed to read.
Atlanta, Ga.. Robert Lukemeyer workers.
York second with 123. Other white rose corsage. Mrs. Wigger
in the battle of the Comic Books.
Another wonderfulbook for of Indianapolisand Joseph Newell
The farm census gets under states represented are Illinois, wore an aqua lace-trimmed dress,
After seven years of research parents and children alike is of Franklin, Ind., seated the
Go's.
New Jersey, Wisconsin, Iowa, winter white accessories and yelway
soon, and the 13 enumerators
and study of his subject he has ‘Time for Fairy Tales” compil- guests.
Indiana,
Pennsylvania,
CaliforAuto
Fire
Life
written a ruthless attack on the ed by Mary Hill Arbuthnot.
Music for the rites were played working in this part of the county
nia. Ohio. Minnesota, South
sadistic horrors of some comic
In this large book are practical- by Mrs. Ralph W. Holmes, Jr., anticipate some interesting ex- Dakota. Washington, Florida,
Lacille De Roo Feted
BIN VAN LENT!, Afent
periences.
books. In addition to the weight ly all the fairy tales ever w-ritten organist. •
Massachusetts, Virginia.Kentucky
177 CollegeAvenur
of his authority as a mental doc- or told — European, Japanese,
Phone 7133
The newlyweds greeted 200 They don't know, however, if West Virginia, New Hampshire, On 10th Birthday
tor of high standing, he has add- Irish, English, American, Aesops guests at a. reception in the four they’ll be able to match Mrs. G.
Oklahoma and Connecticut.
Lucille De Roo was guest of
ed a supplement presenting pic-. fables, folk tales and legends from Flags Hotel. Mrs. Rodney Blahnik S. Everhart’s experienceon her
Foreign countries represented
field
trial
day
last
Thursday.
She
honor at a party given by her
all over the globe, with illustra- of Columbus,Ohio, was in charge
are South India, the Netherlands,
mother, Mrs. William C. De Roo,
tions, and a preface for parents of the guest book. Mrs. Philip A. was just approaching a farm home
to
take
the
census
when
the
pigs Philippine Islands, Arabia, 567 Central Ave, on her 10th
Hadsell,
Jr.,
and
Mrs.
Clarence
with tips about how to read and
Canada.
Korea,
Mexico.
Thailand,
birthday anniversarylast Saturhow to tell stories, and when and Whiting served at the punch bowl broke out of the pen.
She helped a couple of farmers Formosa. Java, England, Iraq, day.
and Miss Ellen Funk and Mrs.
where.
China. Lebanon, Syria and TransContests were held and games
Since Columbus Day has just Leland P. Funk presided at the round up the pigs before they jordan. There are 30 foreign
all settleddown to filling out the
were played. A birthdaysupper
pawed, it is appropriate to men- coffee service. Presidingat the
AT HOME AND AT
blanks. All had a good time too! students.
was served at an attractivelydetion two most unusual narrative cake table were Mrs. James Maccorated table.
Maintain
THE
historiesof the North American Donald of Chicago, Mrs. TheoNow that you're registered,do Newcomers Honored
Prize vv mners were Joan LicfContinent— •’The White and the dore Swift of Ann Arbor, Mrs.
not forget to vote Nov. 2. Better
fers. Esther Timmer. Judy Vander
High Quality
Gold” by Thomas B. Costain, a Roy Goodwill of Detroit and Miss
vote early, while you’re at it.
At Lutheran Church
Wege and Marcia Plaggemars.
history of Canada under French Margaret Blackford of Cleveland.
Others invited were Linda HerAfter the reception, the couple
Domination, which is about the
Tasty Products
A supper was given Sunday for tel, Carol Hook, Ruth Ann WiersDeputy Len Ver Schuro was
best and most thrilling book ever left for Dallas.Texas, where they
feeling a bit low the other day. the newcomers of Zion Lutheran ma, Ruth Windemuller,Barbara
written on this subject; and will make their home at 5934
At
He had just helped process the Church by the Lutheran Women's Hoeksema and Ruth Dykman.
"Glory, God and Gold” by Paul Lewis St. For going away, the
case oT the drowning of the 2J- Missionary League.
Wellman, an exciting vividly new Mrs. Price wore an olive year-old girl. It marked the 10th The choir director. R. Both, led
FAIR
TOUR HOSTS:
green
wool
suit
with
matching
written story of the great south
RAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTI west, from the time of Coronado hat and the white orchid from fatality he had worked with since group singing.The Rev. E. Ruhlig
he took over as deputy three led a topic discussion assisted by
to the present day. The final her bridal bouquet.
Peter K roman n, R. Hahn and Miss
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI
short months ago.
Mrs. Price, a graduate of Niles
pages which describe the atom
He ticked them off: a suicide, a Patti Overway.
ZEELAND
bomb test which took place in High School and the Cniversitv train crash, a plane crash, auto- The regular Sunday evening
that territory, make a fitting of Michigan,was a first grade mobile crashes and now a drown- church service ended the fellow453 W. 22nd St. Phone 6-8042
384 CENTRAL AVF
PHONE 2677
CLOSED SUNDAYS
climax to a story full of dash teacher in Niles last year. Mr. ing, even though the latter was a ship evening.
f
and vigor, courage and horror, Price, graduate of Holland High police case. Ver Schure hqs been
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
some of which Wellman treats School and the University of at police headquarterswhen the
FINE FURNITURE
with a touch of satirical humor. Indiana, is a salesman for Kaw- call came in and responded to the Gregory Brower Feted
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Miss Abby Funk

Becomes

ROOFING

Bride of William Price

VolkjjJu

we

Dependable
Roofers

NEW LIBRARY BOOKS

Geo. Mooi
ROOFING

SI.

Enrollment

Hope

$7$

4j

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

ONLY ONE TO A CUSTOMER
Stale

Farm Insurance
—

—

TWO GOOD PLACES

FRESH BAKED

TO EAT

GOODS

We

HUB

PRICES

VflacjakuwcL
FURNITURE SHOP

neer Co. located in Dallas.

A

piece of good news with regard to horror comics comes from
the newly appointed censor of
comic books, Charles B. Murphy.
He hai prepared a code for the

Holland Emblem Club
Has Regular Meeting

emergency.
Any way you look at
too

much

On
it,

that's

violence.

Remember, safety is everybody’s
business, and it’s a 24-hour job.

guidance of publishers, with A regular meeting of Holland
many "do's and dont’s.” At the Emblem Club was held at the Elks, Writ Issued
GRAND HAVEN
governor’! conference on indecent club room Thursday night with

Whsther befor# or

after tha

theatre, or for a sandwich at

noon, enjoy our convenient
ly located Bier Kelder for
your favorite boor or wine.

Open noon until midnight

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

literature,held in Minneapolis the President,Mrs. Kenneth Dykearly thii month, he stated that stra. presiding.
he it receiving fine cooperation The resignationof Mrs. Edward
Lang as correspondingsecretary
from the publisher!.
was acceptedwith regret. Mrs
Of interest to our readers is Lang will be moving to Florida in
the newi that an alumnus of Hope the near future. Mrs. George
College, Preston J. Stegenga, has Lowry was elected to fill the
written a history of the college, vacancy.
The chairman of each booth for
entitled"Anchor of Hope, History
of an American EducationalIn- the country fair, which will be
stitution-Hope College.” It is held Nov. 5 at the Elks Club, made
being published by William B. hpr report.
Reports were made on sewing
Eerdmans of Grand Rapids.
for the Red Cross and volunteers
for more work were requested.
Divorce Granted
Mrs. Dykstra told the group

(Special) - A
writ of habeas corpus was issued
Friday for G. Palmer Seeley
to be prese.it at the conspiracy
trial of Ronald V. Kennedy,ousted
employe of the land purchasing
divisionof the State Highway Department,scheduled Oct. 27 and
28. Seeley is currently serving a
term in Southern Michigan prison
on a related charge out of Muskegon.

Fined for Loaded Gan

GRAND HAVEN

-

First Birthday
Mrs. Dale Brower entertained
at a birthday supper last Tuesday
evening in honor of her son, Gregory Dale Brower, who was celebrating his first birthday anniversary. The party was held at
their home, 553 East 16th St.
The occasion also marked the
birthday of the baby’s father.
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Gus De Vries, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Brower, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Brink and Shelley.

3. Zeeland,
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Makes

charged with transportinga loaded
Autkerixod
about her trip to the national con- 12-gauge pump shotgun, paid $20
Oirytlor-Plymouth Dooltf
vention held at Swampscott, fine and $7.40 costs in Justice F.
Mass., in September.
J. Workman’s court Friday night.
Sales
to Eva G. Buckner, Grand Haven,
Prize winners for the evening He was arrested in Holland Townfrom Wayne B. Buckner, now of were Mrs. Henry Kroll and Mrs. ship early Thursday evening by 25 W. 9tb StfMl PfcoM 7242
Chicago. There are no children.
Earl Van
r
conservation OfficerBrian Ainslee. V

GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
divorce decree was granted in
Ottawa Circuit Court Friday

LAMPS

CARPETS
PICTURES

Crocker Wheeler

(Special)

Roger Hulst, 19, route

*

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

Industrial & Commercial

Wiring
1 Lake Street
Cor. Bill 4 Washington

Phono 4000

STEKETEE

-
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Society

Supervisors Add

28, 1954

Marks

4 Allegan County

50th Birthday
Officers Receive

New Committee

The Women’s Missionary Society
EbenezerReformed Church held
a meeting of unusual significance
Wednesday when members gath- Salary
ered in the church in celebration

of

To Board Roster

o! the 50th anniversary of its orSupervisors Approve
ganization.
Approximately50 members and
Hikes for Deputies
guests gathered for the occasion.
Mrs. W. H. Rinker, president of
And Several Clerks
the society, gave the welcome and
ALLEGAN (Special) — Salaries
introduced the program. The meet
ing opened with a song by the of four Allegan county officers
group. Mrs. John Vanderbeek* of and several deputies and clerks
Grand Rapids, wife of the form- were raised by action tof the
er pastor of the church, had charge
Board of Supervisors during, the
of devotions. Mrs. Herman Brum-

Sheriffs Committee

To Consider Requests
For Several Changes

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

Increases

-A

permanent committeeto be known
as the sheriff's committee will be
added to the Board of Supervisors’

was decided at Friday’s
session of the board. Decision to
add such a committee came after
a presentation by Sheriff Gerald
Vanderbeek who explainedfour
reouests for additionalfunds.
The requestscall for a full-time
secretary-stcnoerapher. a $3,000
appropriation to be used in the
northeast part of the county to
cooperate with the village of
Coopersvillc,a similar amount in
the southeast part to cooperate
with Georgetown, and a substation
in southern Ottawa for issuing
operator's licenses.
James Townsend, Holland, moved that the latter three reouests
be referred to a special committee,
and Lawrence A. Wade, also of
Holland, moved that a permanent
committee he named since considerable detail of work from the
sheriff’s departmentis referred to
the board. Most other counties
have such sheriffscommittees, he
pointed out.
roster. It

mel sang "Alone With God," and current session.
Mrs. John H. Naber introduced
County clerk'ssalary was
the guests.

ed $250

rais-

to ‘$4,750; register of

Mrs. Peter Naber, charter deeds, up $250 to $3,250; treas
member, gave the history of the urer up $250 to $4,250; prosecut-

A

"dutch Psalm"
preceded the talk given by Mrs.
James Wayer, charter president.
A buffet luncheon was served
from a beautifullydecorated table

organization.

ing attorney up $250 to 4,750.
Left at their present level were
circuit judge, $1,000; drain commissioner, $2,800; sheriff’s salary

and expenses,$8,000.
gold and white color Salary increases from $50 to
scheme. The anniversary collec- $150 a year were approved for
tion will be used for the Winne- two deputy county clerks, the
with

a

bago Shelter Home foi Children. juvenile court stenographer;proMrs. Herman Kortering and Mrs. bate court stenographer, deputy
Willia..i

Vanden

Beldt

poured. county

treasurer,

-

treasurer’s

FOR THE BIRDS —

Bert Van Dis and Henry Dorn, both ot Saugatuck.had
good tuck one morningnot long ego at the Todd Farm in AlleganCounty, at

Mrs. Sage Ver Hoven, Mrs. John office clerk and prosecutor's
Is erio’?ntin the photo. One of Bert's geese was the largest shot so lar
Dykhuis and Mrs. Marvin Geer- clerk.
tbit year at the farm, weighing u littlemore than nine pounds.
lings were on the social committee.
The board also increased the
per diem rate for members of the
Yvonne Nienhuis, Frances Frye, Elsie Vander
IN SPITE OF FOOTBALL- DEFEAT
Hope
county board of canvassers from
Lay
Leader
Speaks
Zande and Mary Jane Adams. Some 300 alumni
College alumni, taking advantage ot Indian
$8 to $10 a day. The mileage payattended the buffet supper at Durfee Hall
To Methodist Men
ment rate for county employes
Summer weather, enjoyed the Homecoming
was increased to 7 cents a mile.
Saturday night and the vesper service Sunday
By Arnold Mulder
activities Saturdayincluding the queen and her
The Methodist Men held a month- A finance committee report
afternoon in the Memorial Chapel also was well
court. Seated at the football game are left to
ly meeting in the social rooms of setting the total county tax for
Another boo keame to my desk
attended.
Vanderbeek said the sheriff's
right, Queen Evelyn Bolks, Norma Damstra,
First MethodistChurch Thursday 1955 at $551,000 on an equalized
that offers to teach young hopefuls
departmentis dependent upon the
(Prince photo)
evening.Dock Rowe, president, valuation of $76 million was apJoyce Vander Borgh, Virginia Vander Borgh,
sendees of Juvenile Agent Avery
presided.
Var Lente led proved by the board in prepara- how to become writers. I am purAlters
posely withholding the title ot the
D. Baker and said any assistance
group singin; otions were giv- tion for setting final budget
and then I take ,him for a good
book
arid the name of the author
the board could give Baker’s deen by Lloyd i. Guests from figures.
- G. K. C.
because I refuse to be a party to
partmentwould be appreciated by
Grand Haven and Muskegon were
Once again, the city of Allegan
Will
Answer:
It would be better to
what
may almost be looked upon
Slightly
the sheriff'sdepartment.Police
introduced by local lay leader. will carry slightlymore than 10
Iced him after he has had his
Chief Jacob Van Hoff of Holland
as a literary fraud.
At a meeting of the Home Eco- Bernard Shashaguay.
percent
of
total
county
tax
load,
run with you.
At least once a year, sometimes
also appeared on Baker’s behalf
nomics Club of North Zeeland
GRAND HAVEN (Special'
Vice President Robert Jaehnig its share being $55,430.60. Aland said the city of Holland alone
oftener.
comes out with EuK(,10 Flsh(,. 24. Muskegon,who
Nov.
, someone vu.ms
held at the home of Mrs. Koene introduced the speaker, Robert legan township itself will raise oiifiiei
has a great amount of delinquency
a book of this type. The reason is i b
Vanden Hosch last Friday, Mrs. Mayfield, national executivesec- $16,750.40 in county taxes.
Panel Discussion Held
clear. Publishers and the writers ' was sentencedto pay $100 fine,
which in most cases is brought on
Bert Kraai and Mrs. Clarence retary of the General Board of
ALLEGAN (Special) - Circuit At Zeeland PTA Meet
of such volumes know that there '$10 80 costs and serve 10 days in
by transient workers.
Nagelkirkpresented the lesson lay Activities of the Methodist
A request from Baker to the Judge Raymond L. Smith will pass
is a big reader-reservoirfor such the county jail when he pleaded
on "Modern Clothes Need Modern Church. He spoke on the subject
panel discussion on school
county officers committee for sentencein three criminalrases
things. Hundreds of thousands are guilty in Municipal Court MonCare." Members presented a "Launch Out”. He stressed the
board action that he could qualify Nov. 8. according to County Clerk legislationhighlighted the icgu- p0l,m on flowers in response to
always waiting for someone to day to a drunk driving charge, f
vastness of Methodist Men's groups
for social securitywas referred to
provide them with a formula that appeared in Circuit Court on an
Esther W.
lar meeting of the Zeeland Ele- : tiie call. The next club meet- in the United States and the World,
the rules and legislationcommitwill turn them overnight into suc- appeal Friday and again pleaded
Eugene
Carter. 26. of 415 James mentary school Parent-Teachersing will be held at the home of and challenged that this is the day
tee to report back Monday. Baker
cessful writers.In defiance of over- guilty.
for people to see what Christ has
said that since the bulk of his St., SE. Grand Rapids, who I Association Tuesday evening. Pre- ^rs- om \ anden Bosch Dec whelming evidence to the contrary, Circuit Judge Smith sentenced
done
to change the lives of Chrissalary comes from the state, he is pleaded guilty to a narcotics law ccding the discussion George
giv° „
they arc convinced that fame and him to pay $100 line and $15
tians.
not entitled to come under the violation after his arrest ,uoipeursem gave the background of
fortune will be theirs as soon as costs and inasmuch as he already
recipe in response to the roll call.
"It
is not enough to just belong
weeks ago in Douglas, failed to
county pension system.
Harry Muilenburg and wf. to they can learn the simple secret served, three days of the' 10-day
the problem. On the panel besides A social time was enjoyed after to the Church; we must witness
Mayor Claude VerDuin of Grand furnish a $5,000 bond and is awaitsentence, he was ordered to rofor Christ."Mayfield said their are Henry N. DeGoed and wf. Lot 233 of authorship.
Haven reopened the subject on ing the sentence date in the county Van Peursem were Robert De the business meeting.
ll does little good to tell them port to the county jail one day
Bruyn,
Neal
Hoeze
and
Paul Van j A meeting of the Zeeland Gar- 69 million pocple outside of the Dickema Homestead Add. Twp.
dogs which was introduced at the jail here.
that there is no such secret. Few for the next seven weekends,
Dort. Norwopd Hubbcll was 1 den club was held at the home of church today. 19 million of which Holland.
first meeting of the October sesWilliam Burkhead, 35. of route
Laura S. Hanyes to Johan Van- of the would-be authors can ever either a Saturday or a Sunday,
a
in
hroJb
|
Mrs.
El
fie
Vanden
Bosch,
East
are
youth.
"These
youth
are
the
sion. A letter from a Holland resider Leek and wf. Lot 22 and pt. 23 be made to believe that learning to and thereby linish his sentence,
dent said among other things that tag and entering in the daytime1. Kelly Ynlema opened the meet- Antral Ate . Friday afternoon, citizens of tomorrow and it is our
Wersing's First Add. City of write is like learning to grow up-- 1 He also was given six months
conditions in Grand Haven are with intent to commit larceny. Hei^ '‘‘th grayer and Robert L Mrs. Kraa, was co-hostess. The duty to educate them and make
a process of many painful years. I probation during which he may
------- .r .u. ------ ----- --- lesson was presentedby Mrs. El- them Christian citizens."he said. Holland.
worse in Holland. Ver Duin said was released on his own recogmz- Brower of the muisc department
The publishers know that there | not drink,
Agnes
I^eppman
to
Harry
Muilgave
two
baritone
horn
numbers
sie
A'eneklasen.
The
next
meeting
He pointed out that even though
"If that is true we don’t have too ance, pending sentence.
accompanied by Ken Louis.
will be held at th home of Mrs. we have possessions and property, enburg and wf. Lot 44 B. L. Scott's are hundreds of thousands who are 1 Usher was arrested Oct. la
bad a suitation.Our dogs are
Matthew Shaw. 23. of route 1.
convinced they can become writers. after forcing two cars, one a
School Superintendent Julius J. Zuidewind.East Lincoln Ave.. this is God's world and we are Elmwood Add. City of Holland.
picked up by a truck with a speci- Fennville, was released on $250
Tillie
Vander
Sande
to
Thomas
Those
publishers know that there sheriff's cruiser, off the road. The
ally designed cage and dogs are bond after pleading guilty to a car Schippcr gave a report on the and members will bring material only stewards and trustees in culcars were driven by Dr. Edward
summer
playground
program
and
to
make
Christmas
corsages.
tivating
and
carrying
out
the
teachMAlger
and
wf.
I/it
5
Blk
9 is an almost sure-fire sale for nooks
picked up as carefully as a dog theft charge.
Brondyk of Holland and Deputy
Munroe
&
Harris
Add.
Grand
that
purport
to
tell
those
thousands
Mrs.
Dan
Boone,
president,
was
The
Rn\.
and
Mrs.
Harry,
jpgs
of
Christ.
"It
is
your
duty
will permit under circumstances.
G.
Gryzen of Hudsonville. Gryzen
how- they can learn to do it. Is jt
in charge of the business meot- Brower of Morrison, 111., the past |0 speak ^ul and act for your Haven.
Our dog pound is not impressive,
made the
»
Paul
Dogger
and
wf.
to
Harry
any
wonder
that
they
issue
such
ing
at
which
it
was
decided
to
week
visited
their
cousins.
Mr.
i Christ",
but it is clean and for 80 per cent
Robert
Alexander,
29, route 1, t\
volumes
with
monotonous
regulardraw up a constitution.The com- [ and Mrs. Ban Hartgerink.Wall: The Rev. John O. Hagans offered Jacobs and wf. I-ot 12 Dogger's
of the dogs it is the best place
Grand Haven, pleaded guilty to a
Suh. Twp. Holland.
mittce named is Hugh De Free,
ity ?
the benediction.
they have ever been in.”
charge of indecent exposure and
Robert
Berg
and
wf.
to
Jazeps
Tom
Whit
sit
t
and
Vernon
Poest.
The
monthly
baby
clinic,
spon-l
Over
the
years
I
have
received
According to county records,
by Peter Boggs
will return Oct. 29 for sentence.
Three mothers from each room sored by Zeeland Literary Club
Zadviaskis and wf. l/M 15 Blk 2 hundreds of letters asking for a
fees during the last four years
fown Founded By Dogs
Christian School Add. Grand formula.'Honesty has always comwere named as chairmen for pro- will be held at Zeeland city hall Zaverinh Speaks
$37,816 has been collected in dog
foaJoLr girlsC oc^rred^cpt0
The town of Dellview, N, C., jects to raise money for library on Wedncssdayfrom 1:30 to 4
Haven.
polled me to answer that so far as
and $41,556.13has been expended owes its corporationto a band
To Cab Scoat Pack
24
in West Olive.
Paul Dogger and wf. to Henry I know there is none. Experience
during that period.A specialdog of dogs. Davis P. Dellinger and fund. Mothers named are Mrs. pm.
John Roberts.
17. of 49 East
The Bible Club meeting of Zee,, ,,
. .
Detroit Tiger pitcher George Zu- Jacobs and wf. Lot 13 Dogger's amplv proves such an assertion.
fund establishedin 1943 was his t\jo brothers ran a big poul- Norwood Hubbell. Mrs. Melvin
Each
year
there
are
hundreds
of
Hol
and
pleaded guilty
Bouma and Mrs. Paul Van Dort, land High School was led by Gil- verink spoke at a meeting of Cub Sub. Twp. Holland.
closed in 1949 at the request of
try ranch. Dogs used to raid the
Myrle M. Spahr and wf. to socalled "writers' conferences" 10 ? chf f ot "'Bhttimc breaking
state auditors, and since then coops. The county laws did not kindergartenand first grade; the bert Van Wynen. Youth for Scout pack 3001 at Van Raalte
rc
Mesdames Robert Verplanke. Christ director, of Holland.Miss School Monday evening.
Martin O. Engle and wf. Pt. Gov. throughout Iho nalion,from Bread- ani1 enlenng
operated under the general fund.
seem to afford enough protection,
loaf in New England to Boulder m disposition Oct. 29. Roberts as
Harold Pikaart and Art Nykamp. Alice Wilson, missionary from
Richard Machiele. county agriCubmaster
Bernie
Van
I^ange- Lots 1, 2 9-8-16 Twp. Spring l>ake.
so Davis Dellinger,who was also
second; the Mesdames Robert De Africa, told about her work and vclde ied the opening ceremonies.
John V. Hulst and wf. to Simon Colorado. I myself gave courses in ehiti gri \u i en en g
cultural agent, made his annual
a lawyer, hit on a plan to curb
Bruyn. Gordon Van Tamelen and sang a solo. Miss Wilson plans to As a fitting introductionfor Zuver- Borr
report on the work of his departLot 5 Sylvan Acres the short star - in one of .hem fo>""-lty Shop on North River
the depredations.
f i Ave. Holand, Sept. 26 accomLeo De Feyter. third and fourth; resume her work in Africa in the ink. members of Den 6, appearing Sub. Twp. Holland.
ment in which he is assisted by
some summers. Young hopefuls
a ' le./ear-old minor,
While county laws may or may
and Mesdames Don Voorhorst. near future.
Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk, home
as a toy band, played and sang Henry Prys and wf. to Joseph from a dozen slates came lo learn
, u as ,akcn (rom „
not have been lax in dealing with
American Education Week will "Take Me Out to the Ball Game." Rezny Jr. and wf. Pt. I^ot 12 Blk the secrel. A decade later so
demonstration agent, and Willis
Albert Boschma and A P. Ucnr which u as pricd ,
stray dogs, the laws of incorporBos, 4-H club agent. Machiele rejc observed in the local public Zuverink told of his biggest thrill 3 Hopkins Add. Grand Haven.
tolella, fifth and sixth.
as I know, that s what they
„ scr,,w dl.j„r.
ated towns were not. The Dellquested additional office space
New
teachers introducedwere schools from Nov 7 to 13. The in baseball and displayed a ball
Wallace De Zwaan and wf. to are today — hopefuls, though not
ingers arranged for the legislaDonald
Robinson,
18. route 1,
since at present four workers and
Mrs. Mary Lou Van Heest, tirst speech classes ol the high school signed by all the Tiger players.He John W. Mulder Pt. Lot 9 Blk 2 quite so young.
ture to incorporate their huge
Holland, pleaded guilty to a
two secretariesare crowded into
grade; Miss Myra Saunders, third will hold a panel discussion on answered many questions asked by South Prospect Park Add. Holland.
While that may be proof of my nighttimebreaking and entering
ranch into a town — a town of
one room, he request was refergrade; Mrs. Lois Otto, second. the subject "American Education the youngsters.
Henry R. Van Singel and wf. to inadequacy, the record of hundreds charge and will return lor senonly
eight inhabitants, perhaps
red to the buildings and grounds
—
—
E Brower. Week." Nov. 8. which will be Hugh Rowell spoke briefly about Genit Meekhof I/)t 38 Guy C. of other such "writers' confer- tence Oct. 29. He was specificalthe smallest burg of its kind. grade, and Robert
committee with power to act.
broadcast on the Zeeland Hour. the Van Raalte School pack, Northouse Second Sub. Twp. ences" is not much better. The
music teacher.
ly charged with breaking into
communication from John They enacted drastic laws fot the
Lunch was served by Mrs. The eletnentary grades will also which he has been with since its Georgetown. *
people who attend such gatherings, Harrington school Oct. 6 and takdestruction of ownerless dogs and
Henry Scholten, supervisor of
Henry R. Van Singel and wf. to young or old— some of them are ing $8.75 in casli and $1.25 chock.
they put those ordinances into Marvin Verplanke and her com- observe the event. On Nov. 10 organization.He presented to the
Laketown Township in Allegan
mittee. the Mesdames Leon Dyk- parents are invited to visit class- pack a Liberty Bell to put on its Gerrit Meekhof Ix)t 37 Guy C. grey-headed— may get pleasant
effect so vigorously that soon the
He also admitted breaking^ into
county, regarding improvement of
stra. Egbert Vander Kooi. Gordon rooms and a program and tea wijl flag, denoting functioningmanpow- Northouse Second Sub. Twp. stimulation out of them, but that
Holland High School Oct. 5 but
a road at the county line and for dog pack was wiped out.
Bouman, Albertus Mulder. Merle be held in the gymnasium.
er. quality program and increased Georgetown.
is about all.
This
was
in
1925.
Later,
the
nothing
was taken. He is currentclarificationof stop signs at the
Veneklascn and Rufus Van
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoffman membership.
Myrle M. Spahr and wf. to John
If those "writers' conferences” ly on probation.
intersectionof Graafschap Rd. poultry business was given up. Ommcn.
of Jamesburg.N Y., visited at the
AssistantCubmaster Vic Van G. Bender Pt. Gov. Lot 1 9-8-16 reall)| had a formula, il is reasonAfter deliberatingan hour and
and 32nd St was referred to the and the ranch was turned inot a
The next meeting on Nov 30 home of their brother and sister. Oosterhout distributedregistrationTwp. Spring Lake.
able to suppose that scores or hun- 15 minutes, an all-man jury
faim
for
the
raising
of
hay
and
Good Roads committee.At prewill deal with the topic. "A Child Mr. and Mrs Ed Cotts, East cards. Gary De Feyter. a guest
Sunset Terraces, Inc. to Jacob dreds of writers would he devel- found Floyd Hippier, route 1,
sent there are only three stop vegetables.But it was still a legal- Learns to Read."
Main Ave., last week.
from Maplewood School, led the C. Stroo and wf. Lot 37 Sunset oped by them. It is obvious that West Olive, innocent of a charge
signs at the intersection,causing ly incorporatedtown with the
boys in singing "America". The Hills Plat. Twp. Grand Haven.
this is not happening.
ot rape. Hippier also was tried
a great deal of confusion,Scholten same population as at first.
i entire group sang "Take Me Out
Walter Glueck and wf. to Henry Or take another bit of evidence. last April 28 at which time a
Many a town in ancient limes Tea Given for Mothers
Sisters Give Party
said.
to the Ball Game" for Zuverink Beukema and wf. Pt. NW frl *4 Virtually all colleges and univer- jury disagreed after deliberating
George Swart requested that was named for some monarch's
For Jane Ter Haar
with Len Rummler at the piano. 6-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
dog. But I think Dellviewis the Of Lincoln Kindergarten
sities in the land give courses in live hours
assessing officers hold a roundMary Gietzen to Francis W. "creative writing." In so far as
only town in history to be founded
table discussion some evening to
Mothers of kindergarten pupils of
Pamela and Marcia Ter Haar
t
Holman and wf. Pt. Ela NEVi those courses train the students in
discuss reappraisalsin Ottawa because of
Lincoln School were entertained at entertaineda group of children Canning Bee Conducted
Women Bank Executives y
28-6-14Twp. Blendon.
the mechanics of authorship, they
County, the meeting to be at the
a lea Tuesday afternoon in the Friday afternoon in honor of their
The De* That Came Home
Joseph Rezny and wf. to Bob arc richly justified. Over a period To Meet in Zeeland
At Beechwood School
call of the chairman of the equalsister, Jane, who celebrated her
Here is a story I am going to class room.
TokarczykLot 21 Rezny Sub. Twp. of years I taught such classes myization committee.
Mrs. Lester Klaasen. Jr., teach- eighth birthday. The children are
tell you because it shows how
A total of 344 quarts of apple- Grand Haven.
self. and I believe the students got
The Michigan Group of ilia
splendidly the homing instinct er. talked briefly about the objec- daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin sauce was processed at a canning
Carl Ostenson and wf. to Wallace their money's worth out of them.
National Associationof .Bank
tives
of
kindergarten,
and
introTer Haar. 171 Highland Ave.
and the "one-man-dog"’impluse
Zeeland Missionary
bee at Beechwood School by mem- M. Jones and wf. Pt. SEU 23-8-14
But I was careful at all times Women will hold a dinner meeting
duced the student teacher. Miss
A Halloween theme was carried bers of the Mothers Club. The bees Village of Coopersville.
can be carried out.
to warn them that taking such a for women bank executives from
Union Names Officers
Many years ago. in Northern Darlene De Tuncq. The movie out. Games were played and re- were held Wednesday of this week
Kenneth W. De Witt and wf. to course would not automatically Western Michigan Wednesday at
New Jersey, a female farm dog "Skippy and the Three R's" was freshmentsserved.
and last week Thursday. The fruit Gerald G. Elwell and wf. I/)t 87 turn them into writers.If a college 6:45 p.m. at the Hub in Zeeland.
Thirty-sevenwomen representsuch bnlliantwork at shown.
Guests at the party wer Mary is used for the hot lunch program Evergreen Park Sub. Twp. Spring course could make a writer, there Clarence L. Jalving.president of
ing churches of the Zeeland showed
herding and driving that a
Mrs. Frederick Van Voorst and Rpukema, Karen Bekius. Valone of lx>th schools.
Lake.
would be many, many more writers Peoples State Bank, will be prinClassis of the Reformed Church
mountaineer stole her and took Mrs. Thomas Page poured at the Regnerus. Dorothy Ver Liere,
Those assistingin the work were
R. J. Young and wf. to Gerald for whose work the publisherscom- cipal speaker. Adrian C. Vanden
met at Second Reformed Churcn,
her to his hillside patch of land. tea table which featured a center- Susan Arvidson. Rosemary Nien- the Mesdames Marinus Slayer. G. Haskins and wf. Pt. WV4 SWtt pete. Isn't it a strange fact that
Bosrh, president of Zeelsnd State
Zeeland, Monday to elect officers
19 miles away. She would not piece of yellow chrysanthemums huis. Linda Tubergan. Carol Van- Gerald Van Lente. Marvin Vanden NE>i 29-8-16 City of Grand Haven. the man who has never been to
Bank, will welcome the women
for the newly organized Women's
work for her new owner or obey and silver service.
den Bosch. Diane Nivison, Patty Bosch. Don Elenbaas,Don Klok- Harold E. Londo and wf. to college is about as likely to be a bankers.
Missionary Union.
him. He beat her savagely, half
Members of the committee in
Mrs. F. Dykstra of Harlem act- killingher. Then he tied her up. charge were Mrs. Nelis 4iade, Woldring.Audrey Arends, Cornel kert, Paul Brower, Joe Highstreet, Lowell J. Zimmer and wf. Pt. N1* successful writer as the one who Co-chairmen of the event are
Kraak and the guest of honor.
Henry Laarman, Harold Moore, W»i SW* 8-8-15 Twp. Crockery. has taken all the courses and at- Miss Gertrude Jonker of Holland
ed as chairman and Mrs. A. KooiThat night, she gnawed through chairman. Mrs. Robert Jacobs.
Robert Eshelman, Marvin NienMartin Van Hekken and wf. to tended all the "writers’ confer- and Miss Janet Vander Werff of
man of Zeeland as secretary for the strap that bound her and she Mrs. Isaac Meyer and Mrs. Wilhuis,
John
Kammeraad,
John
Allan
J. Van Huis and wf. Pt. ences"?
the businesssession.
Zeeland.
Local PE0 Chapter
started for home, over unknown liam Evans.
Kleis. John Kool. Herman Stoel. Lots 6. 7. 8 Blk D. R. H. Post’s About all such books as the one
Mrs. Charles Kuyers led de- ground, with several streams to
Guests at Kalamazoo
Wesley Van Til. George Bergman. Park Hill Add. Holland.
I am discussingnow can do is give
votions.
swim. The cuts from her cruel
Gordon Scamper. Gerrit BruurMaynard Heyboer and wf. to an analysisof how successfulcrea- Pellet Wounds
Seventeen members of Chapter
Mrs. C. Hoffman of Zeeland beating were still oozing blood. Royal Neighbors Plan
BW. PEG, went to Kalamazoo sema. Calvin Nykamp.' Harold Marvin E. Dorn and wf. Pt. N*s tive writers have achievedtheir GRAND HAVEN (Special)
presented a slate of officers, The blood-smell set several halfMonday night to be dinner guests Diekema, Dale Den Uyl, John
frl
4-7-16 Twp. Grand results. But literaryforms change Douglas Rose, 17, of Nunica, redrawn up at a previous meeting wild mountain dogs on her trail. Initiation Nov. 4
ceived nine shotgun pellet wounds
of Chapter BN of that city. Dinner Gras, Henry Koop, Harold Kuite, Haven.
of classis representatives.Elected She had to fight for her life berapidly, and what is gold today
Royal Neighbors met in their
i the left side of his face while
Gordon
De
Bidder, Winfield Ball,
was
served
at
Second
Reformed
Minnie
Luidens
to Jav D. Nien- may be dross tomorrow.
were:
fore taking up her tedious journey club rooms Thursday evening. ReClifford Plakke, Virgil Johns, huis and wf. Pt. NElA SW14 28-6- More Important, true writing is hunting pheasants on the farm
Church.
Mrs. H. Kuit of Second Refonti- afresh.
hearsal wis held for initiation,
of his grandfather,Steve Bird,
ed, Zeeland president; Mrs. F.
the expression of personality.And
In the morning her former which will take place Nov. 4. Decorations of a Scandinavian Chester NyJcerk, Don Prins. Henry 15 Twp. Olive.
in Fruitport township Sunday.
Dykstra of Harlem, first vice master found her lying, exhaust- Cards were played and prizes won character were in keeping with the Ovcrbeek. Alvin Schuiling and
personalitycan only grow, it canHe
was treated at Municipal
president; Mrs. John Brink. Jr., ed and more dead than alive, on
program
which
was
a
travel talk John Wehrmeyer.
not be manufactured.
by Mrs. Nellie Kleis. Mrs. Melva
Holland Area Students
Hospital and released. State police
of Hamilton, second vice president the doorstep of his house. Coddled
Crowle and Mrs. Linnic Sly. Mrs. with colored slides by Mrs. Robert
are investigating.
Mrs. Aiyn Rynbrandt of James- close to her were five puppies that Sly, oracle, was in charge of the Sodergren. Mrs. Earl Inman is
Join UofM Fraternities
ReformationDay
Pleads
Guilty
town, recording secretary;Mrs. had been born just after she meeting.
president of the Kalamazoo chapland's * largest flesh eater, the
University of Michigan fraterni- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
B. Poest of First Reformed, Zee- reached home.
ter. Two former Holland women, Services Planned
Refreshments were sened.
Alaskan brown bear, inhabits
ties recentlyhave pledged five Wayne Wymore, 19, route 1,
land corresponding secretary;Mrs.
Mrs.
Wynand
Withers
and
Dr.
If that is not a fine story of
Alaska Peninsula's inlets and isDr.t Elton Eenigenburg,profess- new members from the Holland Grand Haven, who stood mute
Ben Bosgraaf of Hudsonville, pluck and loyalty, then I don’t
Elizabeth Lichty,also are members
last Nov. 23 when arraigned on a lands. It may weigh three-fourths
Driver Issued Ticket
or of Church History at Western area.
treasurer, and Mrs. F. Collins of know one.
of the Kalamazoo group.
of a ton and, when standing erect,
Jerry Alan Victor , 243 West charge of robbery unarmed,
Bentheim, assistant treasurer.
Mrs. Beatrice Green, 20, of 25
Making the trip to Kalamazoo TheologicalSeminary, will be printowers nine feet.
pleaded
guilty
Friday
In
Circuit
Mrs. Kuit conducted a business
East 13th St., was" issued a ticket were the Mesdames V. J. Baar- cipal speaker at the Reformation Ninth St., Holland, has been
The Question Box
Court to the includedoffense of
session before refreshments were
Question : What foods can I give for failure to stop at a stop street man. Gerald Bolhuis, A. G. Buys, Day service in Hope Memorial pledged to Sigma Chi fraternity.
Other new pledges from Allegan larceny from a person. He will
served 1>y women of the hostess my dog that are rich in protein? Thursday aftetnoon followinga col- George Damson. Marion de Velder, Chapel Thursday at 8 p.m.
This annual meeting is open to are John M. Hoffmaq and Wil- return Oct. 29 for disposition.
church.
— E.W. lision with a truck at Columbia J. D. French. E. V. Hartman, A.
the
public and is sponsored by the liam S. Tripp. Phi Kappa Psi and Wymore, with three others, was
Answer: Beef, liver lamb, milk Ave. and Seventh St. Damage to E. Hilderand, Lester Kuyper,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Norway boast* one of the low- buttermilk, cheese and eggs.
Mrs. Green’s '53 model cr was I. J. Lubbers, George Pelgrim, Holland Classis of the Reformed George Robert Wihte, Phi Sigma involved In an alleged assault
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
upon a discharged servicemanlast
Kappa.
•st crime rates in the world, says
Question: Is is harmful to ex- estimatedat $200 and to the '49 William Schrier, George Stephens, Church in America.
29
Eost
Phont 3693
Nov.
5
In
which
the
man's
wallet
Bernard
Pardee
Sherwood
111,
A special invitation has been exthe NationalGeographic society. ercise i dog after he has been model truck driven by Dick Boes- Della Steininger,E. I). Wade and
Gilb«(1 Vanda Water, Mgr. J
Its respected police carry no guns fed? My wife feeds our dog just ke. 43, Grand ^Rapids, at $100, L. A. Wade and Miss Maxine tended to the Reformed Churches of Grand Haven has been pledg- containing $75. a wrist watch and
pair of glasses were taken.
ed tj Delta Tau Delta.
of the Zeeland area.
md enforce traffic laws rigidly. beforj\ I come home from work police said.
Boone.

—
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to-housecanvass this week in Oetman, Andrew O. Hiverdink, Lemson, Herman Nlchola, Paul
Holland, Park and Fillmore Floyd Kempkers, George Oetman, Frcdericksen, Jr, Andrew Voblhk, Libraries Discussed
Townships
to obtain $175, (XX) in Bernard Smit.
ham.
Wayne Tice,
jn. At Informal Meeting
funds needed to assure success in
Mrs. Henry Gebbcn, Mrs. Henry Judd Bolhuif,Donald JapF ,a,
Mr. and Mm. Virgil Gardner of
the $1,100,000 Holland Hosptal Menken, Carlton Swartz. Justin
Libraries In the public icboalf
Kalamazoo spent Saturday in the
Mrs. Robert Van Oss, and Walter
modernizat ion program.
provided the subjectfor the monthMeiste, Garry Baker, Jerald Saghome1 of Mr. uiid Mrs. Peter
Meanwhile, C. L. Jalving, gen- gers, Gordon Weighmink, Henry Milewski.
Carlson.
ly informal meeting ot the Board
eral chairman of the township Boerman, Rodger Horn, Gerrit
Virginia Park: captains. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kieman
of Education Monday night in
drive, met wdth industry comDykman, Bert Arendsen,Fred Drew Miles, Donald Maatman.
were dinner guests Sunday in the In Hospital
mittee members to discuss con- Kolenbrander,Willard Alderink, Mrs. Casey Oonk, and Robert Junior High School. Attending woro
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
tributions from various township
Paul Smith, Jerry Jonker, John Nienhuis.Canvassers are John school principals, librarians and
Kreush in Saugatuck.The Kierindustries. The industrial comEssen burg, William Bouman. John Harthorn, William Norlin, Clif- PTA representatives.
Holland, Park and
nans have sold their home to Mr.
mittee is headed by George CopeVan Deusen. Harold Arens, ford Onthank, Edward Brondyke, Mrs. Lucille Donivan, high
and Mrs. Lester Giles and plan
laud and Henry Weycnberg.
Lewis
La Grand, Jarvis H. Mrs. Donald Maatman, Mrs. Rob- school librarian, and Mrs. Mildred
Fillmore
Townships
to leave in November for Florida
Names of workers announced
ert Kuiper, Mrs. William AppleDrnek.
where they will spend the winter.
by Jalving include:
Seeking $175,000
dorn, Preston Rigtorink, Wenton Alexander, elementary librarian,
Dennis
Slikkers,
Edward
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Renter plan
Fillmore Township general
Gibbons,
Edward Nyland, Mrs. explained library programl. Mrs.
to leave soon for Florida where
Approximately400 workers committee: Theodore Hoeksema, Schuitema, Edward Pelon, DonRobe* Green, and Mrs. Russell Donivan also operates a branch
ald
Johnson,
Marinus
Do
Jong,
were
scheduled
to
begin
a
housethey will spend the winter.
chairman. Henry Van Der Plow,
Sunday dinner guests in the
Peter Bosch: captains. Earl N. Edward Plasman, Lawrence Sale,
libraryin Junto- High School,stafhome of Mr. and Mrs. Alva sor and Mrs. Ed Smotherman of Dykhuis. John Dykhuis. William John Griep, Henry Mulder, Eugene Robert Weersing is captain in fed by student librarianswipi tho
Hoover were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Morgantown. W. Va., The two G. Jacobs. Gerrit S chipper, Wil- King, Henry Kleinheksel; John Jenison and Macatawa Parks,
aided by Mrs. Murray Chambers aid of teachers. Mrs. Alexander
Nye and sons, Donald and Gerald women are sisters.
lard Willink,Edward Wolbert, Jousma, Wayne Harrington, Rekus
and
John A. Tucker.
Ryzenga,
Harold
Mulder,
Paul
spends a day a week In each ot
and Miss Marilyn Hutchins of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pratt of John Vogelzang. Chester L.
Fennville. also Mr. and Mrs.
Baumann, Elmer Wissink.Men no Raker, Roelof Telegenhof. Henry Other canvassers in Holland the four elementary schools. Books
Chicago were guests over the
James Edwards and son Ronnie.
Edewaard. Gerald Tinholt, Fred Schaap, Jr., Harvey Genzink, and North Park townships will are provided largely through penal
weekend at the home of the forfines collected in the county.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark, son
Oldemulders Lloyd Anderson,Al- Henry Hietbrlnk, -Lloyd Steg- be announced later this week.
mer's mother, Mrs. L.C. Davis.
A student’s use of a library la
Stanley and Mr. ^nd Mrs. Donald
bert Melmus. Arnold Hock, Har- gerda, William Bosman, Donald
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Maln- old Knoll. Clarence Elders.
Schaap , Mrs. Jake Doorenweerd,
largely determinedby the asalgnBuckberry were Sunday guests of
ments and "push” of individual
Bob Vander Belt. Johannas Mrs. Glenn Geerds. Mrs. Jay Bike Rider Hart
Mr. and Mrs. Burrell Bushee at strom ot Chicago are here for a
visit in the home of the latter's Overheak, Jacob Vander Brink, C.roenleer,1 and Mrs. Donald
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - teachers, it was pointed out Cei>
Pine Lake near Otsego.
Ronald Lee Prelesmk, 11, of Grand tain subjects and courses utUizt
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Hunting- sister,Mr and Mrs. John Mc- William A. Dykhuis, Franklin Schaap
Srhuitoma, William Dykhuis,
ton and four children of Chicago Vea.
Don Rletdyk is general chairr Haven, received small cuts and a library facilitiesmore than others.
Mrs. Alice I.ightheart.sister of Elmer Nionhuis.Unman E. man of the drive in. south Park bump on his head when he rode Librarians urge students to use the
were week-end guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Albert Nye. observed her 92nd Windemuller. Marvin G. Koops. township. Central Park captains his bike through a red light and public library so that they ean
Green. The men were in the birthday Sunday at her home in Nelson Boeve. Gilbert Jaarda. arc Henry Vanden Berg. Elmer was atruck by a car driven by continue the reading habit during
George Zoorhof, Gerald Kleinhek- Tousink, Joseph Wlersma, and Otis T. Stowe, 22, Grand Haven. vacation and particularly after
Army together and hold a re- Douglas.
Mrs. Orrin Ensfield Sr., spent sol. Mai ums Oetman. Paul D. Arnold Teusfnk. Canvassersin- The mishap occurredat the cor- they leave school.
union at least once a year.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Ensfield, the weekend in Plainwcll in the 1 Henderson. Julius Kolkort/Stcph-clude Mrs. John Van Putten, ner of Fifth and Washington Sts. Shortage of space also was menJr., and family spent the week- home of her son and daughter- en Deters. Norman Walters,Ed Fred Coleman. Robert Van Ry, at 3:50 p.m. Monday. The child tioned, but the board and teacher*
end and a few days the first ot in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Ens- j Brink, Jerald Sterenherg, George Kenneth Matchlnsky,James Van was not hospitalized. Driver of the expect this will be remedied in
the week in the home of ProfesI Slenk, Julius Becksvoort,Julian Lento, Marvin Lambcrs, Henry car was not held.
future building plans.

her* for the weekend in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunning*

400 Canvassing

Elmer

'

Homes

Township

.

Drive

Teusink.

field.

<

1

BIKE FOR CHERRIE — Eleven year-old Cherrie Lynn Mannei It the
happy owner o/ a new bicycJe because she Jrepf her had and remem-

A

bered her Red Cross iilesaving instructions.
Cherrie. the daughter ol Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Mannes. 144 East 21st St., pulled eight year old Richie Earnmeraad, son ol Mr. and Mrs. I. L. E. Schilstra ol Grandville. out ol the
water alter he lell oil the Kollcn Park dock last June. The bicycle Is the
prise el the month from the Berrien Springs Good Deeds Club, to whom
Cherrie wrote her story. The bicycle was donated by a Chicago. III., bicycle
shop
(Sentinel pholo)

owner.

'

of the Michigan committee, there
Ins be n considerable difficulty
s' unrig a loader here and getting
this city organized.
The city ol Grand Haven like
cver\ other business organization
t Follow ing is- news vkn h
ap- m this country ,s compelled to ge*
appeared in the Holland Daily more lor Us commoditiesbecause
Sentinel published more than iO of the use m the cost (>f operation.
Accordingly at the meeting of the
years ago).
The Macatawa bath linnsr- has nty coun' d last night the bill providmg for an increase in light and
finally succumbed to the elements,
power rates furnished by the city
according to a stor\ appearing m
plant was passed. The change of
the Thursday. Nov 22 issue of the!
ra'e win take effect with the
Holland Daily Sentinel published
December hilling.
in 1917. Some time between .1 ami
The Holland directors of the
4 o'clock this morning it toppled
Ottawa ('ountv Rrxl Cross who
over into the lake and this m'lt limotored to the business meeting
ning all that rould he seen u;.in Grand Haven were G. *J. Diethe piles mi which the bath housi

Holland
In 1917

f

,

I

j

had been

kema

built.

Van

A.

Duren, G. Van

Selinlven.Mrs. G. J. VanDuren,
hrns whoi
Mrs. X. Hof steen. Mrs. E. Vaupell,
left for the front yesterdav \\aa young man by the name ol the Rev J. F. Powerman and Mrs.
Gunder Anderson, a nephew of D. F Boenstra of Zeeland.
Sixt.1 .wars a missionary in
Mrs. E. P. Stephan of this nt\.
Ottawa County Farmers ate' Japan is the record achieved by
Dr John H. Ballagh, veteran misusually well representedat tin
sionary m the Orient. Although he
stock show in Ohioago < u h ><•.
h.e- re.e-hod the age of 85 years
and from reports now coming . t
he is sir m i.-inglystrong and finds
the office of the agriculturalai-mt
great deli 'lit in going off on counthis year will be no exception.
t-\ tuns for weeks at a time. Dr
At a congregational meeting ot
Hope Church Thursday o'-miM' F.allagh 's e.-.d of four missionary
"ei i :' ions The others are his
it was decided h\ a prac* n-alB
daiig1 lei Mis, McAlpine. his
unanimous vote that a call be exg* mdihiiL'l ter Mrs. Robert S.
tended to the Ri v P P t’hclf of
Soence;. and a great granddaughZeeland to become the pat-tor of ter
the church This news story apThe CVntial Avenue orchestra
peared in the Friday. Nov. 2d, ediof tins ci l;.' ga\e a concert in
tion.
('enf il Puth School in Grand
The loyalty of his congregation
Rapids Thursday night under
here, to himself and to his woikj
ail-pin's of Calvin College. There
wen the day Thursda.x afternoon was an ni.iiencpof 1.500.
when the Rev. J. Yon Peursrm

Among the other
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FROM A WOMEN'S CUfe
‘‘Our

|

declining the call extended to hm:

gan's young families. We believe
that your experienceand futureminded viewpointwill give us the

i

Ganges

sound administrationMichigan
needs."

j

The Gan.;e> Merhodisl Men will
The stretch of -tone road m hold their annual banquet WednesDouglas village from the hm ts to, day evenin'; (M. 27, at 6.30 pm.
Murt's corners has been cornplet at ihe sored rooms of the church
ed. It had been hoped the similar:Gui'f speaker will he Herbert Van
road In the northern portion o'! Akrri, member of the State ASC
Saugatuck village mi"ht also haw Coni mi --ion, National BoardSCSA.
been built this fall hut it is im- and n'einbcr of many other ngenpossible to procure the coa’se u s and organizations.
stone material,and it has been deA baby Kw was born Thursday.
cided to postpone the job unti!
recently.

*

-

INI

:r"

'

Oil

perts in the service of the fedeta
state governments.
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. Vander Veen
will leave in a few davs for 1 os
Angeles. Calif, for flic vvmtei
Their daughter. Miss Henrietta
Marina. lefF Thursday for Clucare
and will remain there until h“i
parents arrive Mr. and Mrs. C
L. Strong of Montague will ae
company the Vander Wens west
Saugatuck township was ndoted
$300 as its portion of the $3.5,000
to he raised in the Cnited States
for the Army and Navv V MCA

and

:°

^In.,

The township has raped this

•If
vvi

1

•

he Ganges WSCS. About

»

Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Hillman
have been on a two weeks vacaamong

other places,
at Keeler, Minn., with friends and
tion. visiting

relatives.

Misses Marian and Dorothy
Stokes spent the weekend in Chicago with relativesand friends.

The Woman's Committee for Mrs. Nellie Smith of Grand
Michigan of th* Council of Na- Rapids has been visiting in the
tional Defense, with headquarters homes of her cousins. Mrs. Berin Kalamazoo, is looking for a nice Knox and Mrs. Eugene Brunwoman leader in Holland. Accord- son for the past few days.
ing to a letter from the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Vincent
Carolina Bartlett Crane, chairman and two sons of Saginaw were

0n# ho*

PALLADIUM:
“It

v»a°'T7 s L«°"°

travagantpromises that are
never fulfilled. Leonard's
proved that he possesses
qualities far exceeding•glamor.’ That he possesses character and fidelity is unques-

\s*'***

Mi

Rapids.

v?W°:

S'oop

"The people are weory of ex-

lot0*0’ *ReP°bU,rd. P'

Mrs. Clinton Ely is somewhat
$242.75,the township at large $33 improved from her illness and able
to he up in a wheel chair at the
and Douglas village $24.50.
The local draft hoard has re- Blodgett Hospital in Grand
commended the appointment of Rapids.
the following as members of the
Mrs. O. B. Plummer also Is
legal advisory hoard for the sec- somewhat improved and able to
ond district of Ottawa county, ac- 1m* up and around. The cast has
cording to a story in the Saturday.
been removed from her back. Her
Nov. 24. issue. They are Att. I). daughier, Miss Lucille Plummer,
Ten Cate and Att. T N. Robinson has returned to her job jn Elkart.
of Holland. J. Den Herder and C
Ind.. having spent several weeks
Roosenraad of Zeeland and Fred
here caring for her mother.
McEachron of Hudsonville.
Mr. and Mi’s. Charles Warner
Internal Revenue Collector
and family were Sunday guests in
Emanuel J. Doyle qf Grand Rapdis
tlie home of the former’s mother.
has begun work to collect income
taxes under the new schedule. Mrs. Leona Warner. The Warners
Most of th* firms in Holland have are from Independence, Ind.
Mrs. William Walker and Mrs.
received requests to . this end.
The tax will hit a good many. All Frank Stevens were luncheon
unmarried persons having an in- guests Thursday of Mrs. Amy
come of $1,000 must pay and all Broome and Mrs. Angeline Wilson
maried persons earning $2, (XX) a at the Woman’s City Club in Grand

»rou,

RENTON HARBOR NEWS

50

Mr. ird Mis. Arnold Green and
and Miv William Broe were
t.’iiipfs Sundav evening at a surprise ani'.vcis.iry party at the
home n| Mi and Mrs. I-eon Fleming n< r Hopkins. The party was
planned by their daughter,Miss
Nanev Fleming, in honor of her
parenis 17ih wedding anniversary.
A social lime and lunch w;is en-

H

any

I

p’ in aMcndame.

raised joyed.

Within a few weeks now- the
registered men of the Second District of Ottawa County will receive their questionnairesand then
the 2.277 men registered in this
district will begin the struggle
with the giving of information the
government wants.

,*“7

n ^•onor^

'ed $16 for the treasury

Saugatuck village contributed

year.

lb* '“"".r.,

11. at the Holland Hospital to

,iy '• in

»»ringl G

‘ondidacy^,

The IloU) Breakfast held last
week ai tlie home of Mrs. Vernon
M

flo/ng

because

no

next spring
Mr. and Vis. Shirley Babbitt.
Investigationof sand blow conMrs Rena Goodrich of Allegan
trol and of forestry in relation
thereto is being condie-ted near win he hosfovs lo the (ianges
Saugatuck by a number <>f <\ Hr i"e Chin on Monday, Oct. 25.

amount. Of the amount

thof you, ot a

preciation of the needs of Michi-

j

'

m#mber» f«»l

family man, hav« a significant ap-

,

pastor of Trimtv Reformed
Church, sent a telegr am to Second
Reformed Church of Ix .l^ima/oo
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Leonard's political creed:

’’Nothing that

•

’’Problems of state government can best he solved by
bringing everyone together to work as a team.”

•

’The Governor’s office must he operated for
people, not for selfish pressure groups.”

the

.

'•v

•

Complete unity of action in Lansing; A Republican
Governor who will work with our Republican Legislature ... for YOUR benefit and the benefit of ALL groups
jn Michigan— labor, tyrm, industry and business.

•

Positive and aggressive action to get us the highways,
the schools, the effective prison program and the improved health facilities we need NOW.

morally wrong can he politicallyright.*

ALL

H,,

PLATFORM

HIS

#

•

•

tal qualitiesthat are part of

so t°r

is

2,

fundamen-

true leadershipand inspire
confidence."

HIS PRINCIPLES
Donald

tioned. These are

N'.

’’Always tell the citizens the whole truth— even though
hurts!”

it

•

’’Never relax in the fight against un-American groups.”

• Expanded

conservation and tourist programs so that tha
people of Michigan can profit more fully from our natural
resources and vacationland attractions.

HIS RECORD
For 30 years he has given the people of Michigan the kind
of ’’down to earth” public service they want— as an organizer, administrator and
,

policy of thrift in spending YOUR tax dollars, with
the lowest possible taxes consistentwith sound and effi-

• A

leader.

V

Cemmitiionar of Michigan Stato Polka

•

State Director of Civilian

Defense • State Fuel Administrator• Chairman of American CivN

Defense Mission

•

DetroitPolice Commissioner

AeronavtiesCommission• Attorney.

Elect

D0HALD

S.

• Member

of State

cient state

•

government.

Better unemployment benefits; more attention to needs
of Michigan’s aged citizens.

•. ___
• Approval of Korean War

LEONARD GOVERNOR

on

Veterans Bonus.

*

November
• 2nd
.

Pohttcal

AdvrtlM—

THE HOLLAND CITY

Woman’s Club Hears
Authority on Dialects
George GUbert Groman, humorand authorityon dialects, told
•How Other People Talk” at the
Woman’s Literary Club meeting
Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Groman,
who speaks 35 dialects, is a graduate of the Universityof MinnesoU
and has a master’sdegree from
the University of Southern Caliist

Engagement Told

fomia.

Grace Keene

of Chicasp, who
originallyscheduled to
appear, was unable to be here.
Mr. Groman, scheduledfor next
week, substitutedfar her on short
notice. Miss Keene will present

was

her "Dramatic Miniatures” at
next week’s meeting.
The large audience honored new
members at the annual fall tea
precedingthe meeting. The table

was

attractively decorated with

pumpkins, fall leaves and tapers.
Board members poured.
Mr. Groman entertainedhis
audience with many stories told in
Swedish, Italian, Scotch, Irish,
Cockney and British dialects.He
IPV
said to learn dialects one must
Mis* Lucille Ann Vanden Bosch
first learn the music or rhythm of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Vanden the language.
Our speech patterns are
Bosch of route 1 Zeeland announce
acquired
the first seven years of
the engagement of their daughter,
our lives,” he said. Going on with
Lucille Ann. to Corp. Jerry Kruithis explanationsof accents, the
hof. son of Mrs. Hattie Kruithof
speaker said the first language we
of 3M West 18th St. Corp. Kruitleabn determines the accent we
hof is stationed with the Army
develop in speaking another lanin

Detroit

'

guage.

Most distinct accents are of
three locales, New England,Midwestern and Southern, with colloquialism prevalent in the West.
The speaker told his listeners that
from 70 to 90 per cent of the
For First
people that spend any length of
time in the South come back with
Piet Lamberts,first violinist for a deeded accent. It is harder for
the 100-member Amsterdam Con- Southerners to learn the Northern
certgebouw Orchestra has seen his dialect, ^ he said.
Holland relatives for the first There are three types of speak-

Sees Local Kin

Time

ing, accordingto Mr. Groman—
is staying with diis uncle, the "talk message” most comCornelius Lamberts, of 68 West monly used, the "ministerial'’ type
17th St., during the orchestra's and the "fiery, dramatic” type.
first tour of this country.
Using as illustrationsthe late
The orchestra landed in New President Roosevelt, former PresiYork on Oct. 10, where it per- dent Truman and Winston Churchformed in Carnegie Hall and gave ill, he said the more often a promthe first concert ever played be- inent character is heard, the
fore the United Nations Assembly. easier it is to imitate him. The
Lamberts has spent two days in speaker thanked his audience with
Holland and rejoined the orches- an imitation of Jimmy Cagney.
tra again on Tuesday in Ann Mrs. Bruce Van Leuwen, club

time.

He

Arbor.

president,announced that the anThe 54-day concert tour includes nual PhilanthropyDay collection
45 performances throughout the amounted to $131.79.
United States. Conductors are
Eduard Van Beinum and Rafael
Kubelik.

The group sails for Amsterdam
from New York on Dec. 4.

Beacerdam

Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Vries of
Holland were callers of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerrit Huyser and Raymond
Sunday afternoon.
The Rev. Jay Weener attended
the Hope College Board Meeting
on Friday arf a representative of
the Zeeland Classis.
Serious
John Baron of Holland was a
super guest with Mr. and Mrs.
A Glenn truck driver narrowly Harry Bowman Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Veldman
escaped serious injury and possible death Monday when the front and daughters of Coopersville
diial wheels of a semi rolled onto were Sunday evening visitors of
his legs as he lay beneath the Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman.
Mission Guild will meet Thurstractor.
John Bowie, 27, of 1047 Bronson day evening in the chapel. All doAve., Glenn, was working under- naations for the Mission Box
neam the tractor when a car should be brought in at this time.
The Klamer sisters from South
driven by Earl Kortering, 18, of
144 East 24th St., slammed into Blendon provided specialmusic at
the rear of the rig parked on the Sunday evening service in the
Columbia Ave. between 16th and Reformed church.
On Friday evening the Rev. and
17th Sts.
The impact moved the 16,000 Mrs. Jay Weener had a potluck
pound semi at least 10 feet for- supper at their home with classward pinning Bowie to the ground. mates of Rev. Weener as guests
His father William, 60, and an- Included were the Rev. and Mrs.
other son, Bill, 34, were standing Peter Breen’ from Corinth, the
alongside the truck, helping John. Rev. and Mrs. Jerold De Loof of
The two shoved the heavy truck Casnovia, the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Burgess from Muskegon, the
back far enough to pull John out.
He was taken to Holland Hospital Rev. Herman Ridder of Chicago
who was also an overnight guest,
for treatment. Kortering received
the Rev. and Mrs. Wilbur Ringa cut over his right eye and a
nalder of Fremont, the Rev. and
gash in the top of his head.
Mrs. Norman Van Heukelom of
Kortering was given a ticket for
Hamilton,and the Rev. and Mrs.
failure to keep an assured clear
Bert Ponstein of Holland.
distance ahead by city police.
Mr. and Mrs. James Berens
and children of Zeeland were Sunday evening visitors of Mr. and
Jamestown Plans
Mrs. Herman Berens.
School Dedication
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry Rozendal and children o? Zeeland were
JAMESTOWN (Special) - Next Sunday evening visitors of Mr.
Wednesday, Nov. 3, dedication and Mrs. Herman Berens.
ceremonieswill be held for the
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry Ronew Jamestown Public School.
zendal and sons, Howard and
The Rev. A. Rynbrandt of Hol- Douglas, attended the morning
land, former resident of James- service in the Reformed church
town, will give the dedicatory ad- last Sunday. They were dinner
dress at 3 p.m.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
In the evening, a program will De Vries. The Rozendals have
be given at the local hall for the moved to Holland the past week
pulic's entertainment. Former where Rev. Rozendal will be pasteachers awl pupils are invited. tor of Bethel Reformed church.
"Old timers” will have an opporMrs. Wilbur Kraak and children
tunity to visit the old school build- and Mrs. Julius Klomp and chiling.
dren of Zeeland were Thursday
The dedication committee has afternoon visitorsof Mrs. Alfred
made a request for pictures of Bowman.
teachers or pupils of former years.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ohlman
Persons having pictures available and daughter, Pat, and Mrs. Chris
are asked to contact Mrs. William De Jonge spent Wednesday with
Ensing or R. B. StilweU,who are Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Sharpe ai\d
children in Kalamazoo.
in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Zoet and
family were Saturday visitorsof
Failing Brakes Cause
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert

Trucker Escapes
Injury

f

Zoet.

Two-Car Accident

GRAND HAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen

—

(Special)
Two cars were considerably damaged at 7 p.m. Friday at the corner of Seventh and Franklin Sts.
when the brakes on the car of
Richard E. Watters, 18, of 527

spent Sunday afternoon with Mr
and Mrs. John Burkhart in Grand
Rapids. They also called on Ron
Murdock who is in the hospital
recovering from an operation.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet were

Franklin St., Grand Haven, gave dinner guests of their children and
way. He went through a stop grandchildren Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
sign and struck a car driven by Zoet, and children in Jenison.
George Waldo, 37, route 1, Spring The Rev. and Mrs. T. Byland
Lake, traveling south on Seventh. from Vriesland and the Rev. and
City police charged Waldo with Mrs. G. Alberts of South Blendon
wer* visitors of the Rev. and Mrs.
having no operator’s license.
At 10:22 p.m. Friday on Cedar J. Weener and sons after the eveSt. in Robinson Township, a car ning service.

by Paul E. Zellar, 18,
Grand Haven, going east, was
damaged considerably when the
driver, travelingtoo fast, lost
driven

The American nautical mile
6.080.27 feet while the British
nautical mile is 6,080. The Gercontrol while making a left man nautical mile is even shorter
curve, went off the side of the -6,076.
road and overturned.
More than one half of all AmerZellar was not injured. State
police charged him with excessive ican industrial employes need
speed, fog conditions were ex- some kind of eye aid to see properly for their jobs.
tremely heavy at the time.
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Annual Football Festival

Get-Out-the-Vote

Holland

Program Here

Man Involved

Grand Haven Crash
GRAND HAVEN' (Special) -

The Holland Junior Chamber of
Commerce is conducting a get-outthe vote campaign in which all
registered voters in Holland area
who have not voted since 1952 will
be contacted by telephone and
urged to vote in the Nov. 2 elec-

Two

cars were involved in an accident at 7:30 a.m. today on US-31
near the airport road in Grand
Haven township.

A

station wagon driven by

Sidney Piasecki,45, route 2, Spring
Lake, going south, was sideswiped
by a car driven by Warren Van
Kampen, 27, of 337 Fourth Ave
Holland, traveling north.
Sheriff’s deputies said Van Kam-

tion.

John Fonger, general chairman
of the program, said there are
4,000 voters in the area who have
not voted since the Presidential
election (or before) and the Jun
ior Chamber has been lining up
400 workers to call 10 names each.
The vote-getting effort here is
strictly a non-partisan program.
Fonger is assisted by the fol

pen was

attempting to pass a

truck and had too little clearance.
Piasecki was hit in an attempt to
avoid the accident. He went off the
right side of the road and when
he saw the Van Kampen car con-

lowing captains in voting districts:
Ray Reidsma, first ward; A1 Dyk,

tinue toward him, he tried to
swerve to the other side. His car
was hit on the left side. Van Kampen’s car also was considerably
damaged on the front end.
Van Kampen was charged with
improper passing.

second ward; Donn Lindeman,
third ward; Ken Kleis, fourth
ward; Charles Van Zylen, fifth
ward; Mike Von Oort, sixth ward;
John Benson, Park township; Bill
Douma, Holland township.
Volunteers receiving assignments are instructed to call the
voters before election day to remind them to vote Tuesday. About

WANT-ADS
LOANS

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland

Holland High School students
are making elaborate final plans
for their gala Football Festival
next weekend.
The festival queen has been
elected,but who she is remains a

In

*

tt, 1954

Adv.

well-guarded secret until coronation ceremonies Thursday evening.

Contracts Given

%

Nominationsfor queen were made
during chapel period last week
Monday morning and election was
held Tuesday. The following day,
names of top contenders were revealed, but final results will not
be made until Thursday evening.
Crews are busy at work now
preparing decorations and an unusual setting for the coronation

y

Low Bidders (or
New Grade School
The Board of Education Monday
awarded separate contracts for
constructionof a new elementary

rites, scheduled to begin at 8 pin.

in the high school auditorium.
On Friday, cheerleaders will
Miss Evelyn Russell
preside at a second hour pep as
sembly, as a prelude to the eveMr. and Mrs. G. F. Gonmann of
ning game between Holland High Lincoln, Neb., announce the enand Battle Creek at Riverview gagement and approachingmarPark.
riage of their daughter,Evelyn
An after-game dance will be Rae Russell,to A/2C Ronald Welheld in Holland Armory, co-spon- ler, son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
sored by the Student Council and Weller, 669 Gordon St. The marHorizon Club cabinet.
riage will take place at Lincoln,
Bill Butler is general chairman Neb., in November.
of the Football Festival. Robert D.

school to be located at Van Raalte
Ave. and 30th St. Warren Holmes
Co. of Lansing Is the architectand
engineer for the project. In each
case, pontracts were awarded,to
the low bidders.
Plans call for 14 class rooms,
two kindergarten rooms, a gymnasium, a special education class
room, an orthopedic class room, a
library, toilets, offices and storage rooms.
Figures ran somewhat lower
than on some former schools
erected here, the price of constructioncosts per cubic foot including all landscaping and incidentals being less than 90 cents.
A definite streamlining of the
buildingns a whole and numerous
direct purchases by the Board of

Chard is facultyadvisor.
Committees working on the af
fair include: Election committee Section of
1 p.m. Tuesday, a second call will
Gerald Boeve and Carl Ver Beck,
be made to ask if they have voted.
with Miss Gladys Wiskamp, facul, If they have not voted the caller
ty advisor; coronation and as
• will offer transportation or baby
sembly committee, Terry Zylman,
sitters if needed. Numbers will
Holland Public School teachers chairman, Mary Jo Oonk, Karen
be given to call.
assumed leadership roles in the Lam, Harriet Slag, Bruce Brink,
City Council Wednesday night
If through the contacts,the
recent MEA regional conference Bob Saunders, Marcha Rorr, Ted authorized enclosure of a seclion Education are given ns some of
' volunteerlearns that the voter
held Thursday and Friday in Du Mez, John Klelnhekseland of open creek just east of Ottawa the reasons for the low favorable
has moved to another ward, left
Grand Rapids.
Ave. between 21st and 22nd St. quotation.An 1 alternate for two
Paul Scott.
town, died, or other vital informaEarl Borlace, junior high school
Decorationcommittee, Sandra at a cost of approximately$5,- extra class rooms was accepted
tion, such notes will be forwarded
visiting teacher and counsellorwas Dressel chairman, Myma Cook, 544, following recommendationby since the total cost of the buildto the city clerk in an effort to
a member of a panel which dis- Marilyn Neff, Mark Mulder, Paul Acting City Manager Jacob Zuid- ing and all required furniturewas
keep registrationsas up to date
cussed grading systems and re- Northuis, Mary Ixm Kolean; coro- ema. Cost will be charged to the less than the funds earmarked for
as possible.
these purposes.
ports on the secondary school nation entertainment, Wanda Van motor vehicle highway fund.
Eight bidders submitted quotalevel.
The city assessor presenteda
Den Berg, chairman, Barb BosGeorge Lumsden, adult educa- man, Dick Den Uyl, Bill Bremer, special assessment roll of $900 tions on general architectural
Car Stopped for But
tion director,was moderator of Jamie Mason, Mary Lou Van for a sewer between 14th and trades, five on mechanical trades
a
discussionon teachers clubs Putten and Jane Klaasen.
16th Sts. on Fairbanks Ave. The and seven on electrical work.
Rammed in Zeeland
General bids follow: Martin
and their contributionto the proStudent Council Dance commit- rolls will be reviewedat the Nov.
ZEELAND (Special) - An acfession.
tee, Gayla Davis, ‘chairman, Nita 3 meeting. Council also okayed a Dyke and sons, $375,150; Har-Beck
cident occured Saturday at 12:20
Harriet Mulder, Holland High Van Dyck, Betty Heidema, Ricky $10,174.47 drain for Wildwood Construction,$376,000;Strom Construction, $374,200; Miller-Davii
School Latin teacher participated Bums, Carl Ver Beek and Bill subdivision and scheduled
when a car driven by Peter De
Co., $360,000; Elzlnga and Volkers,
Graaf, 57, of South Holland, HI.,
in a panel discussion aimed at Butler; Horizon dance committee, public hearing Nov. 3.
was rammed by one driven by
pupil participationin Latin Clubs Marsha Borr, chairman, Marilyn
After several weeks of study, $364,800; Allegan Construction,
and interest in classicallangu- Neff, Shirley Meiste, Sunny Bouw- Council also adopted a revised $347,000; Baker, Vander Veen, De
,t Cleo L. Loew, route 1, Byron
’ Center, as the De Graaf car was
ages.
cemetery price schedule providing Young and Kraker, $346,000; C. D.
man and Marcia Glanton.
Robert Eshelman, high school
stopped behind a bus in the trafseveral increases in price of lots Barnes Associates, $322,645 (low
bid).
shop instructor,served the Confic lane. Both cars were headed
and services.
servation group as chairman. The Washington School
Heating, ventilatingand plumbeast on Main St. when the acCouncil approved low bid of
conservation program included a
cident happened.
Northern Bank Note Co. of Chic- ing bids: Modders Plumbing and
natural resources tour under the Gives Tea for Mothers
, Mrs. Loew, who was riding with
ago for printing of $2,700,000 Heating,$109,560; Holwerda-Huizleadership of Department of
inga Co., $102,250;Vander Waalsher husband, was taken to Zeeland
First meeting of the Washington water supply system revenue
Hospital with head lacerationsand
Conservationauthorities.
Troske
Co., $100,256; Holland
bonds
for
$700
plus
$J5
for
each
School Parent TeachersAssoclaton
bruises.
Ned Stuits and Barbara Am- was a mothers tea Wednesday change of Interest rate. It was Plumbing and Heating, $96,827;
bellas, physical educationteachLoew, who was ticketed for
Bert Reimink,$93,098(low bid).
afternoonin the school gymna- the lowest of three bids.
ers in Holland junior and senior
failure to stop in an assured clear
Electricalbids: WhittakerElecTabled for further study and
sium.
high schools participated in the
distance, causing an accident and
Attractive decorations,arranged action at the next meeting was a tric Co., $37,076;Kirkhof Electric
physical educationgroup. Stuits with driftwood, cattails and communicationfrom the Board of Co., $61,941;Cotton Electric Co.,
injuries,said that he must have
to right, ore Principal J. J. Hiemersma,Mr*. Frank
HOLLAND'S TWO HIGH SCHOOLS combin# •/fort*la
served as chairman of the sec- autumn leaves, were used on the Public Works submitteda recom- $32,286; Feyen and Windemuller,
looked to the side for an instant
Brieve and Carl Ver Beek. Standing are Bruce Van
arranginga ftudvnt con/*r»nc« on UN Day here next
tion and Mrs. Ambellas provided
and did not see that the De Graaf
stage ajid as a centerpiece for the mendation from Black andVeatch $31,660; Dryer and Norris, $28,920;
Leuwen, Willard Butler and CliffordMarcus.Lower picTuejday In connection with the Trygve Lie lecture in
a demonstrationof the work of
car had stopped.
consulting engineers, on minimum De Fouw Electric Supply, $26,817;
tea table.
ture
*how*
Chrhtlaa
High
group.
Seated
are
Principal
the Dutch Dance groups. The exDamage to the rear of the 1953 Civic Center. About 150 delegate* from school* in the
Raymond Holwerda, Mary Kemme. Miriam Boven. H.J.
Mrs. Frank Working,vice presi- improvement which should be Parkway ElectricCo., $25,080(low
area are expectedat the conferencein Third Church
perimentalgroup of hi^h school
bid).
model De Graaf car was estimated
Jtuiper and Calvin Dykman. Slapding are Dale Topp
dent, was in charge of the meet- made at the sewage treatment
with Dlslrld Attorney Wendell A. Mile* a* keynoter.
Dutch dancers showed the group
at J250 and to the front of the
plant in the near future.
and
Arthur
Tuls.
ing.
Top picture show* Holland High committee. Seated, left
the routines which they do at
1954 model Loew car at $400.
Estimated cost of improveDevotions were conducted by
Tulip Time.
Police Chief A1 Boss investigated.
Mrs. Walter Scott and Mrs. Ken ments amounts to $77,5p0, and
De Free spoke briefly concerning estimated cost of a recommended
the Conlin amendmentwhich will relief sewer in Maple Av. is $75,Two
Indiana
Sisters
Grand Rapids Man Found
000. The board recommended that
be voted on in the November eleccouncil formulate plans to finHurt
as
Car
Hits
Ditch
tion. Mrs. William Neff, PTA
Guilty in Morals Case
Willis S. Bos», 4-H Club Agent
ance completionof the proposed
treasurer,appealed for 100 percent
The Fall Council meeting was
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
improvements within the next
Plans
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
membership in PTA.
held
at the home of the presiTwo Indiana sisters were transAfter deliberating414 hours, an
Speaker was Don Oosterbaanof three years, with the sewage dent, Mrs. Marie Bosman, North
ferred
to
Indiana
Wednesday
treatment
plant
improvements
to
Holland High and Holland Chrisall-man CircuitCourt jury Monday
Plans were being completed
by ambulance after being in- the Holland police force, who dis- be made first and the Maple Ave. Holland.Recommendations mado
tian High schools are combining today for the annual Halloween
found Russell Van Koevering, 50cussed "Our Schools’ Safety Proat the leader’s meetings were
jured when their car went out of
relief sewer to be set up to comtheir effortsto celebrate the joint party to be staged Saturdayat
year-old Grand Rapids man, guilty
discussed.They included reorgani'
control
near
Airport
road
on
USplete
the
project
in
the
last
half
Trygve Lie-United Nations to be 6:30 p.m. at Riverview Park by
of a charge of gross indecency.
Mrs.
John
Hollenbach,
in charge
zation of districts on Achieveobservedin Holland on Tuesday. the Junior Chamber of Commerce. 31 Tuesday afternoon. They had of publications,explainedto the of the three-year period.
Bond of $1,000 was continued and
ment Day basis, four leader’s
been
looking
for
an
overnight
A
petition
requesting
paving
Nov. 2, it was announced today by Participants in the children’scoshe will reappear Nov. 3 for dismeetings and dates and locations
mothers
how
they could subscribe
of East 31st St. from College to
Prof. Metta J. Ross of the Hope tume parade are requested to cabin.
position. The alleged offense ocfor Fall Rally were set. Methods
to the PTA magazine.Mrs. WorkMrs.
Fay
Stilabower,
54,
the
Columbia
Aves.
Including
the
inat
college faculty and a member of arrive at 6 p.m.
curred July 31 in Centennial Park
selecting members awards were
driver,
of
Edinburg,
Ind.,
receiv- ing introduced the committee for tersection at College Ave. with
the day’s steering committee.
in Holland.
Along with the evening party,
set and steps to encourage new
refreshments and Miss Mary HickGRAND HAVEN (Special)
approaches to be made directly
Miss Ross said that Clifford the Jaycees also are sponsoring a ed an injury to her left leg, and man, school principal.
On April 4, 1950, Van Koevering Jimmy Ribbink, 26, of 1321 Grant
clubs with the help of the counher
sister,
Mrs.
Bessie
Harrisman,
in
front
of
driveways
was
referrMarcus, member of the English window painting contest, and a
pleaded guilty to a similar offense St., died Monday in Municipal
Miss Hickman introduced the ed to the acting city manager for cil were discussed.
67,
also
of
Edinburg,
received
a
departmentof Holland high school, jack-o-lantemcontest. Jack-o-lan’in Ottawa Circuit Court and was Hospital after a three-monthillbroken right arm. Both were following room mothers:The Mes- report.
sentenced to serve six months to ness. He entered the hospital is faculty chairman of a student Urns must lx? brought to Fris Book
Upon recomdames Gerrit Swierenga,William
A petitionopposingpaving 31st . Flat Rock
conference to be held in the edu- store today, Wednesday or Thurs- taken to Municipal Hospital. The
five years at Southern Michigan
mendation
of 4-H club leaders at
Van
Howe,
John
Hagans,
Carl
Friday.
car hit a rough spot on the
St. from Michigan to Central
cation rooms of Third Reformed
Prison at Jackson. He served nearHe was bom March 25, 1928, to Church. Marcus will be assisted day afternoons between 3:30 and shoulder and then hit a ditch, ac- Tidd, C. Nordhof, George Schaften- Aves. during 1955 was filed for the district meetings, the council
ly two years of the sentence.
5:30
p.m.
is going ahead to work on the
aar, A. Beckman, M. Van TatenMr. and Mrs. James Ribbink of
cording to state police.
consideration at the time of
Merlin R. Garland. 33, Lansing, Grand Haven, and in 1949 married by Mrs. Frank Brieve, girls’ counChildren 9 to 15 may participate
plat book for Ottawa conuty. It
hove,
B.
Hill, A. Hoedema, W. public hearing.
selor and Latin faculty member.
main witness in the Van Koevering Lois Kutschke.He was a driverin the window painting contest
will Include maps of all tho
Miles, C. Hopkins, W. Hopkins, E.
Faculty members in charge for
Albert Kortman was granted
case, earlier stood mute on a sim.- salesman for Shell Oil Co. He was
which will take place Saturday Mrs. Adrian Kolean
Schutt, Derk Van Raalte, Wayne a license to construct sidewalks. townships with a certain amount
Holland Christian high are H. J.
of advertising and will be sold
lar charge of gross indecency and a member of Trinity Reformed
morning.Paints may be obtained
Blake, J. Hollenbach, John Bosch,
Kuiper and Arthur Tuls of the
by the 4-H clubs in the county.
a plea of not guilty was entered Church, its choir and president of Social Science department. Kuiper from Fris Book store and partici- Dies At Her Home
E. De Weerd, G. Vander Schel, T.
We will need the support of all
by the court. Cash bond of $200 his Sunday School class.
pants provide their own brushes
Longstreet,
C.
De
Jong,
R.
Jones,
Mrs. Adrian Kolean, 48, died
said the delegates are expected
the 4-H clubs in this particular
was continued.
An all-round athlete,he played from 42 high schools in the south- and cans for mixing.
Wednesday at her home, 281 A. Van Langen, I. De Neff, J. Mrs.
project
Parents are requested to see East 13th St., after a lingering Prince, C. Vander Molen, J. Zwiep
football and baseball in high school western area of Michigan and that
Conservation Projects—Several
and W. Walters.
and later with the city leagues. He the schools invited include those that children entering the costume illness.
Legion Auxiliary
clubs have enrolled in the forestry
played with Shinn’s baseball team public and parpehial institutions in contest Saturday night are dressed
Survivingbesides the husband The refreshments committee inLocal
project this year. Pine Creek
Has Business Meet
up until July, and last season the vicinity of Grand Rapids, Mus- warmly enough under costumes. are a son, William, at home; her cluded Mrs. R. Parks, chairman,
played basketballin the city kegon, Benton Harbor and Hol- Window painting judges will be mother. Mrs. William Mokma; Mrs. Don Oosterbaan, Mrs. C.
Mrs. Gertie Dekker, widow of School has 96 members enrolled
Willard G. Leenhouts Unit 6, league. He served in the Navy land.
Mrs. George Slikkers, Jr., Mrs. two sisters,Mrs. Dean Mokma Conrad, Mrs. H. Renick and Mrs. Leonard Dekker, died at 1:30 a.m. and started in the project. SevAmerican Legion Auxiliary, held from 1946 to 1948 and played baseFriday of a lingering illness. Mrs. eral other schools sent in their
Marcus stated that he expected Walt Milewski and Mrs. Donn and Mrs. Alden Stoner and one C. Buurma.
a regular monthly meeting in the ball and basketballwhile in ser- a registrationof about 150 dele- Lindeman. Jack-o-lantemjudges brother, William Mokma, Jr. All
Dekker, 77 years old, had been enrollments.
club rooms Monday evening. vice.
will
be
Mrs.
Jay
C.
Potter,
Mrs.
hospitalizedsince Sept. 21.
gates. Registration will be from
are from Holland.
Chapter to Participate
Rooms were attractively decorated
Bom July 16, 1877, in Holland The Waverly Club, Holland, has
Surviving are the wife, his 2:00 to 2-30 p.m. on Tuesdaykfol- Ed Boer and Mrs. Dale Van Dort.
. with fall flowers and leaves.
Costume
judges
will
be
Mrs.
Don
township
to the late Mr. and Mrs. reorganized and is getting underparents, and a brother, Raymond lowed by the keynote address
At Convocation Service
Hartmans Celebrate
/ t Mrs. Emily Brouwer, vice pres- of Grand Haven.
Gerrit Van Kampen, Mrs. Dekker way in their winter projects.Dewhich will be delivered by United Winter, Mrs. Derk Van Raalte and
ident, conducted the meeting in the
Women of the Moose, Chapter had lived in this vicinityall her finite type of leadership has been
States District Attorney Wendell Mrs. James Brooks.
Early Thanksgiving
absence of Mrs. Nellie Stanaway,
All
prizes
will
be
on
display
1010,
recently selected one of the life. Her husband died in 1939. She set up in their community with a
Miles of Grand Rapids.
An early Thanksgiving dinner
who is confined to her home be- Washington Pack 6
Accordingto Marcus, there will Thursday at Brouwer’s Furniture was held Sunday xat the home of five honor chapters in Michigan, was a member of MontelloPark leader'sorganization and election
of officers which deal directly
cause of a broken ankle.
be a series of panel discussions store. Don Gilcrestis general Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Hartman, will participate at the Convoca- Christian Reformed Church.
Gathers at School
During the business session,the
tion at Kalamazoo Oct 31 along
For last past nine years, Mrs. with the club agent.
following
the
keynote
address chairman.
The playing of home made musi25 West 27th St., with their family
organizationdecided to contriwith other honor chapters. The Dekker had made her home with
which will be followed by reports
as guests.
Holland Christian Schools also
bute again to Community Chest. cal instruments while the Cub in a general assembly by the disHolland chapter will conduct the her son-in-law and daughter, Mr
Scouts marched in a circle opened
Mr. and Mrs. Hartman plan to
David Gardner Dies
Announcement was made of the
Endowment Fund and Mrs. Ruth and' Mrs. Russell Dykema, 596 got underway this week with a
cussion
leaders. The group will
the program at a regular meeting
leave Wednesday for Fairhope, Rummler, junior graduate regent,
leader's meeting for girls sewing
next fifth district meeting in
eat at 5 p.m. in the Junior High At Spring Lake Home
Crescent Dr.
of Washington School Cub Pack 6
Ala., where they will spend the
of Holland will receive her green
Coopersville Thursday, Nov. 4.
school cafeteria and will attend
Surviving are two daughters, and knitting. Projects for the
Tuesday evening in the school.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
winter.
Reservationsfor the 6:30 dinner
beanie.
Mrs. Dykema and Mrs. Chester boys also being organized tins
the Tyre Lie speech in the Civic
Project for the month was making
David E. Gardner, 54, died unexPresent were Mrs. Robert LawTwenty-six members attended a Van Tamelen; seven sons, Gary, week.
meeting must be in by Monday,
Center in a body at 8 p.m.
home made instruments. Each Cub
pectedly Monday evening at his rence and Mrs. Carl SchuRze of
local meeting Wednesday evening. William, Alex, Dan, Harold, Nick
Nov. 1, with Mrs. Gertrude Ver
Kuiper said that the panel disreceived a button for the project.
home, on Boom Rd., Spring Lake. St. Johns, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce The business meeting was in
Hoef, 7796.
cussions wall center around four
and Melvin, all of Holland; a son- Newcomers Stage
Followinggames, new Cub
He had worked as usual all day Andersen and Neill of Holt, Mr. charge of Mrs. Marie Botsis,senMrs. Paul Kragt was in charge
topics to be taken up by eight
in-law, Andrew Dykema of HolScouts were introduced: Larry
Monday.
and Mrs. Rex Bean and daughters, ior regent, and refreshments were
of the social hour. Mrs. Jack
separategroups. The topics will
Kuikon, Paul Ackerman, Bill De
He was bom Oct. 20, 1900, in Gweneth and Cynthia of Charlotte, served by the Mooseheart com land; 18 grandchildren; two great Halloween Party
be: Should Red China be admitted
Barendse and her committeeservgrandchildren; a sister; Mrs. Ryk
Jonge, Marvin Walker, Martin De
Spring Lake, where he lived all his Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Seago and
Member of Holland Newcomers
mittee.
ed refreshments.
into the U. N.; The Segregation
Dykema; a brother, Males G. Van
Ridder, Perry Comelissen, Bill
life except six years in Cedar Mrs. Dagne Perreault of Grand
After the meeting members Kampen, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Club staged a Halloween costume
Policy in South Africa; DisarmaVan Beek, Scott Elenbaas and ment-Atomic Energy; and Recon- Rapids. He was married in Grand Rapids.
made booths and decorated the Fred Van Wieren, all of Holland. Isquare dance Saturday night in
Rapids July 30, 1928 to Dorothy
Jerry Webber, who received Bob* £o-Wed Club Hears
basement in a Halloween setting Funeral services will be held the gaily-decoratedTulip Room of
struction Problems in Korea. He
cat pins and David Fagerstrom, said that the discussion leaders Lewis. He was a member of North
for their annual Fall Festival and Monday afternoon, 1:30 at Dyk- the Warm Friend Tavern.
MaynydVan Lente
Ottawa Rod and Gun Club and the Sheryl Nykamp Feted
transferred from Longfellow pack.
dinner.
Cornstalks and autumn leaves,
from Christian High will include
stra Funeral Chapel and 2 p.m.
Awards went to Dick De Groot, Dale Topp, president of the stu- Spring Lake Business and Profes- On Ninth Birthday
The next meeting Nov. 3 will at Montello Park Church. The along with a large mirror adorned
Maynard Van Lente of the Den Chief cord; Dirk Walvoord,
sional Association.
Muskegon Area Child Guidance gold and silver arrow on Wolf dent council; Mary Kemme, band Besides the wife, he is survived Sheryl Evon Nykamp celebrated be formal initiation for three can- Rev. Fred Handlogten will offi- with leaves and pumpkins,created
didateswith the librarycommittee ciate and burial will be at Pilgrim an appropriatesetting for the
member;
Miriam
Boven,
student
Clinic was guest speaker Monday
by two daughters, Mrs. Russell her ninth birthday anniversary
badge; Gordon Yntema, silver arsquare dancing, called by Claude
Home Cemetery.
evening at a meeting of the row on Wolf badge; Kurt Vender council member and Calvin Dyk- Way, Spring Lake township, and Tuesday at a party given by her in charge.
The body is at the funeral Ketchum. Candles and pumpkins
Co-Wed Club in First Reformed Schel, two silver arrows on Wolf man, president of the junior class. Gwendolyn, at home; two sisters, mother, Mrs. Richard Nykamp, at
Marcus stated that the discuschapel where friends may call filled with leaves decorated the
Church.
Police Win Medals
badge; Mike Hilbink; Wolf badge sion leaders from Holland High Mrs. Barney Boelens and Mrs. their home, 140 East 14th St.
Sunday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 tables.
Games were played and prizes
Van Lente gave an informative and gold arrow; Charles Reagens,
Earl
Robinson
of Spring Lake, and
include; Carl Ver Beek, mayor;
Prizes for costumes were awardp.m.
At
Annual
Shoot
won
by
Laurie
Pomp,
Susan
talk on problems and methods Lion Badge and gold and silver
Wilford Butler, editor of the Hol- three children.
ed to Don Vandenberg, most grueZEELAND
(Special)
ZeeBarkel
and
Shirley
Terpsma.
A
used in dealing with children and arrow.
Since his younger days he had
land High Herald, Faith Rusticus
adults who come to the clinic.
worked in gasoline stations in two-course luncheon was served at land policemen held their annual Mrs. Warren Townsend, Mrs. some; Al Braye, most original;
In an Indian ceremony Garry Ven- and Ron Chandler.
Donald Crawford, Mrs. Edwin Cliff Springei and Mrs. Gladys
Group singing and devotions,led der Molen, Royce Rudolph, Charles
Spring Lake and for a time owned a table decorated in the Halloween qualifying shoot for medals TuesRaphael, Mrs. William Jesiek, Mrs. Billings, funniest man and woman,
by Chester Kramer, opened the Reagens and Bob Glatz received
the Gardner Gulf Service station. theme. Pictures were taken of the day afternoon.
Those awarded medals were Warren Merriam and Mrs. Arthur and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Childgroup.
meeUng. Howard Van Egmond Webelo badges and were gradu- Collect for Hazel
introduced the speaker. Co-Presi- ated from Cub Scouts to Boy
Miss Myra Brieve, daughterof Mrs. Tom Lindsay assisted the Chief Al Boss, expert award and Visser attended the Wednesday ress, best couple.
Operation Hazel in Holland netLawrence Veldheer and • Sid sessions of the Women’s Auxiliary Coffee and donuts were served
dent Gerald Van Lente presided Scouts.
ted 20 blankets,35 suit coats and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brieve, hostess.
conference at All Saints’ Church, after dancing.
Schaap, sharpshooterawards.
Guests
included
Sharon
Stam,
at
business meeting, when
14
West
21st
St.,
is
taking
a
part
Den Chiefs officiatingat the overcoats,quantities ot dresses
Serving on the party committee
In order to qualify for the Saugatuck. Attending today’smeetChristmas plans were discussed. ceremony were Artie Costing, and jackets and several pairs of in the fall play at Western Mich- Shirley Schippa, Faith Smith,
ings were Mrs. William Bradford, were Mr. and Mrs. Joe Corrado,
Serving on the social committee David Groenewoud, Chuck Shuck, shoes. The Junior Chamber of igan College, Kalamazoo, accord- Patty Tymes, Jo Ann Brower, awards, Boss shot 281 out of
were Mr. and Mrs. Bill De Haan. Dick De Groot and Andries Steke- Commerce sent the supplies to the ing to a release from the college Phyllis Garbrecht, Sandra possible 300, Veldheer shot 236 Mrs. Carl Van Raalte, Mrs. Donald chairmen,Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Stgketee, Mrs. Merriam, Mrs. Burton, Mr. and Mrs. Ron Fort, Mr. and Mrs. Chc^r Kramer and toe. Two new Den mothers, Mrs. central co^ection point in Grand news service." Philadelphia Story Stegenga, Susan Barkel, Laurie and Schaap 234. The shoot
Visser
and Mrs. Jesiek, all of ney and Mr. and Mrs. Jule
held
every
year
by
the
depart
Pomp,
Shirley
Terpsma
and
Linda
l *Mr. and Mrs. Howard Van Al Ackerman and M •s. Bill Van
will
be
presented
i
n
the
college
The drive was held ter
Depuydt
Grace Church, Holland.
ment
| Egmond.
Nykamp.
theater Nov. 18, 19 and 20.
Beek, were introduced.
hurricane victims in Toronto.
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CLARENCE A.

OWEN

REID

STATE

I-B

Reid

2-B

Cleary

3-B

CLYDE H. GEERLINGS

C«iidi4a««

Candidate

Congress, 5tb District

State Senator, 23rd District

Lieutenant Governor

Clarence A.

Secretary of State

Owen

Attorney General

Frank G.

Millard

4-B

State Treasurer

D. Hale

Brake

5-B

Auditor General

John B. Martin,

Jr.

6-B

J.

G.

MILURD

D.

HALE BRAKE

State Treasurer

AttorneyGenerol

Leonard

Donald S.

Governor

R. FORD, JR.

FRANK

CLEARY

Secretary of State

LieutenantGovernor

GERALD

J.

FRED DEN HERDER

Candidate «
County Treasurer

CONGRESSIONAL
United States Senator

Homer

Ferguson

Representative
Gerald R. Ford,

Congress

Jr.

JOHN

B.

MARTIN,

JR.

,

Auditor General

ROBERT

J.

KAMMERAAD

Candidate
Register of Deeds

7-B

8-B

5th District

LEGISLATIVE
23rd

Ottawa County

COUNTY
Prosecting Attorney

George Van

Peursem

Bussard

James W.
Gerald

Sheriff

VAN PEURSEM

9-B

District

State Representative

GEORGE

Geerlings

Clyde H.

State Senator

Vanderbeek

10-B

11

B

12-B
GEORGE DE

JAMES W. BUSSARD

Candidate

Candidate

State Representative

Prosecuting Attorney

V.

A*

VRIES

Candidate

County Clerk

Anna Van

Horssen

13-B

County Treasurer

Fred Den

Herder

14-B

Deeds

Robert J.

Kammeraad 15-B

GILBERT VANDE

WATER

Candidate

Coroner

Drain Commissioner

|

l

i

m

mM

Register of

&

Drain

George De

Commissioner

Joseph
Coroners

m

County Surveyor

Vries

16-B

Kammeraad

17-B

Water

18-B

Gilbert

Vande

Arthur

C.

Yost

19-B
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GERALD VANDERBEEK

ARTHUR C. YOST

ANNA VAN HORSSEN
Candidate
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